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1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Consumers hardly ever consider a single product in isolation. Rather, they typically

choose from sets of closely related products. In
products from the assortment offered in

a

a

retail setting, consumers can choose

product category (e.g., the toothpaste category in a

supermarket). Consumers can also choose directly from a set of products offered by a

manufacturer, a so-called product line. An example is the Windows Vista product line,

offered directly to consumers on Microsoft's website.

The composition of a product line or an assortment influences how consumers choose.
This influence goes beyond the mere presence of all the items but also includes the structure
displayed by the set

of items under consideration.

The central question in this dissertation is:

"How should manufacturers and retailers optimize the composition of their product line
respectively assortment when they consider how consumer preferences and/or sales are
ajIected by the composition of the product line respectively assortment?"

This thesis has two main objectives. First, we want to develop models that adequately
capture the influence of the composition of the set

of items under consideration

on consumer

preferences or sales. Second, we want to construct a methodology to find the product line or

assortment that maximizes some objective, typically profit. We start with a motivation for our
research on optimizing the composition of the product line in §1.2. Subsequently, §1.3

provides

a

motivation for our research on retail assortment optimization. We conclude this

introduction with a brief overview of the thesis in §1.4.
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1.2

Motivation for Research on Product Line Design
Typically, manufacturers offer several sets of closely related products, so-called

product lines. In general, the products in

a

product line only differ on a limited number of

product dimensions (i.e., product attributes). For example, Figure 1.1 illustrates Apple's iPod

product line as it was presented in Apple's online store. The iPod Nano product line consists
of a set of portable media players that only vary on three attributes: color, memory capacity,
and price. The three attributes only assume a few different levels. For instance there are only
three different levels

of memory capacity: 1 Gigabyte (Gb), 2 Gb, and 4 Gb. The combination

of different attribute levels leads to a finite number ofproducts the firm can offer.
Figure 1.1: Apple's iPod Nano Product Line.
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It is common practice for firms to fix the number of products they offer in

line, i.e. to fix

a

product

the length of the product line. For a fixed length of the product line the

question still remains which products the firm should include in its product line. This is
referred to as the product line design (PLD) problem, which can be defined as the problem of

of alternatives, in
objective function, subject to consumers' objective of choosing

selecting the optimal subset
order to optimize some

of products

to offer, from a specified finite set

products that maximize their utility (McBride and Zufryden 1988). Product line design is a
central problem in marketing (Dobson and Kalish 1988; Green and Krieger 1985; Kohli and

Sukumar 1990; McBride and Zufryden 1988). Due to changing consumer preferences and in

order to stay ahead of their competitors firms continuously introduce new products. As a
result, firms frequently face the product line design problem.
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Methodology aimed to solve the product line design problem has typically been
developed in the context

of conjoint

analysis. Conjoint analysis is a statistical technique in

which respondents' utilities or valuations for each attribute level associated with a product
category are inferred from the preferences they express for various combinations

of

these

attribute levels (Green and Rao 1971, Green and Wind 1975). This marketing research

technique is very popular for analyzing consumer trade-offs and designing product lines
(Green et al. 2001; Wittink and Cattin 1989). With the advent of estimation techniques such
as

Hierarchical Bayes that infer individual-level, part worth estimates (Allenby et al. 1995;

Allenby and Ginter 1995; Lenk et al. 1996), choice-based conjoint has gained popularity in
both academia and practice (Green et al. 2001; Sawtooth Software 2005). In a choice-based

conjoint exercise respondents are asked to choose one product profile from each choice set
rather than ranking or rating product profiles, as was traditionally the case. Choices are

preferred over rankings and ratings since they reflect what people do in the marketplace, they

define a competitive context and because managers can immediately use the implications of a
choice model (Carrol and Green 1995). Recently, choice-based conjoint analysis has become
the most widely used conjoint technique in the world (Orme 2003).

When optimizing the product line design on the basis of choice-based conjoint data it

is common to go through the following three-stage procedure. First, in an experimental
setting, individuals are asked to make repeated choices from various subsets

of possible

products to offer. Subsequently, a discrete-choice model is used to estimate the preferences of

individual consumers for the underlying attribute levels. These preferences can then be
combined to make predictions about the preference of every individual consumer for every
possible product that is a combination of the elicited attribute levels. In the final stage the

individual preferences are used to find the product line that optimizes some objective
function such as share of choices or profit.
There is increasing evidence that consumer preferences for products are at least partly

driven by the context provided by the set of alternatives consumers choose from (Chakravarti
and Lynch 1983; Payne 1982; Prelec et al. 1997; Ratneshwar et al. 1987). That is, not just the
alternatives themselves, but also the context provided by the choice set influences what
consumers choose. Consumers may choose products that stand out, represent a compromise,

or are relatively better than the alternatives. The marketing and psychology literature have
provided robust evidence for the presence of three important context effects: the similarity
effect, attraction effect, and compromise effect. The similarity effect describes the finding

3
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that an item is hurt more by similar items than by dissimilar items, and it implies preferences
for products that "stand out". Compromise effects refer to the phenomena that items have a

disproportionally large choice share when they are the compromise option in a choice set.
The attraction effect refers to the finding that an item increases the favorable perceptions of a

similar, but relatively better item. As

a

result, popular discrete-choice models that do not

account for such context effects potentially lead to sub-optimal product line decisions. This
observation leads to the identification of the first goal of our research:

Tlie first goal of the dissertation is to construct a discrete choice model that
accommodates multiple context elIects. Consequently, the contextual discrete choice model is

used to determine the impact ofaccountingfor context ejJects on optimal product lines.

1.3

Motivation for Research on Retail Assortment Optimization
Retailers face

a

similar problem to the Product Line Design problem. They need to

determine the optimal composition of the items in a product category. In this section we

provide our motivation for research in this domain.
Manufacturers have kept on extending their existing product lines as well as adding
new product linesl. Since they keep adding more stock-keeping units (SKUs) than the
number of older ones they delete, significant product proliferation has occurred (Bucklin and
Gupta 1999). In the past decades, retailers have continuously expanded their assortments to

accommodate the increasing product variety offered by manufacturers, resulting in an

explosive growth of the number of SKUs at grocery stores. Recently, retailers have run into

the limits to assortment expansion and realize the need for a more efficient assortment.
In this thesis we define assortment as the set

of different items in

a

merchandise

category. Assortment is an important element ofthe retailer's marketing mix. Traditionally, it
has been one of the key instruments for retailers to differentiate themselves from competitors.

In addition to satisfying existing wants, assortment can shape consumer preferences and
affect whether and what they purchase (Simonson 1999). Because most grocery stores carry
the same categories, differences in product selection across stores depend almost entirely on

product variation in (category) assortments (Briesch et al. 2006). Besides affecting in-store
behaviour, assortment is also an important determinant for store choice (Hoch et al. 1999).
Yearly manufacturers introduce more than 16,000 new products in the grocery retail industry (Food Marketing
Institute 200Ob).
1
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Retailers face the increasingly complex and recurring problem of selecting the
assortment that maximizes profitability. Most retailers still rely on simple heuristics to select
the assortment. Available commercial software packages such as Apollo (IRI) or Spaceman

(AC Nielsen) focus on space management rather than on product selection. Moreover, they
have a more descriptive nature as opposed to providing normative solutions.

Not only practioners consider assortment selection an important and complex
problem. Academics agree that more research is needed on optimizing an assortment

(Bucklin and Gupta 1999). In the literature, few models are available that can aid the retailer
in the complex assortment selection process. Although research up till date has dealt with

various issues concerning assortment, surprisingly little research has focussed on the actual
assortment selection. Bucklin and Gupta (1999) conclude their discussion on assortment
research by naming the rationalization ofproduct assortment a topic

of immediate priority.

Due to differences in store characteristics and demographics retailers need to address
the assortment selection problem at the store-level. Moreover, the retailer should focus on the

SKU as unit of analysis rather than on the brand to avoid an aggregation bias (Chong et al.
2001). The optimal assortment should be based on the local market structure, not only

focussing on the sales potential of SKUs in isolation but also considering cannibalization
effects. Finally, the substantial amount of new product introductions every year forces

retailers to consider products in the assortment selection exercise that are not (yet) part of the

assortment of the store or even anywhere in the chain.

A study of the relevant literature shows that the few existing norl:native assortment
studies either (i) do not allow for assortment selection at the SKU/store level, (ii) are not able

to handle realistic sets that occur in retail practice, or

(iii) prohibit the consideration of items

not (yet) in the assortment (Borin and Farris 1995; Borin et al. 1994; Chong et al. 2001;
Mcintyre and Miller 1999; Urban 1998). We deduct the second goal of this thesis from this
observation:

The second goal of the dissertation is to develop a methodology that allows a retailer

to optimize the assortment composition for realistic sets of items. The methodology should

provide a solution at the SKU/store level and allow for the consideration of SKUs that are
not (yet) part of the assortment.
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The methodology for optimizing a retail assortment is based on a model of SKU sales.
In any model there is uncertainty associated with the parameter estimates. This results in

uncertainty in the profit contributions since these are functions of the parameters in the sales
model. The uncertainty in the input of the retail assortment optimization problem is an

interesting notion that is under researched in the literature. Directly considering the profit

uncertainty of every assortment during the optimization would be an improvement over the
current status quo

of performing

a

sensitivity analysis or merely indicating the uncertainty

regarding the profit realization of the optimized assortment. Not only expected profits but
also the uncertainty regarding these estimates should be taken into consideration when

selecting the optimal assortment. Lower volatility reduces the risk associated with cash flows,

which results in

a

lower cost of capital or discount rate (Srivastava et al. 1998).

Consequently, the net present value of a cash flow with the same mean but lower variance

(i.e., financial risk) is higher because of the lower capital costs.
Srivastava et al. (1998) note that marketers increasingly realize that they should also
consider the volatility of cash flows. In other words, when choosing between different actions
the decision maker should make a trade-off between gain and risk. This also holds for the

retailer in case

profit of

an

of choosing the assortment.

The retailer should not only focus on the expected

assortment but also on the profit uncertainty associated with the assortment.

Solutions to the retail assortment optimisation problem should be robust to the uncertainty in
the products' profit contributions. This results in the third and final goal that this thesis will
address:

The third goal of the dissertation is to develop a methodology that allows a retailer to

optimize the assortment composition while accounting for the uncertainty in the input
parameters of the optimization. The methodology should be able to provide a solution at the
SKU/store level while balancing expected profit and the uncertainty of the profit realization.

1.4

Overview of the Dissertation
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 pursues the first goal

of this

dissertation. We extend a standard discrete choice model to account for context

effects. Subsequently, we calibrate the model on experimental choice data concerning digital
cameras. Finally, we use the estimated model to determine the effect

context effects on optimal product line compositions.
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Table 1.1: Dissertation Overview.
Chapter 2
Objective

- Model the influence of context
effects on individual choices;

- Formulate a robust counterpart of the
assortment optimization problem that
accounts for uncertainty in the SKUs' profit
contributions;
- Develop an efficient solution method for
the robust assortment optimization problem.

- Store-level scanner data;

- 54 stores of a French retail chain;
- Three years of weekly data.

- Store-level scanner data;
- Paper towels;
- 54 stores of a French retail chain;
- Three years of weekly data.

- Attribute-based store-level SKU sales model;
- Estimation: Hierarchical Bayes.

- Store-level SKU sales model;
- Estimation: Hierarchical Bayes.

- Full enumeration to find the product
line that optimizes profit.

- Assortment optimization problem formulated
as a mixed integer program (MIP), solved by a
MiP solver.

- Design of a heuristic to construct a (near-)
optimal solution to the Robust Assortment
Optimization problem.

- Both the similarity and compromise
effect significantly influence
individuals' repeated choices;
Disregarding context effects leads to
a significant decrease in profit.

- Large improvements in expected profit of the
optimal assortments compared to the current

- For many (but not all) stores the optimal
robust assortment significantly lowers
outcome uncertainty while only marginally

- Choice-based conjoint experiment;
- Individual-level choice data;
- Stimuli: digital cameras;

- 154 subjects.
Econometric
Model

Optimization

Methodology

Results

Chapter 4

- Develop a methodology for optimizing a
retailer's assortment at the SKU/store-level
subject to profit maximization;

- Assess the impact ofthe context
effects on the optimal product line
composition and profit.

Data

Chapter 3

- Extension ofthe Multinomial Probit
model that accounts for the influence
of context effects;
- Estimation: Hierarchical Bayes.

-

- Paper towels and liquid laundry detergent;

assortments;
Simultaneous optimization of SKU shelf
space levels and allowing new line extensions
results in even more profit improvement.
-
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deceasing expected profit;

- The heuristic is very fast and leads to
near-optimal robust solutions.

1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we move on to our research on retail assortments. This chapter discusses

how we pursue the second goal of this dissertation. We develop an attribute-based store-level

SKU sales model. Based on this sales model we formulate the retailer's assortment
optimization problem as

a

constrained optimization problem. The objective of this

optimization problem is to maximize category profit while obeying the capacity constraint.
We validate the sales model and optimization methodology on three years

of weekly

store-

level scanner data. These data concern two product categories sold in 54 stores of a national
French retail chain.
The last study that pursues the third and final goal of this dissertation is discussed in

Chapter 4. We define

a

robust version of the assortment optimization problem that accounts

for uncertainty in the input parameters of the optimization problem. Besides solving the
robust assortment optimization problem through full enumeration, we also propose a heuristic

that is able to find (near-) optimal solutions in a very limited amount of time. The
implications of the robust optimization problem and the performance of the heuristic are
established on the store-level scanner data used in Chapter 3. All of the studies described in
Chapters 2 to 4 are also summarized in Table 1.1.
The empirical chapters describe studies that are on the intersections

of three

research

domains: (A) Behavioral Decision Making, (B) Marketing Modeling, and (C) Operations
Research. Figure 1.2 depicts a Venn diagram that positions the empirical chapters in this

thesis with respect to the aforementioned research domains.

Figure 1.2: Schematic Description ofthe Dissertation Chapters.

(A) Behavioral Decision Making

Ch. 2
Ch. 3

Ch 4

(B) Marketing Modeling

(C) Operations Research
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The first empirical study, described in Chapter 2, is mainly in the intersection of

Behavioral Decision Making and Marketing Modeling. The study in Chapter

3

moves away

from Behavioral Decision Making and puts more emphasis on Operations Research. The last
empirical study in Chapter 4 is mainly located within Operations Research. However, it deals

with

a marketing

application and has important implications for both Marketing Modeling

and Behavioral Decision Making. Finally, in Chapter 5 we provide overall conclusions. We

also discuss the implications of our research for among others consumers, manufacturers, and

retailers. In addition, we also identify opportunities for future research based on the research

in this dissertation.
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Product Lines

2.1 Introduction
Product line design is a central problem in marketing (Dobson and Kalish 1988;
Green and Krieger 1985; Kohli and Sukumar 1990; McBride and Zufryden 1988). It involves
the optimal selection of a firm's product offerings based on consumer preferences. The

literature provides ample evidence that consumer preferences are at least partly driven by the
context provided by the set of alternatives (Chakravarti and Lynch 1983; Payne 1982; Prelec

et al. 1997; Ratneshwar et al. 1987). As a result, popular discrete-choice models that do not

account for such context effects potentially lead to sub-optimal product line decisions. In this
study we propose a discrete choice model accommodating multiple context effects and

determine the impact

of accounting for context effects on optimal product lines.

Context effects are phenomena consumers face many times a day since there is
always a context to choose from. Not just the alternatives themselves, but also the context

provided by the choice set influences what consumers choose. They may choose products that
stand out, represent a compromise, or are relatively better than the alternatives. Context

effects are defined as the finding that consumers' choices are influenced by the composition

of the choice

set (Chakravarti and Lynch 1983; Payne 1982; Prelec et al. 1997; Rameshwar et

al. 1987). The marketing and psychology literature have provided robust evidence for the

*

This chapter is based on Rooderkerk, Robert P., Harald J. van Heerde, and Tammo H. A. Bijmolt. 2006. "The
Impact of Context Effects on Optimal Product Lines," under revision for 24 round review, Journal OfAfarketing
Research. This study has been presented at the 2005 Marketing Science conference held at the Goizueta
Business School, Emory University, at the 2nd Annual Conference on Collaborative & Multidisciplinary
Research, Yale School of Management, and at the Catholic University of Leuven, the University of Groningen,
the Erasmus University Rotterdam, and the Free University Amsterdam.
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presence

of three important context effects,

the similarity2 effect (Tversky 1972), attraction

effect (Huber et al. 1982; Huber and Puto 1983), and compromise effect (Simonson 1989).
The similarity effect describes the finding that an item is hurt more by similar items than by

dissimilar items, and it implies preferences for products that "stand out". Compromise effects
refer to the phenomena that items have a disproportionally large choice share when they are
the compromise option in a choice set. The attraction effect refers to the finding that an item
increases the favorable perceptions of a similar, but relatively better item.

Context effects imply that consumer choices exhibit systematic dependencies on the

alternatives in the choice set. As a result, these choices violate two assumptions underlying

traditional random utility models (RUM). First, the similarity, attraction, and compromise
effects lead to choices that are inconsistent with the Independence

(IIA)

of Irrelevant Alternatives

assumption, which says that the relative preference between two options does not

depend on the presence

of other options (Luce

1959). Second, choices subject to the

attraction and compromise effect often violate the regularity principle that enlarging the
choice set cannot increase the choice share of an option. Popular discrete-choice models, such

as the multinomial probit or nested logit model, only account for similarity-based violations
of the IIA assumption but not for compromise- or attraction-based IIA-violations. In addition,
none

of these models allow for violations of the regularity principle.
Consequently, several authors have called for the construction of an empirical choice

model that accounts for multiple context effects across a wide range of choice situations

(Dhar et al. 2004; Huber and Puto 1983; Kivetz et al. 2004a; Kivetz et al. 2004b). Swait and
colleagues (2002) even refer to what they call

a

Lucas-like "context critique" (Lucas 1976)

stating that predictive models which ignore the context may provide biased predictions
because policy actions may impact the context,

which in turn may influence the choice

process. As a result model predictions that ignore the role of the context may lead to sub-

optimal product lines.

While the literature provides models that capture one context effect at the time
(Kamakura and Srivastava 1984; Kivetz et al. 2004a; Tversky 1972), it lacks empirical
discrete-choice models that accommodate multiple context effects. Therefore, the first

contribution o f our study is that we propose and empirically test a choice model that captures

similarity, attraction, and compromise effects explicitly and simultaneously. We advocate a
componential probit model, in which we separate the partworth utility (sum of the item's
2 Tile terms similarity effect and substitution effect have been used interchangeably in the literature.
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partworths) from the utility derived from the context. Our componential approach provides

insight into the strength and significance of each context effect individually while allowing
them to be present simultaneously.
The second contribution of our study is that we investigate whether and how context

effects impact optimal product lines. Since context effects lead to choice behavior that is

systematically different from what traditional choice models predict, there is an opportunity

for firms to design product lines that entail context effects, which in turn lead to more
favorable choices from the firm's perspective. These "more favorable choices" include
choices that lead to higher profits or higher purchase incidence. Using the contextual choice
model we show that firms can benefit from context effects when they select product lines.

The remainder of this chapter is organized

brief overview of

as

follows. In the next section we give a

the product line design literature. Subsequently, we provide formal

definitions of context effects. Next, we review the literature on modeling the similarity,
attraction, and compromise effects, and we present

a

unifying choice model that accounts for

these three context effects. The subsequent section describes model results for conjoint data

on choices made from sets of digital cameras. We empirically show that accounting for
context effects significantly increases our ability to predict choice behavior. Even after

accounting for unobserved heterogeneity we find that the influence of the context on

individual choice behavior remains significant. The increase in fit after accommodating
context effects holds for all choice sets, including holdout choice sets that are larger than the
estimation choice sets. Next we use this model to show the influence of context effects on the

optimal product line composition. We conclude with a discussion.

2.2

Product Line Design
The product line design (PLD) problem can be defined as the problem of selecting the

optimal subset of products to offer, from

a

specified finite set

of alternatives,

in order to

optimize some objective function, subject to consumers' objective of choosing products that

maximize their utility (McBride and Zufryden

1988).

The PLD problem is faced, for

example, by firms introducing products into new markets, by firms introducing new products

into existing markets, or by firms modi fying their product lines (Dobson and Kalish 1988).

An important element of the product line design problem is the individual utility
function, which is frequently derived from conjoint analysis (e.g.,

see Green and Rao 1971;

Green and Srinivasan 1990). In an experimental setting individual partworth estimates are
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obtained for the attributes underlying the products. Subsequently, the estimated partworths
can be combined to make individual-based predictions for the evaluations

of every

combination of the attribute levels (McBride and Zufryden 1988). Consumers are assumed to
buy the product with the highest utility. Studies on the product line design problem frequently
apply choice-based conjoint (CBC) because it facilitates the simulation

of market

shares.

Primary demand effects are taken into consideration by the inclusion of a "no buy" option as
additional choice alternative (Kohli and Sukumar 1990; McBride and Zufryden 1988). Here

we stick to these conventions, i.e., we use choice-based conjoint with a no-buy option.
Whereas previous studies on the PLD problem have primarily aimed at increasing the

efficiency of the optimization techniques (Balakrishnan and Jacob 1996; Kohli and Sukumar
1990; Nair et al. 1995), our study focuses on improving the input of the PLD problem. This is
spurred by the increasing evidence that consumer preferences for products depend on the
composition of the choice set. As a result, popular discrete-choice models that do not account

for context effects may lead to sub-optimal product line decisions. To

assess the

impact of

context effects on optimal product line composition we need to account for context effects in
the discrete-choice model used in the product line optimization. In the next section we

discuss context effects in more detail and we define three important context effects.

2.3

Context Effects
Prelec et al. (1997) refer to context effects as the phenomenon that consumer choice

behavior is influenced by the composition of the choice set under consideration in a manner
apparently inconsistent with stable preferences. In contrast, the theory of rational choice
assumes that the preference between options is stable, i.e., independent of the presence or
absence

of other options (Tversky and Simonson 1993). Stable preferences imply that the

decision maker has

a

complete preference order of all options, and always selects the option

from the given choice set that is highest in that order. Rational choice models further imply
regularity, which states that the choice share of an option cannot be increased by enlarging
the choice set.

During the last decades the literature has reported several violations of the IIA and
regularity principles (Huber et al. 1982; Huber and Puto 1983; Simonson 1989; Simonson
and Tversky 1992; Tversky 1972; Tversky and Simonson 1993). These violations are in line
with a more recent view on decision-making that utilities are constructed in a specific choice

context rather than recalled (Bettman et al. 1998; Payne et al. 1992). Several context effects
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of Context Effects.
(c) Compromise effect

(b) Attraction effect

(a) Similarity effect
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have been reported over the last decades. We discuss three important ones, which are

illustrated in Figure 2.1. The choice options in Figure 2.1 are supposed to vary on two
attributes, and consumer's preferences are assumed to be monotonically increasing in both
attributes at the same rate.

2.3.1

Similarity effect
The first well-documented context effect is the similarity or substitution effect, which

is the phenomenon that an item hurts alternatives that are similar to that alternative more than

those dissimilar to it. This violation of the

IIA assumption

led Tversky (1972) to formulate

the similarity hypothesis which states that a new product takes disproportionally more share

from those similar to it than from dissimilar items. To formalize this statement we define
1/) to be the probability of a consumer choosing option x from the set

of options K

PCX:

Suppose

in Figure 2.1 a option S would be added to a choice set containing only A and B. Since S is

more similar to B than to A, the similarity effect predicts that B loses more share3 to S than A
loses to S In other words, we expect the relative choice share

of option B compared to option

A to be lower in the set containing options A, B, and S than in the set just containing A and B:

P(B,{AM,S})/(P(A,{AM,S})+ P(B; {Ah,S})) < P(B,{A,B}). In an extreme case the similarity
effect leads to

a

preference reversal, i.e., P(B,{A,B}) > P(A; {Ah}) and P(B; {AA,S}) <

P(A;{A,B,S})
2.3.2 Attraction effect
The attraction effect (Huber et al. 1982; Huber and Puto 1983) refers to the

phenomenon that an item increases the favorable perceptions

the choice set. The decoy item provides

a

of similar, but superior,

items in

worse trade-off with a similar (target) product,

which makes the target item look relatively better, shifting preferences to the target. In Figure

2.lb option D is asymmetrically dominated by A but not by B. The attraction effect predicts
that adding D increases the relative choice share of option A compared to option B:
P(A; {A B,D})/( P(A; {AA,D})+ P(B; {A,B,D}))> P(A,{A,B}). The attraction effect also holds
for decoy items that are not dominated but reflect a relatively worse trade-off on the attributes
than items in the choice set. Suppose in Figure 2.1 b option E would be added to a set

containing A and B only. Since A provides a better trade-off relative to E than B does (to
obtain A, the consumer experiences a much smaller decrease in attribute 2 than to obtain B),
1 Note that we use the term choice share and choice probability interchangeably.
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the attraction effect would predict that preference shifts from B to A. Hence, we expect the

relative choice share

of option

A compared to option B to be higher in the set containing

options A, B, and E than in the set just containing A and B: P(A; {AB/})/( P(A; {AM„E})+

P(B; {Ah,E})) >POI; {A,B}).
The attraction effect violates the IIA assumption, albeit in the opposite direction of

similarity effects. That is, the attraction effect predicts that the addition of

a

similar, but

relatively inferior, option increases the choice share of the option it is more similar to,
whereas the similarity effect predicts a decrease in this case. The attraction effect also

commonly violates regularity (Huber et al. 1982; Huber and Puto 1983; Simonson 1989).

This is especially the case when adding an asymmetrically dominated alternative such as

option D. In those instance where regularity is violated we have that adding D increases the
choice share of option A: P(A; {Ah,D}) >P(A;{AB }).

2.3.3 Compromise effect
The compromise effect (Simonson

1989) is the phenomenon that an alternative

obtains a relatively large choice share when it is a compromise or middle option in the choice
set. Suppose

option A would be added to the set {B,C} in Figure 2. lc, and option C becomes

the compromise option. The compromise effect predicts that C's relative choice share

compared to option B

increases,

i.e.,

P(C; {A,B,C})/(P(B; {AA,C})+P(C {AB,C}))

>

P(C; {B,C}). Clearly, compromise effects also violate the IIA principle. In addition, they
commonly lead to violations of the regularity principle.

In his Nobel prize lecture McFadden (2001) indicated that there is substantial
evidence that individuals make decisions that deviate strikingly and systematically from the

predictions of the standard random utility model (RUM). Acknowledging the presence of
context effects does not mean we have to reject the rational economic choice theory;

displaying sensitivity to context effects does not make

a

decision maker fundamentally

irrational. However, the systematic and significant appearance of context effects provides

sufficient reason to account for these effects in models predicting choice behavior. In the next
section we review studies that model the influence

2.4

of context effects.

Modeling Context Effects: Literature Overview
The standard Random

Utility Models, such as the Multinomial Logit (MNL) and

Multinomial Probit (MNP) Models (and their nested variants), do not explicitly account for
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context effects. In this section we discuss studies that have explicitly modeled context effects.

The studies are summarized in Table 2.1.
Based on theoretical and empirical arguments Tversky (1972) showed that the IIA

assumption was overly restrictive for describing choice patterns. This led him to formulate

the Elimination-By-Aspects (EBA) model, which accounts for similarity effects by
describing the choice process as a sequential elimination process. In the EBA model each

alternative is viewed as a set of aspects. The EBA process consists of sequentially choosing
an aspect and removing products that do not possess this aspect. This process is continued

until only one alternative remains.
Kamakura and Srivastava (1984) account for the similarity effect using distances to model
the correlation structure of the random MNP disturbances. An exponential transformation
translates distances between choice options into similarity measures. The resulting model
extends the MNP model with two additional parameters, a "decay" parameter determining the
rate at which similarities decrease as the distance between two options increases, and a

parameter transforming the similarities into correlations.

Tversky and Simonson (1993) distinguish between the local context, consisting of the

alternatives in the offered set, and the background context, the alternatives previously
considered in choice experiments. They present a conceptual context-dependent model that
expresses the

value of each choice option as

a

combination of two components:

a linear

combination of the attributes with weights depending on the background context, and a
component representing the relative advantage an option receives in pairwise comparisons

with other items in the local context. The authors show that, under certain restrictions on the
parameters in the relative advantage component, their componential context model is able to

account for attraction and compromise effects. Tversky and Simonson (1993) do not provide
an empirical validation of their model, and a specific form of their model would have to be
chosen in an empirical study.

Kivetz et al. (2004a) introduce four context-dependent choice models designed to
capture the compromise effect. Their modeling approach assumes that the partworths have
been measured at a global (context-independent) level, through a self-explication exercise for

example. Next, the different models convert the global context-independent utilities into
context-dependent utilities using the local context. The context-dependent utilities are
translated into choices by assuming an MNL choice rule. The models convincingly show the
presence of compromise effects.
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Table 2.1: Empirical Models Accounting for Context Effects.
Model

Author

Random Utility Maximization

Thurstone (1927), Marschak (1960)

Elimination-By-Aspects
MNP with Distance Dependent Covariances

Tversky (1972)

4

Kamakura and Srivastava (1984)

4

Componential Context

Tversky and Simonson (1993)

Context-Dependent MNLb

Kivetz et al. (200#a)

Contextual MNP

This study

Similarity

4

Attraction

(4)'

(4)'

4

4
4

a. The Tversky and Simonson (1993) study presents a conceptual (non-empirical) model for the attraction and compromise effects.
b. The authors propose four context-dependent extensions o f the Multinomial Logit Model
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We conclude that the literature lacks empirical discrete-choice models that
accommodate the similarity, attraction, and compromise effects simultaneously. However,

context effects do not appear in isolation but rather in combination, as illustrated by Huber
and Puto (1983) with respect to the similarity and attraction effect. In this study, we develop a

model that considers choices as the net outcome of the simultaneous presence

of multiple

context effects. We proceed by outlining the steps towards this model.

2.5

A Unifying Model of Context Effects

2.5.1 Modeling Objectives
Our first objective is that the context-dependent model nests the standard RUM

model, such that it reduces to this model in the absence of context effects. This objective
takes the EBA approach

of Tversky (1972) out of consideration. An additional objective is to

model the influence of context effects in the structural part ofutility. This allows for standard
parameter significance tests for each context effect. Meeting this objective prohibits the use

of a context-dependent error approach. Finally, we prefer to have separate tests for each
context effect.

In our view, the best approach to meet all aforementioned objectives is to model the
impact

of context effects

as

direct utility gains or losses. Following the approach by Tversky

and Simonson (1993) we distinguish two utility components, (1)

a

partworth utility (sum of

the item's partworths), and (2) a context-dependent component. The context-dependent

component is a linear combination of three context variables, each accounting for the utility

gain or loss due to the respective context effect. This approach

is

consistent with the

assumption that items directly gain or lose attractiveness due to the context of the choice set

they are part of. Using this approach we isolate the influence of the three context effects

while allowing them to be present simultaneously. Moreover, our methodology results in a
parsimonious model representation. We do not claim that our componential approach is the

only way of modeling context effects; it is the approach that meets our objectives best.
2.5.2 Model Specification
Our approach extends the partworth part of a choice option's utility with a component

capturing the context effects. We formulate the utility subject h attaches to item i in choice

set t as:4. This value depends on the context A(h,t), A for short, which is the set of items in
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choice set t administered to subject h. Equation (2.1) formalises the decomposition of the

deterministic part of utility into a partworth utility (Fh") and context-dependent part ( FCA):

z = Fk„
+ FCAhn
.-.

+

Ehn

'

(2.1)

context -dependent

partworth utility

with h =l,..,H, t -1...,Th, i -1....N' , where NA = NAA.,)

represents the number

of options in

choice set A, and E*. is the random error term. Consistent with the extant context effect
literature (e.g., Huber et al. 1982; Huber and Puto 1983; Kivetz et al. 2004a; Simonson 1989;
Tversky 1972), we assume that every item in the set A can be described along Q metric
attributes and that consumer preferences are monotonically increasing in all attributes. The

partworth utility follows from the standard way of assigning partworths to all attributes:
Q

p.10 = E Bh' . X h„4

(2.2)

9

q=1

where xhtiq indicates the value of item i on attribute q in choice Set t administered to subject

h. The weight attached to attribute q is given by /94. The contextual component is

a

linear

combination of three variables, each accounting for the utility gain or loss due to similarity,
attraction and compromise effects:

VCL - fl M . SIM&+B:Tr . ATTA,+KOM .COMA

(2.3)

ht' 9

with:

SIML= the similarity value of item i in choice set A(t,h),

ATC = the attraction value of item i in choice set A(t,h), and
COMA= the compromise value of item i in choice set A(t,h)
An important feature of the model is that it allows for statistical tests
and

COM

A

of

B,EM , B£Tr .

separately to examine the presence of each context effect. Note that the model

reduces to the standard Random Utility Model CRUM) if B:IM, BAA17 , and /72M are all
equal to zero.

Following the product line design literature, we incorporate

a no-choice option xo to

account for primary demand effects. Its utility is described by:
Z:O =BAO + E h,0

We allow for

a non-zero no-choice

(2.4)

utility, since setting it to zero in the presence of

linear attributes leads to biased parameter estimates (Haaijer et al. 2001). The subject-specific
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parameters are defined to be independently, identically distributed according to

a

normal

population distribution:
h = hO' 1 h,•···, hQ, IM • P:Tr '1}toM li ,

(2.5)

A i.i.d.- N(B, 5),and

(2.6)
.,

11=99,11\'...,Pe,P

SIM n ATT n COM \

.P

.V

1,

1/B

a full

matrix.

(2.7)

We continue with the operationalization of the context variables. For the sake of
clarity we drop the subject (=h) and choice set (=t) indices in the subsequent discussion.

Distance-based context variables
Since all attributes are assumed to be metric we can introduce a distance measure

between two options in a choice set. We use a standardized city-block (i.e., Manhattan)
distance between two options, which is the standardized sum

of

absolute differences in

attribute values. Since the standardization is with respect to attribute ranges as present in the
choice set, the resulting distances are context-dependent:

d'=X|x"IAx"1,
U

q=1

q

(2.8)

where d; is the distance between option i andj in choice set A, and Lj the range of attribute
q in set A. We now formulate the context variables using this distance measure.

Similarity. Our formulation of the similarity of option i and jin choice set A, S,1 , is
analogous to the one used by Debruyne and Reibstein (2005) in the domain of firm similarity.

Our pairwise similarity measure is inversely related to the distance between two options,
scaled by the maximum distance in the choice set:

( d 97

SA =1 1

, C '19':J

(2.9)

From these pairwise similarities we derive the overall similarity of option i in set A,
S,A, as the

similarity to the closest (i.e., most similar) item in the choice set: 4
S,4 = j€Al'.4
max S,;'

.

(2.10)

4 A viable alternative would be to formulate the overall similarity of an item as the average pairwise similarity
with respect to the other items in the set. However, this alternative formulation led to a decrease in model fit.
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The overall similarity of an option does not only depend on the values or

characteristics of the option most similar to it, but also on the values of the other options in
the choice set, because these (co-)determine the attribute ranges and maximum distance in the
choice set. A desirable feature of our formulation is that the option most similar to the focal

option will become even more similar to it when all other options "move away" in attribute
space, and extend the range and maximum distance attained in the choice set.

We derive the similarity variable in our model, SIM, , by normalizing the overall
similarities in such a way that average similarity in

a

choice set equals one:

A

(2.11)

«SI. NA,
SIM,A = L.t
jEA

We normalize the other context variables also such that their average value equals
one, regardless of the size of the choice set. This facilitates the prediction

of choices

made in

(hold-out) choice sets with different sizes than those in the estimation sample. An additional

benefit of the normalization is the comparable effect sizes across context variables.
Consistent with the essence of the similarity effect we expect an option to lose utility

when it is more similar to other options in the choice set. Consequently, we expect

a

negative

sign for the parameter of the similarity variable: BS,M < 0.

Attraction. Our formulation of the attraction variable is based on that of Tversky and

Simonson (1993). We define the total advantage of option i over option jin set A,
sum

4

as the

of attribute differences in favor of option i, scaled to the corresponding attribute range:
r,1 =

max{x,4 -

4

q=1

xjq,Oi

(2.12)

The relative advantage of item i over j, R;, is the fraction of the distance between i

andj that represents an advantage for item i:
A

R' = -#A.

4
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For each option we sum the relative advantages over all other options in the choice
set. We normalize by

multiplying this sum by the factor 2/(NA - 1), using the fact5 that the

options' relative advantages add Up to NANA
A 77; 3

-

1)/2:

2

=

(NA -1)

(2.14)
j.,4\{il

We expect an option that offers more relative advantages to gain utility. As

a

result,

we expect a positive sign for the parameter of the attraction variable: A -r > 0.

Compromise. We start our formulation of the compromise variable by identifying a

compromise option M in a set A. The compromise option can be a real or virtual choice

option. Its attributes equal the middle values of the attribute ranges as defined by the options
in the choice set:
min x,q + max x,q
A
XMq =

ket

keA

(2.15)

2

We formulate the compromise value of an option as the distance to the compromise
option of the set:
C,4 =

dl.

(2.16)

Once again we normalize these values to obtain our compromise variable:
(A

COM'' = St-A

(2.17)

NA-

jeA

We expect that
disadvantage. As

an

option further away from the compromise has

a consequence,

a

utility

we expect that the corresponding parameter is negative:

#COM < 0.

We embed our contextual utility formulation in an independent MNP model by
assuming independently, identically distributed N(0,1) errors and by relating the choice

indicators to the utilities according to the first choice rule:
Eb,o,Eh# i. i.d.

N(0,1)

Vh= 1,..,H, t= 1,..,T ,i= 1,.., AS.

yt, = 1 if zi, >
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Vj *Lj =0:... NA,

where yt,= 1 indicates that subject h has chosen option i from set t.
5

I I R; =I
I
»-I"
..... II. "-I ..'.. .'.'.,

'......t"

I

'..'......,

2-" N'
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(2.19)

2.5 A Unifying Model of Context Effects

The reason that we assume independent errors is that we prefer to model the influence

of the local context, including

the similarity effect, directly via the structural part

of utility.

Alternatively, we could have allowed for correlated errors in a MNP model to account for
similarities between options in

a

choice set. We choose not to do so to avoid a confound

between the structural and error components

of utility as ways to account for context effects.

2.5.3 Heterogeneity vs. Context Effects
Hutchinson et al. (2000) offer unobserved heterogeneity as an alternative explanation

for context effects. They show that choice behavior attributed to context effects may result
from aggregating different consumer segments that do not exhibit these effects when
considered separately. More specifically, they illustrate that aggregate deviations from IIA do
not necessarily coincide with such deviations within segments. The authors suggest that the

only way to distinguish individual differences in preferences from individual-level departures
from IIA is to use a combination of between and within-subject data. Therefore, we estimate
the choice model on repeated choices for multiple respondents. We employ Hierarchical

Bayes techniques to allow for unobserved parameter heterogeneity. To establish the interplay

between context effects and individual-level heterogeneity as drivers

of choice behavior we

compare our heterogeneous context model to a homogenous version of the same model

(Vh-L.,H: A =Bin

Equations (2.5)-(2.7))

This concludes the formulation of our contextual componential choice model. In the

remainder of this chapter we refer to our context-dependent extension of the MNP model as
the Contextual MNP model (CMNP). We illustrate its descriptive and predictive abilities in
an empirical application, discussed next.

2.6

Empirical Application

2.6.1 Data

Description

Participants. To calibrate and test the alternative models, we designed an experiment
to collect choice-based conjoint data. 154 undergraduate students participated in this

experiment in return for a monetary compensation of $7.

Stimuli. We used hypothetical digital cameras in the experiment. Pre-tests indicated
that, in addition to price, picture quality (measured in number

of Megapixel)

and optical

zoom (measured in the number of times an object can be magnified while retaining the same

resolution) were the most important attributes for respondents. These attributes were also
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emphasized most in print ads around the time of data collection (September 2004). Subjects

were told that all choice options had the same price, the only differences being the picture

quality and optical zoom. Both attributes contained five equidistant levels. Picture quality
ranged from two to six Megapixels and optical zoom from 2x to 1Ox. The attribute ranges and
levels were representative for the market values at the time of data collection.

Procedure andDesign. Each respondent was asked to evaluate 21 choice sets in total.

The experiment was administered on PCs in

a

behavioral research lab using the software

package Authorware 6 (Macromedia 2001). We first presented each participant 15 estimation
sample choice sets, each containing three digital cameras and a no-choice option. Figure 2.2

shows one of the choice sets presented to the participants. Next, subjects were asked to
choose from six additional holdout choice sets. In addition to a no-choice option these choice
sets contained three (2x), four (2x) and five (2x)

digital cameras respectively.

Figure 2.2: Example of a Choice Set Presented to the Participants.

Which of these digital cameras would you choose?
Double click on the item you wish to choose, double click on "None" if none
is satisfactory

Option

1

of these options

Option 2

Picture quality: 4 Megapixel

Picture quality:

Optical zoom: 8x

Optical zoom: 6x

Option 3

5

Megapixel

None

Picture quality: 6 Megapixel

I would not purchase any of
these

Optical zoom: 4x

More specifically, we created 30 three-item estimation sample choices using the
%Choice*(F macro in SAS (Kuhfeld 2005). This macro finds efficient designs based on
procedures by Kuhfeld et al. (1994), and Huber and Zwerina (1996). It composes a collection

of choice sets such that the D-error,

a

widely used measure to evaluate design efficiency, is

minimized. We enforced the optimal choice sets to be free of overall dominating or
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dominated options as such options are unlikely to appear in reality. However, we did allow

for choice

sets containing asymmetrically dominating items. Since the SAS macro uses

anticipated model parameters to improve design efficiency, we assume that utility increases

linearly in the attributes with equal attribute importance. The 30 choice sets were randomly
blocked into 10 overlapping groups of

15

estimation choice sets. Participants were randomly

assigned to each group. The order of the choice sets and of the profiles within each choice set

were randomized. Using the same parameter values, three collections of 10 choice sets were

generated for the holdout choice sets, each containing a no-choice option and three, four, and

five digital cameras respectively. For each choice set size, the choice sets were randomly
blocked into five non-overlapping groups of two holdout choice sets. Again subjects were
randomly assigned to one of these groups.

2.6.2 Estimation
We estimate both the standard multinomial probit (MNP) model and the proposed
contextual extension (CMNP). To obtain more insight into the effect of accounting for
heterogeneity on observing context effects, we present results for both a homogeneous and
heterogeneous version of the MNP and CMNP model. We use the Gibbs sampler proposed

by Rossi and McCullogh (1994) for inferences,

see

Appendix A. All prior distributions are

chosen to be uninformative. For all model parameters other than variances we assume
independently, identically distributed normal distributions N(0,100). For the covariance

matrix, FB we assume an Inverse Wishart distribution with m+2 degrees of freedom and
covariance matrix equal to dE ' I-, where I,„ is an m by m identity matrix, and m is the number

of independent variables in

the model. Starting values are chosen to be equal to zero for all

parameters other than the variances and Im for the covariance matrix P,

We ran the Gibbs sampler for 500,000 draws and retained each 508 draw of the last
250,000 draws. Visual inspection confirmed convergence ofthe Gibbs chains. The procedure

resulted in 5,000 draws to compute the moments of the posterior distributions. In-sample fit

of

the models was determined by calculating the Deviance Information Criterium (DIC,

Spiegelhalter et al. 2002), which balances model fit and complexity (lower DIC is better).

Out-of-sample fit was established by computing the hit rate and hit probability. The hit rate is
defined as the fraction of times in which the choice option with the highest predicted

probability corresponds to the chosen option, whereas the hit probability is the average
probability corresponding to the chosen option. The hit probabilities were calculated using
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the Geweke-Hajivassiliou-Keane (GHK) simulator from Geweke (1991), Hajivassiliou and

McFadden (1990), and Keane (1990; 1994). A random subset of 500 posterior draws was
used to calculate the

fit statistics.

2.6.3 Results
Table 2.2 contains the

fit statistics for all four models. Both in

the homogeneous and

the heterogeneous case, the in-sample DIC values for the CMNP model are better (lower)

than for the standard MNP model. The relative difference in DIC values in favor of the
CMNP model varies between from 5.60% (homogenous case) to 11.74% (heterogeneous

case). Except for the hit rate for the holdout triplets in the homogeneous case, the CMNP
models always perform better on the holdout sets than their standard MNP counterparts.
Whereas the predictive fit decreases for larger choice set sizes (four and five cameras) in case

of the

standard MNP model, the CMNP model maintains the same level

of out-of-sample fit

across the different choi.c set sizes. These results provide strong empirical evidence that

accounti,0 for context effects improves in- and out-of-sample fit.
Table 2.2: Summary ofDescriptive and Predictive Fit.
In-sample
3 items

Out-of-sample
4 items

5 items

Hit**

Hit***

Hit

Hit

Hit

Hit

DIC*

rate

prob.

rate

prob.

rate

prob.

Homogeneous
Standard MNP

5203.8

.468

.349

.338

.326

.347

.312

Contextual MNP

4912.5

.445

.369

.536

.375

.456

.350

Heterogeneous
Standard MNP

4406.8

.514

.423

.395

.382

.400

.371

Contextual MNP
3889.2 .558 .476 .572 .457 .558 .437
* Deviance Information Criterium
(Spiegelhalter et al. 2002)

**

Percentage of times the option with highest mean posterior predicted probability was selected, using
random sample of 500 posterior point estimates.

*** Posterior mean of predicted probability that selected option was chosen.

For both the homogenous and heterogeneous CMNP model Table 2.3 shows the
posterior intervals for the parameters6. All posterior intervals are consistent with the expected

signs for the corresponding parameter, except for the insignificant attraction parameter in the
heterogeneous case. Both picture quality (Megapixel) and optical zoom have positive effects
6 The correlations between the context variables over all choice sets in the estimation sample are moderate
C Ps,M.Arr = ·06, PSIM.coM = -.37, and bATT.coM = -·18).
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Table 2.3: Posterior Parameter Estimates of the CMNP Models.'
Symbol

Variable

Homogeneous

Expected sign

2.5 %

50 %

Heterogeneous

97.5 %

2.5 %

50 %

97.5 %

Partworths

A
#1

A

No.choice (NC)

5.048

5.556

6.208

6.534

7.502

8.694

+

.946

1.028

1.127

1.310

1.461

1.663

+

.305

.343

.387

.432

.497

.584

-.476

-362

-.243

-.549

-.403

-.206

.034

.244

.453

-.352

-.031

.389

-.738

-.657

-.578

-.953

-.851

-.744

N.A.

Megapixel (MP)

Optical Zoom (ZM)
Contextual

OSIM
Arr

0COM
'

Similarity

(SIM)

Attraction (ATT)

Compromise (COM)

+

In bold the posterior intervals not including zero.
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on the

utility of a camera. In

the homogeneous version all context effects are significant and

have the expected signs. Subjects value a choice option more when it is (1) less similar to any

of the

other items (median parameter -.362), (2) when it is relatively superior to all other

options (.244), or (3) closer to the compromise option (-.657). Since all context variables
have been normalized, their absolute effect sizes can be compared. The comparison implies

that the compromise effect has the strongest impact on subjects' choices.

After allowing for heterogeneity, we find that the similarity effect is still significant
(-.403). This is consistent with the idea that non-IIA behavior is displayed at the individual
level and that it cannot be resolved by allowing for individual-level differences in parameters.

The compromise effect also has a significant influence in the heterogeneous model (-.851),

which is again the largest among the three context effects. The influence of the attraction
effect on choice behavior is insignificant in the heterogeneous model (-.031). Apparently
attraction effects (in this setting) only show up when we force attributes to have the same
partworths across consumers. When we allow for individual differences, the relative
advantage of one item over other items becomes less relevant in the choice decision. Framed

in terms of Figure 2.lb: the heterogeneous model explains a preference for option A by a
context-free, individualized valuation for its attributes, whereas the homogenous model at
least partly explains this preference by option A's favorable position relative to E or D.

The empirical results show that, despite its increased complexity, the CMNP model

clearly outperforms the standard MNP model. Even in the heterogeneous case, the similarity
and compromise effect still have a significant influence. The results illustrate that accounting

for context effects in a discrete-choice model increases the model's descriptive and predictive
ability substantially.

2.7

Product Line Design in the Presence of Context Effects

2.7.1 Product Line Design Framework
In this section we assess the impact of context effects on the optimal product line
composition. The objective we maximize is the "seller's welfare" (Green and Krieger 1985),

which refers to the profit of the firm selecting the optimal product line. Consistent with the
assumption made in the conjoint experiment that the presented digital cameras did not differ

in price, we assume equal unit profit margins. This reduces the "seller's welfare" problem to
the problem

of maximizing

expected incidence given a set

of

feasible digital cameras. In

addition, we restrict the product line to be equal to a given size (=N) by imposing a
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cardinality constraint. The resulting optimization problem is equivalent to the share-ofchoices problem, which is a special case of the product line design problem in which all

products are equally profitable (Kohli and Krishnamurti 1987).

Nowadays there are many opportunities for the personalization
using a customer's information to adjust the set

of product lines, i.e.,

of product offerings at

the individual level

(Murthi and Sarkar 2003). Whereas personalization is often seen as a way to help consumers

find what they need (Ansari and Mela 2003), from the seller's perspective it can be
considered a powerful tool to increase incidence and profit. To verify the latter statement, we
determine the impact

of context effects on optimal product lines

for both the personalized and

non-personalized cases.
For a given product line configuration we compute the expected incidence as 1 - D: M,

which is one minus expected probability that subject h picks the no-choice option when
product line A(h) is offered. We maximize the expected incidence first for the personalized
case, and later we show that the non-personalized case can be seen as a special case of this

problem. We formulate the Personalized Product Line Design problem (PPLD) as follows:
H

(PPLD)

H

Maximize E E[Incidencehl=X(1-min f)6ch))
h.1

h=l

4

subject to:

A(h)= {iii-1,...,As,xhi =1}

Xh, 6 {0,1}

The set

of products offered to subject h, A (h),

zero-one assignment variables {xhi h=t...H; i-l.

A

Vh=l,..,H

(2.20)

Vh =1,.,H

(2.21)

Vh=l,..,H; i=l,..,n

(2.22)

is defined by the set

of subject-specific

(Equation (2.22)), which indicate whether the

choice options are included or not in the product line (Equation (2.20)). In our notation n

refers to the number of feasible digital cameras considered in the optimization. Equation
(2.21) restricts the number of included digital cameras to be equal to N, the size of the

product line. The expected probability that subject h chooses the no-choice option when
presented with product line A(h) is defined by imposing the first choice rule:

0:r)=1.
S I(244 t
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1
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where

EA„2 ., represent

the expected

utility of choice option i respectively the no-choice

option, when evaluated by subject h in choice set A when considering posterior draw s (s =
1...,S=500).

optimize the product line for both the heterogeneous MNP and

We

heterogeneous CMNP model. To determine the impact

of accounting for context effects in

the product line optimization we consider the optimal product line derived under the MNP
model and compute the predicted incidence probabilities using the better fitting (CMNP)
model. The single, non-personalized product line is obtained by restricting the individual

product offerings to be equal in the PPLD problem: A(h) =A V h=1,..,H.

2.7.2 Results of the Product Line Optimization
We take the collection of 13 digital cameras in Figure 2.3 as the set

of feasible digital

cameras. These digital cameras provide tradeoffs between the two attributes used in the

conjoint experiment, i.e., picture quality and optical zoom. Moreover, they represent a
substantial subset of the collection

of digital

cameras presented to the participants in the

conjoint experiment.
Figure 2.3: Set
10 -

8-

of Feasible Cameras in the Product Line Optimization.
e o
e

8 6-

e

e

0

0

0

0

0

0 4-

0

0 0

2-

l i l l i
2

3

4

5

6 Megapixel

We optimize for product lines containing three, four, and five digital cameras. From
the feasible set of 13 digital cameras it is possible to construct 286, 715, and 1287 possible

product lines of sizes three, four, and five respectively. These relatively small numbers enable
complete enumeration to find the optimal solution. A summary of the results for both the
non-personalized as the personalized case is given in Table 2.4.
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For each product line size, either assuming personalization or not, the table reports (I)
the expected incidence under the CMNP model of the optimal context-free (MNP) solution,

(II) the expected incidence of the optimal CMNP solution, and the posterior interval of the
difference between these two, (I) - (II).

Accounting for context effects leads to better product lines resulting in a gain in
expected incidence between 3.88% (five-item product line) and 4.21% (four-item product

line) for the non-personalized

case.

Consistent with the notion that personalized product

offerings may be attractive from the seller's perspective, the incidence gains are larger for
each choice set size for the personalized case (between 4.20% and 4.71%). These differences

in expected incidence are both significant and substantial. First, none of the posterior

intervals of the incidence differences include zero. Second, considering the high incidence of
the optimal MNP product lines (never less than 93.80%), accounting for context effects

achieves more than half of the available room for improvement. The incidence gains are
similar for the three-, four- and five-item product lines.
Table 2.4: Summary of Product Line Optimization.
Incidence assuming CMNP model

95% Posterior Interval

of (I) - (II)
Optimal CMNP
product line (I)
in %

Optimal MNP
product line (II)
in %

97.70

93.80

.83

3.90

8.26

98.69

94.03

1.34

4.66

9.19

2.5%

Mean

97.5%

3 items

Non-personalized
Personalized
4 items

Non-personalized
Personalized

98.09

93.87

1.00

4.21

8.89

98.81

94.10

1.42

4.71

9.09

98.11

94.23

1.04

3.88

8.31

98.62

94.42

1.19

4.20

8.66

5 items

Non-personalized
Personalized

To increase understanding of the impact of context effects on optimal product lines

we visualize some of the optimal non-personalized product lines in Figure 2.4. The top four
plots compare the optimal MNP and CMNP product lines for two and three items. The

bottom two pictures show the optimal four- and five-item product lines for the CMNP model.
The expected choice shares of each item are indicated by the size of the circle marking the
item.
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Figure 2.4: Optimal Context-Dependent Product Lines.
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Besides cameras A and B, any other camera can be included in the product line with corresponding share of
0%.
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In case of two choice options context cannot (and does not) affect the optimal product

line. Therefore, the optimal context-free and context-dependent product lines are the same,
and they include two extreme options, A and B. Camera A serves those consumers who value

Megapixels the most, whereas camera B is chosen by those who value optical zoom most.
Based on the projected choice shares we can conclude that the former group represents the

majority (79.4%).

In case of a product line of size three, context becomes relevant. The optimal product
lines now differ between the context-free and context-dependent cases. In the context-free
case the optimal product line results from expanding the optimal 2-item product line with any

of the 11 remaining cameras. The added camera has an expected choice share of 0%.
Consequently, the expected incidence remains the same when going from a two- to a threecamera product line. Camera A and B each serve a segment, and their attractiveness is

unaffected by the presence

of other digital

cameras. On the other hand, the optimal context-

dependent product line now includes a clear compromise camera, C, reflected in its high

expected choice share (82.8%). Whereas camera A is able to achieve some choice share,
camera D's share is equal to 0%, making it a pure decoy option. Its only purpose is to make

camera C a compromise option. Hence the three-item product line is driven by the
compromise effect, which is consistent with the compromise variable having the strongest

context effect size. The expected incidence increases with 2.7% point relative to the two-item
product line case.

Both the four and five-item optimal product lines in the context-dependent case seem

to be motivated by the objective not to hurt the compromise mechanism too much. In both
product lines the added option is one that does not change any of the ranges (which would

affect the compromise position of C). In both cases the added digital camera has a choice
share that practically equals zero, leading to a marginal increase in expected incidence.

To conclude, for product lines larger than two, accounting for context effects leads to product

lines that are systematically different from those ignoring context effects. Context-based
product lines are expected to result in higher purchase incidence and profit.

2.8 Discussion
2.8.1 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have developed an empirical discrete-choice model accounting for
the influence of context effects. Our model extends the standard multinomial probit model by
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decomposing a product's utility into a partworth utility and a context-dependent component

capturing the substitution, attraction, and compromise effects. We have developed three
context variables that account for the utility losses or gains due to each of these context
effects separately. Our componential approach provides insight into the strength of each
context effect individually while allowing them to be present simultaneously.

We estimated our model on repeated choices made from sets of three digital cameras

varying on two attributes in

a

behavioral lab. Using fit measures that balance model fit and

complexity, we show that our Contextual MNP model significantly enhances both descriptive
and predictive fit compared to the standard MNP model. Our results indicate that even after
accounting

for heterogeneity,

accommodating

context

effects

leads

to

significant

improvements in predictive ability, including for holdout choice sets larger than those of the

estimation sample.
Subsequently, we have shown that accounting for context effects through the use of
the CMNP model leads to product lines that are systematically different from product lines

that ignore context effects. Moreover, the results suggest that context-based product lines
may increase primary demand and therefore profits.

2.8.2 Limitations and Future Research
In this section we describe some limitations and possible extensions of our study.

Bucklin and Gupta (1999) note that many of the issues in new product introduction,
especially for brand and line extensions, overlap extensively with product assortment and

SKU optimization. While the product line design problem is an issue that typically concerns
manufacturers, it shows strong similarities with the assortment selection problem the retailer
faces. The objective to select an optimal subset

of products is similar. The primary difference

is that the product line design problem does not involve space constraints, although most
studies include a constraint on the number

of products that can

be selected (Dobson and

Kalish 1988; Green and Rao 1971; Kohli and Sukumar 1990; McBride and Zufryden 1988;

Nair et al. 1995). Hence, the findings of this study can easily be applied in the domain of
assortment optimization.

Two crucial assumptions underlying our model are that all attributes are metric and
that consumers'

preferences are increasing monotonically in each attribute.

These

assumptions are consistent with the extant literature on context effects (e.g., Huber et al.

1982; Huber and Puto 1983; Kivetz et al. 2004a; Simonson 1989; Tversky 1972). Therefore,
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before relaxing the "metric monotonicity" assumption, additional lab experiments are

required to show the occurrence of context effects when non-metric attributes or nonmonotone metric attributes are present.

In practice, we might encounter attributes that violate both assumptions, which holds

in particular for nominal attributes. Standard practice in traditional conjoint analysis to deal

with nominal attributes is to include attribute level dummies, corresponding to the categories

of the nominal attribute. This solution only
the context-dependent component

concerns the partworth component

of utility. In

of utility optimal scaling techniques could be employed to

map the nominal attribute on a latent metric dimension (e.g., Wedel et al. 1998). The

resulting underlying metric attribute facilitates the use of our context variable specifications.

Our formulations of the distance measure and

the context variables

might be

restrictive in the sense that they assume equal weights across attributes. A natural extension

of our model would be to include attribute-specific weights in

the context-dependent part of

utility. Our argument against this way of modeling is that the context-free component of

utility already accounts for the differential importance of the various attributes. Establishing
the validity of this argument remains an empirical question that future research may answer.
We have only compared our model to the standard independent MNP model. Future
research could compare the CMNP model to a wider range

our model to

a context-free

of models. We do

not compare

MNP model with correlated errors. While this model does

account for similarity effects, it does so indirectly via the error structure. In addition, varying

choice sets considerably complicates the estimation of MNP models with full error-

covariance matrices (e.g., see Zeithammer and Lenk 2005).

Various moderators of the strength of context effects have been found in the literature

including stimulus meaningfulness and familiarity with the product category (Ratneshwar et
al. 1987), category knowledge and information mode (Sen 1998), and time pressure (Dhar et

al. 2000). It would be interesting to include the aforementioned moderators in our model.

The constructive view of decision making (Payne et al. 1992) not only predicts the
occurrence

of context effects but also that individuals might

engage in simplification

strategies. Screening rule models assume respondents first eliminate some alternatives based

on attribute levels and then choose from the remaining alternatives using some compensatory

model (Gilbride and Allenby 2004, 2006). We could hypothesize that context effects

influence the second, compensatory stage of this supposed model

of decision making.

That is,

first screening rules are used to reduce the number of alternatives under consideration, and
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subsequently context effects influence what the respondent chooses from the reduced choice
set. In addition to screening, learning effects may occur during the course of a preference

elicitation exercise. This could result in evolving attribute weights or in a changing influence
of the choice context during respondent participation in a conjoint task. We could
hypothesize that context effects predominantly influence respondents' choices during the

initial and final choice tasks. Preference ambiguity could assign more weight to the choice
context in the early stage of a conjoint exercise. At a late stage fatigue could lead respondents

to use the context as means to reduce (cognitive) effort. In sum, a fruitful avenue fur future

research is the integration of context-dependent models with recent studies modeling
screening effects (Gilbride and Allenby 2004, 2006) and learning effects (Liechty et al.
2005).

Studies (including this one) have shown the presence

of context effects exclusively in

lab settings. It is still an open question whether context effects appear in real-world data,
which typically consist of more options defined on

a

higher number

of attributes. An

empirical generalization could be undertaken, using market data from various product
categories, to answer this question and further increase our understanding

of context effects.

Finally, the focus of this study was on local context effects only, ignoring background
context effects. Even though subjects were asked to treat every choice opportunity as an
independent one, background context effects might still have played a role. Haaijer et al.

(1998) consider both types of effects simultaneously by allowing the utilities of alternatives

to be correlated within (local) and between choice sets (background). However, they do not
distinguish between similarity, compromise, and attraction effects. Future research may
attempt to integrate multiple local and background context effects into one model. We

anticipate that these limitations

will inspire additional

studies into modeling and utilizing

context effects. We hope this study represents a significant step to increase our understanding

of the role of context effects in choice behavior and product line decisions.
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3.1 Introduction
The assortment is a key element ofthe grocery retailer's marketing mix, since it has a
substantial influence on retail sales (Fox et al. 2004) and therefore profitability. Retailers face
the recurring problem

of selecting

the assortment that maximizes profitability. This problem

has become increasingly complex since manufacturers keep adding more stock-keeping units

(SKUs) than the number of older ones they delete (Bucklin and Gupta 1999; Boatwright and
Nunes 2001). For example, manufacturers introduce more than 16,000 new products per year

(FMI 200Ob). For quite some time, retailers have primarily responded to these developments

by expanding their assortments, leading to an explosive growth of the number of SKUs at
supermarkets. The average number of SKUs in a U.S. supermarket has grown from 6,000

SKUs

a

generation ago to 45,000 today (Boatwright and Nunes 2001, FMI 2006) However,

the growth of the number of SKUs in supermarkets has not kept up with the increased
product proliferation. To illustrate, in the beginning of this century about 100,000 products
were available in the supermarket industry (FMI 2001 a). Consequently, retailers can no

longer add SKUs without deleting others. With so many items competing for so little space,
the question which items should be included in the assortment is increasingly complex.

The marketing literature has looked at assortment issues from two angles. The first

focuses on the impact of assortment reductions on purchase behavior and category sales

(Boatwright and Nunes 2001; Borle et al. 2005; Broniarczyk et al. 1998; Drtze et al. 1994,

Sloot et al. 2006). The second angle deals with the Assortment Selection Problem, i.e.,
a

This chapter is based on Rooderkerk, Robert P., Harald J. van Heerde, and Tammo H. A. Bijmolt. 2007.
"Attribute-Based Assortment Optimization," Working Paper, Tilburg University.
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finding the assortment that optimizes category profits, and this study contributes to this
tradition. While significant headway has been made within this stream, both practitioners and
academics agree that more research is needed on the best way to go about optimizing
assortments (Bucklin and Gupta 1999). Several existing studies are based on synthetic data

(Borin and Farris 1995; Borin et al. 1994; Urban 1998) and some on experimental data

(Mcintyre and Miller 1999), which raises the issue of external validity. The one assortment
optimization study that is based on empirical data (Chong et al. 2001) models behavior at the

brand level to keep the model parsimonious and estimation tractable. However, the retailer
requires assortment solutions at the SKU level. the unit of operations. Another shortcoming of
most assortment optimization studies is that, to keep the optimization feasible, they were only

applied to a small set of items

as

opposed to realistic problem sizes. Extant studies also do not

allow for the consideration of products that are not (yet) part of the assortment. However, a
retailer may not only consider products that are currently in the store assortment, but also
products available in other outlets, and even products that do not exist yet.
In this study we overcome these limitations by developing a methodology that, based
on actual store-level scanner data, optimizes category assortments at the SKU level while

allowing for SKUs that are not (yet) part of the assortment. Moreover, we address the
assortment selection problem at the store level to accommodate differences in store

characteristics and demographics of the trade area. The methodology consists of a sales
response model and an optimization approach model, both

of which

are

newly developed to

handle real-life assortment problems. The sales response model extends the attribute-based
approach

of Fader

and Hardie (1996). To obtain a parsimonious yet complete model, we do

not only replace SKU-specific intercepts by SKU attributes as in Fader and Hardie (1996),

but we also model cross-SKU cannibalization and cross-SKU marketing mix effects based on
the attribute-based similarity between SKUs. Specifically, we estimate a store-level SKU
sales model that decomposes the

sales of an SKU into (1)

component, unaffected by the presence

and (3)

a

of other SKUs, (2) the effects of own marketing mix,

penalty due to cannibalization due to the presence

marketing instruments. The use

an attribute-based baseline

of attributes

of other SKUs

and their use of

rather than SKU-specific effects brings the

benefit that the model can handle the sales of large sets of items. In addition, it allows for the
consideration

of items that are not available yet but that are composed of attribute levels that

currently exist in the market.
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Next, we use SKU sales model

as

input in the Assortment Selection Problem. The

assortment optimization problem that results from allowing for cross-SKU cannibalization

effects is

a quadratic knapsack

problem that is very hard to solve, especially for realistic

numbers of SKUs. To overcome this problem, we propose

a

reformulation of the

optimization problem into a mixed integer programming problem. The reformulation is new
to the marketing and operations research literature. It allows the use

of

standard mixed

integer programming solvers, which are widely available in standard optimization software

and known to be quite efficient.

We apply our methodology to three years of weekly store-level scanner data provided

by IRI France. The data concern two categories from

small one with 21 SKUs (paper towels) and

a

a

French hypermarket retail chain: a

larger one with 95 SKUs (liquid laundry

detergent). We show that the optimized assortments lead to a large increase in expected profit
compared to the current assortments. Subsequently, we show that the expected profit can be

further increased by simultaneously optimizing SKU presence and shelf space allocations.
Finally, we show how our methodology can be used to assess the profit potential of (possible)
new products.

The remainder of this chapter is organized

as

follows. In the next section we review

the relevant literature on assortment selection. Subsequently, we describe the methodology,

which consists of an attributed-based SKU sales model, in Section 3.3, and an optimization
procedure intended to find the optimal solution based on the estimated sales model, in

Section 3.4. Next, in Section 3.5 we describe the data used in the empirical application. We
report the estimation - and optimization results of the empirical application in Section 3.6. In

addition, we show how our method can be extended to simultaneously consider shelf space
decisions in Section 3.7 and how it can be used to assess the profit potential of new products

in Section 3.8. We end with a discussion of our results and directions for future research.

3.2

Literature Review

3.2.1 Assortment selection

In this section we discuss the extant normative studies on assortment selection. We

divide this stream of literature into two groups: (1) studies using small synthetic or
experimental data sets and (2) a study using household panel scanner data.

Borin et al. (1994) and Borin and Farris (1995) consider

a

joint assortment selection

and space allocation problem. Contrary to the traditional space allocation models, their
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framework accounts for the effect of item additions and deletions on the space elasticities.
The authors describe the various measurement problems related to these parameters. In an

illustration of their model they combine sales data from a local supermarket with reported
values in the literature for the parameters used in their model. Their objective is to maximize
the return on inventory (ROI) subject to space constraints. They solve the resulting problem

using a simulated annealing heuristic.
Urban (1998) extends this methodology by incorporating the effect

of displayed (on-

shelf) inventory on the demand rate. Beyond controlling for stock-outs, Urban includes

inventory-control decisions
the resulting problem

as

variables. He proposes a greedy and genetic heuristic to solve

of jointly optimizing item selection,

space allocation and inventory

policy. The performance of the heuristics is illustrated on the data generated by Borin et al.
(1994).

Mcintyre and Miller (1999) consider a joint assortment selection and pricing problem.
The authors ask students to state their reservation prices for a number

of backpacks.

These

reservation prices are then further refined in a simulated shopping exercise. Using these data

in an individual choice model enables the authors to compute the sales for each backpack
given a certain assortment and corresponding prices. Consequently, they are able to compute

the profit for

each assortment composition.

Their objective is to find the most profitable

assortment of a given size. They find a solution to their problem by applying an exhaustive

of eight backpacks.

search to a set

All studies above

are (partly) based on synthetic or experimental data. This raises the

issue of external validity. How representative are the data for the true local market structure

displayed in

a

retail store? In addition, these studies do not control for the marketing mix

activity that is typically very prominent in a retail setting. Aware of the differences in market
structure and customer base between their stores, retailers address the assortment selection

problem at the store-level. This reduces the usefulness

of experimental data.

To address the previously mentioned concerns, Chong et al. (2001) use household
scanner panel data and optimize the assortment of eight food categories in five stores. They

impose a hierarchical framework consisting of a category purchase incidence model and a

brand choice model. Their brand choice model extends the standard logit model

of Guadagni

and Little (1983) by including three brand-width measures that quantify the similarities
among SKUs

of different brands within

the category. The effect

of adding or deleting a SKU

on sales is measured indirectly through the brand choice model. The authors derive the profit
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function by combining the hierarchical model with the average quantity bought and profit
margin per brand. This resulting optimization is defined at the SKU level and solved through
the use of a local improvement heuristic, starting from the current assortment.

The study by Chong et al. (2001) raises two concerns. First, in order to retain a

parsimonious and therefore tractable model their choice model is at the brand

level.

However, the assortment selection problem faced by retailers is about which SKUs should be
included. Second, the household scanner panel data provide

a

sample of all purchases made

from the category. Gupta et al. (1996) note that the panelists' purchases may not be
representative for the universe of all scanned purchases. Moreover, since household panel

data imply that only
panel is

a

a

subset of all store-level sales are recorded (because the household

subset of all store customers), measurements of low selling items are especially

problematic. Poor measurement could lead to biased estimates in the choice model.

Moreover, it is important to properly account for the presence of low selling items because
they influence the distribution of category sales across the remaining items through the
choice context.

All existing assortment optimization studies use product-specific parameters. This
prohibits the consideration of new products. However, as described in the introduction of this
chapter, new product introductions are quite frequent. Accounting for new products in the

optimization of the assortments opens a new potential source for additional profit.

3.2.2 Challenges
Based on the literature review we identify some challenges for the development of

methodology to solve the assortment selection problem; the methodology should (1) optimize

the set of SKUs per category, (2) be able to handle realistic sets of items (incl. low selling
items), (3) be able to predict sales for all products, even those that are not available yet, and

(4) allow for store-level optimization.
1. SKU optimization. Since consumers purchase SKUs, the SKU level is the unit of

analysis for the retailer at both the operational - and tactical level. Consequently, we should
model sales at the SKU level but also perform the resulting assortment optimization at the
same disaggregate level.

2. Realistic sets Of items. Modeling at the most disaggregate level of the SKU forces

us to consider a large set of items, including low-selling ones. This imposes challenges for
the data, the sales model, and the optimization methodology. We choose store-level scanner
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data (as opposed to household-level scanner data) given that they provide a census

all SKUs in

a store (as

opposed to just

relatively little. We have to construct
SKUs in

an assortment,

a

of sales of

sample), they are often readily available and cost

a sales model that enables us to

predict the sales for all

including low-selling ones. The biggest challenge for an SKU-level

sales model is parsimony.

A large set of items also further complicates the optimization

problem. All existing studies agree that the resulting constrained optimization problem is

very hard to Solve. Consequently, they all propose heuristics to solve the problem. Most
studies empirically validate their methodology on a small set

of items,

whereas a typical

product category contains many SKUs (Bucklin and Gupta 1999). In such a context
techniques like exhaustive search (Mcintyre and Miller 1999) are not applicable.

3. New items. All non-experimental studies only consider items currently in the
assortment. However, as we have seen in the introduction, retailers are often faced with new

products. These products can be truly new in the market or just new to the retail chain.

Moreover, at the store level they also have to consider existing items that are currently not in
the local assortment, but are available somewhere else in the retail chain. The previous

studies are not able to incorporate this into their methodology, because their sales functions

contain SKU-specific parameters. Increased product proliferation stresses the need account

for new products in the assortment optimization.
4.

Store-level optimization. Differences in store characteristics and demographics of

the trade area have forced retailers to customize their marketing mix to the store-level. This is

referred to as micromarketing (Campo et al. 2000, Montgomery 1997). Consistent with this

the retailer also addresses the assortment selection problem at the store-level. Consequently,
methodology based on experimental data, like the Mcintyre and Miller study (1999), or on
household panel scanner data, like the Chong et al. (2001) study, is less useful since it is very

costly and/or time-consuming to perform experiments or obtain household panel data in each
store region. In contrast, store-level scanner data are available for many stores and markets.
The next section describes our research methodology for solving the assortment

selection problem, which is designed to meet the aforementioned challenges. It consists of a
sales model and an optimisation methodology.
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3.3.1 Modeling SKU Sales at the Store-Level
To meet the aforementioned conditions we require

a

model that estimates SKU sales

at the store-level. The sales model should allow the retailer to solve the assortment selection

problem for each store separately, accounting for the local market structure.
Attribute-based modeling

A critical issue when modeling sales at the SKU-level is parsimony. A typical product
category consists of many SKUs, which means that a large set

of SKU-specific intercepts

would have to be estimated (Hardie et al. 1998). Every new SKU would require an additional
intercept parameter. Moreover, most SKUs have low shares, which makes it hard to estimate
the corresponding SKU-intercept parameters reliably. A powerful yet parsimonious approach

to overcome these problems is an attribute-based way of modeling, proposed by Fader and

Hardie (1996). This approach is motivated by the assertion, that consumers do not form
preferences for each individual SKU in a particular product category, but that these
preferences are derived from preferences for the underlying attributes (e.g. size, flavor,

color). Theoretical justification for this approach can also be found in economics (Lancaster
1971) and psychology (Fishbein 1967). Fader and Hardie introduced the attribute-based

approach in a SKU-choice model estimated on household panel scanner data. Since then, this
approach has been expanded to models using aggregate scanner data (Chintagunta 2000;

Hardie et al. 1998).

A parsimonious way of modeling allows us to handle large sets of SKUs, one of the
challenges posed by the assortment selection problem. In addition, it facilitates the prediction

of sales of items not (yet) in the assortment, as long as they are combinations of SKU

attributes that are currently available in the market. Such new SKUs are called line
extensions. Fader and Hardie (1996) report that approximately 70% percent of new consumer

packaged goods are line extensions. Consequently, the attribute-based approach allows us to

predict the sales for the majority of (possible new) products that are currently not in the
assortment, meeting another challenge.

3.3.2 Attribute-Based SKU Sales Model at the Store-Level
In this section we describe the store-level SKU sales model. We decompose the sales
of an SKU into a baseline sales component, unaffected by the presence of other SKUs, and a
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penalty due to substitution away to other SKUs. Specifically, the sales of SKU k at store i at

time t, denoted by Sk"' can be seen as the sum of the baseline sales, the sales it would achieve

if it was the only item available, and the loss of sales due to substitution away to other
available SKUs. The sales equation can be summarized as follows:

L M:-1

Q

a. + /=II 4-;
·Akt.+X(r,i
+19,b(k) ).D+. +
q=1
m=l
baselinesaies

if xe,= 1
K(L

A L

4 -' Il Eki, ·SIMkk, +2'(4 -1-I'Jl" ·SIMkk,).Dk.,„ ·xk.„+EH
k'-1 ( 1-1
k'*k

q=1

/=1

substitution loss

0

otherwise

(3.1)

Indices:

k

= { 1,...,K} indicates the SKU, K the number of SKUs available in the market,

t

= { 1,...,71 indicates the week,

i

= {1,...J} indicates the store,

1

={1,...,L} indicates the attribute,

m

= {1,...,Mt} indicates the level

q

b(k)

of attribute l,

= { 1,...,Q} indicates the marketing

mix component,

= {1-...A} indicates the brand that SKU k belongs to.

Variables:
Aklm

Dken

= 1 if SKU k possesses level m of attribute 4 0 otherwise,
= value of SKU k for marketing mix instrument q at store i at time t,

SIMa.,= similarity between SKU k and SKU k'
Xk"

Ek"

on attribute l,

= 1 if SKU k is part of the assortment at store i at time t, 0 otherwise,

= error term corresponding to the sales equation for SKU k in store i at time t.
The baseline component

of

sales consists of a sum

contributions to sales, at + A„„, which is

a

of store-specific attribute-level

parsimonious way to describe the SKU-specific

intercepts (Fader and Hardie 1996). In addition, it accounts for the influence of the own
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marketing mix instruments (Dkqt,). We decompose the marketing mix responsiveness into a
store-specific effect, lp, and

a

brand-specific effect, /qblk)·

The substitution loss component of SKU k is the sum of every pair wise substitution

another SKU k' that is also available in the same week in the same store, which

loss to

depends on their level

of similarity. To this end we introduce

measures

of attribute-level

similarities between two SKUs. The attribute-level similarity depends on the attribute type,
either nominal or metric. Suppose an attribute k is metric, for example package size measured

in ounces (oz.). In this case we introduce Fkt as the metric value corresponding to level m of

attribute l attained by SKU k (i.e. Akin, = 1). For example, suppose three levels, 4 oz., 8 oz.,
and 16 oz. describe package size. If SKU

8. For

a

k consists of 8 oz. this implies that Akt2= 1 and 1/ki=

nominal attribute, p, such as flavor, we introduce A* as the level attained by SKU k

in other words Akp = m *>AA =

1.

Using the previous notation we formulate the similarity of

SKU k and k' on attribute l, SIMU't, as follows:
pk, - n.,1
R

SIMa, = .1

if attribute 1 is metric
(3.2)

if attribute l is nominal,

I {Ak, = Aky}

where:
Rt

=

the range

of values of intrinsic attribute

/ in the total market.

We assume attribute-level similarities to have a store-specific, differential effect, KH,

on the pair wise substitution loss. In addition, the pair wise substitution loss of SKU k due to

the presence of SKU k' depends on the marketing mix of the latter SKU, Dk'q,i· We
decompose the cross marketing mix responsiveness into a store-specific level, 4,·,and store-

specific responses to the attribute-level similarities,

,Utq,•

This implies that the pair wise

attribute-level similarities moderate the influence of the cross marketing mix. We expect the

influence of the cross marketing mix to be stronger if two SKUs are more similar in terms of
their attribute levels.
We assume fixed store intercepts and define the remaining store-specific parameters
to be independently, identically distributed according to a normal population distribution:

a, - NCE;,a:,),Vi =1,..,1,
Bi =IOT

Y

14

2,
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with FB

a

diagonal matrix. In addition we assume the brand-specific parameters to be

independently, identically distributed according to a normal population distribution:
eh - N(0, Fe),

with Fe

a

(3.5)

diagonal matrix. We conclude our model formulation by assuming independent

heteroskedastic, SKU-store specific error terms:

4 =(4140·&8)T-N(O,I,), where

X, = diag(aii, crf„..., 0-i).

(3.6)

In the next section we derive the assortment selection problem of the retailer based on
the SKU sales model that we just described.

3.4

Optimization Methodology

3.4.1 Assortment Selection Problem

We formulate the assortment selection problem (ASP) as a single-period constrained

profit-maximization problem at the store-level. To this end, we assume a fixed value for the
marketing mix variables, leaving the time indices out

of

consideration. Suppose c, is the

amount of shelf space available for category in store i and let

wk,·

denote the amount

of shelf

space SKU k will occupy when selected in the assortment in store i. For each SKU k, mk,
denotes the unit profit margin in store i. We define binary decision variables <Xki k=l.....K

which are equal to 1 if SKU k is included in the assortment of store i, 0 otherwise. Finally, we
define

Ski (x,)

as the estimated sales of SKU k

in store i, conditional on the selected

assortmentx. = [xt.....xK.], according to Equation (3.1). We evaluate the sales function under

the assumption that it is

a

typical week with no additional marketing support such

as

price

cuts or feature/display activity. For instance, this implies that we set the price to its regular

value. Consequently, we base the optimization on basic preferences for items only correcting

for the presence/absence of other SKUs. This brings us to the following formulation of the
ASP at store i:
K

(ASP),

Maximize Il, (x, ) =Y mki k'(Xi.)XM
*,=CX
....•*Kll

k=1

subject to:
K

I wk, ' Xk, S

(3.7)

C,

k=1

k = 1,..,

Xki E {0,1}
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The profit function reflects the total category profit obtained with the selected
assortment in the given store. Constraint (3.7) constitutes the space constraint, which enforces

that the total space occupied by the items selected in the assortment does not exceed the

available space for the category. Constraints (3.8) enforce an SKU to either be in or out the
assortment. Substituting the estimated sales equation (3.1) in the objective function of the

(ASP), results in the following expression for the expected store-level profit function:
K K

Il, (x, ) = Fi.9-P#·tx"Jii, where:

(3.9)

k=lk'=1

L
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(3.10)

ifk#k'

expected substitution loss of SKU k due to the simultaneous presence of SKU k' in store i ( Wa·,)

,

where:

z

= {1,....Z} indicates the posterior draw of the corresponding parameter,

regular value of marketing mix instrument q of SKU k in store i,

Dk'.1

= the

Pkj:i

= the estimated profit achieved if SKU k is selected,

Pu,

= the additional profit gain or loss SKU k achieves ifboth SKUs k and k' are selected.

An optimization problem with an objective function like (3.9) accompanied by
constraints such as (3.7) and (3.8) is referred to as

a

quadratic knapsack problem (QKP),

which was first introduced by Gallo et al. (1980). Its objective is to fill a knapsack with a
subset

of available

items such that the total profit of the selected items is maximized and the

total weight does not exceed the total capacity. Each item has a corresponding profit (own

profit) and an additional profit gain or loss (cross profit) is redeemed if the item is selected
together with another item. Hence, the profit function is quadratic in the binary decision

variables x,i. In the assortment optimization problem, an item's knapsack weight is its shelf
space occupation wki, the profit terms Pkk.t are given by Equation (3.10), and the capacity of

the knapsack is equal to the amount

of available space for the category, ci. Due to its general

form, the QKP has a lot of applications such

as

location planning for train stations and

satellite stations for telecommunications. The quadratic knapsack problem is NP-hard, that is,
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it is unlikely that the problem can be solved in time that is polynomial in the size of the input

(Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 1982).
Several

studies

have

proposed

branch-and-bound

algorithms,

approximation

algorithms, and heuristics for the QKP (for an overview, see Kellerer et al. 2004). In general,
the proposed solution methods are quite complex. In addition, they are commonly designed

for supermodular versions ofthe (QKP), referring to the assumption that all cross profit terms
are positive, that is Pa,> O V k#k' . In the (ASP), we rather expect Ekk·i <O t o hold for most
(k, k')k * k pairs, since we expect most SKUs within a product category to be substitutes rather
than complementary products. Some of the existing solution methods may be extended to
account for negative

cross-profits.

However, Krarup et al. (2002) conclude from

computational experiments with up to 30% negative cross-profits that the hardness of a

(QKP) problem increases with the proportion of negative cross-profits out of all cross-profit

terms: Consequently, there is a need for an efficient solution method that is able to deal with
both positive and negative cross profits at the same time. In the next section we construct
such a method through a

reformulation of the quadratic knapsack problem. This

reformulation is also new to the operations research literature.
3.4.2 Efficient Solution Method

through Problem Reformulation

We derive an alternative, linear formulation of the (ASP), by separating the diagonal

profit components in the profit function from the off-diagonal profit components and
introducing new variables that represent the presence

of product

pairs. The central idea

behind this alternative formulation is that each pair of items can either be regarded as

substitutes,

i.e.

when

Ak·, + A·b < 0, or

as

complementary

itemsR,

i.e.

when

A·ki + A,·,> 0. To this end, we introduce the sum of off-diagonal elements of the estimated

profit matrix K,·, = A .i -1- k.A, for every pair (k, k'I k > k') of SKUs. We introduce new
decision variables vkk, which indicate the simultaneous selection of a pair of items, such that
va" = xuxi., = 1

if both

SKU

k and

k' are selected

C xki = 1 and xk., = 1 ), 0 otherwise.

In a personal communication (January 31, 2006), David Pisinger expresses that he would expect very poor
results when applying the state-of-the-art Caprara et al. (1999) algorithm to instances where the majority of
cross-profits is negative. In fact, the computational experiments to which Krarup et al. (2002) refer, show that
the solution time increases exponentially when the percentage of negative profits increases from 0 to 30%.
For clarification we note that we make a distinction based on the sign of the sum of the cross profit terms, not
based on the sign of the individual components. For example the situation Pu, + A·*, s 0 could arise when

Ak, > 0 and A ki<0·Forthereformulationweonly need to knowthenet effect as expressed by the sign.
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Separating the estimated profit matrix and the introduction

of these new decision variables

leads to (ASPALT)i:
(ASPALT),
K

Maximize

K-1 K

Epkkixit +E Xpl.,Vik.,
k=l

subject to

k=l k'=k+1

Swbx,

5

C,

(3.11)

k=1

va,

C

xb

Vt"i

S

Xky

Vkk;

k

Xk, + Xky -

(k, k') E F,*
11,

(3.13)

(k, k') E Fi_

(3.14)

k = 1,...,K
(k,k') e K

(3.15)

(k, k') 6
1

Xk' E (0,1}
Va.' E [0,11

(3.12)

(3.16)

with
11+ = {k =1'...,K -1,k'= k + 1,...,K I K,·i> 0}

(3.17)

2. = {k= 1,...,K -1,k'= k +1,...,K I Kt,1 < 0}

(3.18)

11 = 2. UP;_

(3.19)

Note that Equations (3.12) and (3.13) relate to pairs of SKUs that can be regarded as
substitutes and Equations (3.14) to pairs of SKUs that can be regarded as complementary

SKUs. Although the

Vkk'i

variables are binary by definition, we can relax them to assume

values within the [0,1] domain because of the structure of the optimization problem. This is

attractive since the use of continuous decision variables leads to

a

simpler optimization

procedure relative to binary decision variables. The objective function together with

restrictions (3.12) - (3.19) enforces that v4

=

Xix j. We enforce this by distinguishing the

situation in which bik., > 0 from bik; < O for every pair (k, k'I k>k') of SKUs. When 15&, > 0
holds, the objective function implies that the variable vkk·, is being set to its maximum value

(=1). However, when xk; and/or xk·, are equal to 0, Equations (3.12) and (3.13) enforce va·, to
be equal to 0. In case bik., < 0 holds, the objective function implies that the variable vkk i is
set to its minimum value (=0). However, when both xb and xr, are equal to 1, Equation (3.14)

forces vkk.,to be equal to 1.

The alternative formulation represents

a

mixed integer program instead of a quadratic

binary integer program and can now be solved using

a

programming solver, available in most optimization packages.
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Price Level Constraint
The optimal solution to the assortment selection problem could result in a substantial

increase or decrease of the assortment's price level through the

inclusion of very

(in)expensive SKUs compared to those present in the current assortment. A large increase in
the price

level of

the assortment is undesirable since this increases the

likelihood that

consumers consider the store to be too expensive and decide to do their shopping elsewhere.

On the other hand, a considerable decrease in the price level of the assortment could spark

retaliatory actions by competitors and result in a price war. Therefore, in similar vein to the
store-level price optimization by Montgomery (1997), we extend the assortment selection

problem with

a

"price level constraint" intended to preserve the retailer's current price level.

The price level constraint enforces the weighted average price of the store-level assortment
not to deviate more than e percent than that of the current assortment'. We define dk, as the

price of SKU k when selected in the assortment of store i and ),as the weighted average
price of the current assortment in store i. It seems logical to use the sales of an SKU given the
selected assortment as the corresponding weight in the computation of the weighted price

level. However, this would make the weights endogenous to the selected assortment, which
complicates the resulting optimization problem tremendously. Therefore we decide to set the

weight corresponding to SKU k in store

i equal to the

expected baseline sales of the SKU in

the given store, 4. The resulting equations that enforce the price level constraint are given by:
K

K

dk,sk,Xk'

S

k=l

(1 + (0) · · ik,Xk'

Ldklikix,i

K

2

0 - 0))· di ·T Ak,Xki

k=1

3.5

(3.20)

k.1

K

(3.21)

k=1

Empirical Application

3.5.1 Data

Description

The data we use were made available by Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) and
concern 54 stores from a large national French retailer. A total of 156 weeks ofweekly, store-

level scanner data are available for the period from September 2002 to September 2005. We
have access to data concerning two categories; paper towels and liquid laundry detergent.

Table 3.1 provides some descriptive statistics for these categories.

Montgomery (1997) actually imposes the weighted average price level to remain unchanged, i.e. co=0. We
relax this approach and leave it to the user to decide about the appropriate bandwidth of the price level.
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Table 3.1: Description of Product Categories.
Paper towels

Unit sales measurement

1

Number of stores
Number of SKUs in chain
Number of weeks
Number of attributes (# of metric)
Number o f attribute levels
Avg. number of available SKUs per store per week (std.)
Avg. amount of shelf space per store per week in m. (std.)
Avg. amount of shelf space per SKU in m. (std.)
Avg. number of units sold per week per store (std.)
Avg. price per unit sold (EUR per unit)
Minimum price per unit (EUR per unit)
Maximum price per unit (EUR per unit)

Laundry detergent

1 lita

roll

54

54

21

95

156
3

156

(1)

3 (1)

13

37

8.93 (1.47)

32.53 (6.07)

13.72 (3.99)
1.54 (0.86)

18.33 (5.49)

10,732 (5,552)
.44

.56 (.27)

3,559 (2,053)
1.88

.13

.47

.95

3.65

The attributes and corresponding levels are listed in Table 3.2 for both categories.

For paper towels each SKU can be uniquely identified using three attributes: brand, print, and

volume. All SKUs in the liquid laundry detergent category can be uniquely identified using
three attributes: brand, fragrance, and volume. For both categories, volume is the only metric

attribute. As follows from Equation (3.1) for each attribute we set one of the level parameters
to zero for identification. For paper towels the levels "Private Label 2", "Plain", and "6 rolls".

For liquid laundry detergent the levels "National Brand 13", "Basic", and "3 liters". We refer
to Table B 1 and B2 in Appendix B for a description of all SKUs in terms of the underlying

attribute levels.

Table 3.2: Overview of the Attribute Levels Per Category.
Paper Towels
Brand (5)
Private Label 1-3, National Brand 1 -2
hint (2)
Plain, Decorated

Laundry Detergent
Brand (18)
Private Label 1-2, National Brand 1 -16

Volume (6)

Volume (10)

2,3,4,6,8, and

12

Fragrance (9)
Aloe Vera Basic, Blue, Flower, Fresh,
Marseille Soap, Spring, Sweet Almond,
White Flower.

rolls

1.5,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 and

12

liters

Note: Between brackets the number of levels per attribute.

We operationalize the sales variable as volume sales expressed in respectively the

of rolls

of liters (x 10) for paper towels and liquid laundry
detergent. As marketing mix instruments we include unit price - hedonic price (explained in

number

(x 100) and the number

the next section), feature only, display only, feature and display, and shelf space. The feature-
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and/or-display activity is represented by three binary variables. Shelf space is measured as the
total width of the facings occupied by the SKU (in meters).

3.5.2 Hedonic Prices

The price of an SKU is related to its attribute characteristics. For instance

a

larger

volume SKU will typically have a lower unit price and national brands are priced higher than
private labels. This relationship reduces the relevance of including absolute price as
explanatory variable. Moreover, it introduces multicollinearity if both the attribute level
dummies and absolute price are included in the sales model. Researchers have dealt with this

through the use of hedonic prices (Griliches 1961, Randall et al. 1998, Vanden Abeele et al.

1990). First,

a

hedonic price regression is performed, regressing price on a set

of attribute

level dummies. In our case we use the unit price (per roll/liter) as dependent variable' 0:
L Mi-1

unit pricek# = Bo, -1-

Aw

Ak,- + vki, ve; i.i.d. - N(0,0·2.,)

(3.22)

/=1 m=1

Subsequently, the hedonic price of SKU k in store i equals the predicted unit price as

resulting from the estimated hedonic price regression:
. M,-1 -

hedonic pricek, = Bo, + 2, I A. · 41-

(3.23)

/=1 m=t

We now include the difference between the unit price and the hedonic price
( unit pricel„9

-

hedonic priceb) as marketing mix instrument instead of unit price. This

variable can be interpreted as
(3.22) using standard OLS.

a

proxy for "product expensiveness". We estimate Equation

11

The estimated store-level hedonic regressions are summarized in Table B3 and B4 in

Appendix B for paper towels and liquid laundry detergent respectively. We note that the

model fit

as

measured by the R2 is very high across stores, leading to the conclusions that

product attributes are very good indicators of an SKU's price. Furthermore, it is clear that the
coefficients clearly indicate

having

a

a

quantity discount, with ceteris paribus larger volume SKUs

lower unit price.

10
Chow's pooling test (1960) indicates that the hedonic regression with store-specific parameters is preferred
over a pooled hedoniC regression (F583: 74.663 = 8.46, p =.000 for paper towels, F1855.272.114 = 8.46, p =.000 for
liquid laundry detergent) and a pooled model with store-specific intercepts (F53,74.663 = 8.15, p =.000 for paper
liquid laUndry detergent).
owels, Fi 802, 272,1,4 for
One could also consider the hedonic price as a latent variable and estimate Equation (3.23) jointly with the
rest of the sales model in tile Bayesian framework. We note that the results from a Bayesian linear regression
with uninformative priors are typically quite comparable to the OLS results.
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The interactions between the attribute-level dummies and marketing-mix instruments

in the baseline sales component of Equation (3.1) complicate the interpretation of main
effects. To alleviate this concern we mean-center the marketing mix instruments across

SKUs. In our case we only mean-center the shelf

space variable per store, since the

promotional support variables are binary, and the "product expensiveness" (unit price hedonic price) variable already has a mean close to zero.

3.5.3 Estimation of the Sales Model
We estimate the sales model with Hierarchical Bayes using the Gibbs sampler
(Boatwright et al. 1999; Rossi and Allenby 1993). Appendix C describes the Gibbs sampler

in detail. All prior distributions are chosen to be uninformative. We ran the Gibbs sampler for
100,000 draws and retained each 100'h draw of the last 50,000 draws. Visual inspection

confirmed convergence of the Gibbs chain. The procedure resulted in 500 draws used for
inference of the posterior distribution.

Because we will use the sales model as the basis for an assortment optimization
exercise, it is important to assess if next to face- and statistical validity the model also
possesses sufficient predictive validity. To this end we also estimate the model on a subset of

the weeks and predict the sales for the remaining weeks based on the estimated parameters.

More specifically, for predictive purposes we also estimate the model on the first 2.5 years of
data (weeks 1 to 130) and use the estimated model to predict SKU sales for the last 52 year of
data (weeks 1 3 1 to 156), which were not used

for model estimation. In-sample fit of the

models was determined by computing the Deviance Information Criterium (DIC,

Spiegelhalter et al. 2002), which balances model fit and complexity (lower DIC is better). In

addition, both in-sample and out-of-sample fit was established by computing the correlation
between actual and predicted sales and the log marginal density (LMD) using the harmonic
mean method disposed by Newton and Raftery (1994). In case of the log marginal density

larger (i.e. less negative) values are preferred.

3.6 Results
This section summarizes the estimation results for the paper towels - and the liquid
laundry detergent category. Subsequently, we show the results of applying the assortment

optimization procedure to each of the 54 stores using the estimated sales models. After this

we show how the methodology can be extended to simultaneously determine the optimal
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shelf space level of the included products. In addition, we use the methodology to determine
which private label extensions are most promising from
3.6.1 Estimation Results

a

profit perspective.

for Sales Model

We have estimated two models per category. Next to the model with store-specific

parameters we have also estimated a sales model where the parameters were assumed to be
homogeneous across stores. The models were estimated on the full three years

of weekly data

to determine the descriptive fit and on the first 2.5 years of data only to determine predictive

fit. Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 display the resulting model comparison for respectively paper
towels and laundry detergent. For both categories the best fitting model based on descriptive

and predictive fit is the heterogeneous model. We also note the models are able to maintain
their level of fit in the holdout sample when focussing on the correlation between actual and
predicted sales.

Face Validity
For paper towels Table 3.5 summarizes the posterior parameter intervals of the hyper
parameters corresponding to the attribute-level variables (4, attribute-level similarity

variables (K), and the main effects of the cross marketing mix variables (,1) Table B5 in
Appendix B complements this with the posterior parameter estimates of the interactions
between the attribute-level similarity variables and the cross marketing mix instruments 01)

Finally, Table 3.6 summarizes the hyper parameters of brand-specific responsiveness to the
own marketing mix instruments (7+69.

All attribute-level similarity parameters, i.e. the kappa parameters,

are negative as

expected. The main effects of the cross marketing mix parameters, i.e. the lambda's, are also

consistent with the expected signs. Only for cross shelf space the posterior interval includes

zero. Finally, all interactions between the attribute-level similarities and the cross marketing

mix variables, i.e. the mu's, are consistent with the expected signs. Most posterior intervals
do not contain zero. Only those corresponding to the print similarity variable contain zero,

but for

the interaction with the cross price

variable. Out of the 25 brand-specific own

marketing mix parameters only two intervals contain zero and only one has the wrong sign
(shel f space of Private Label 1)
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Table 3.3: Summary of Descriptive and Predictive Fit for Paper Towels.
Out-of-sample

In-sample

Model

Storecn

p (actual, pred.)

LMD

p (actual, pred.)

.57

- 44,126

.57

DIC<2)

LMD<3)

P (actual, pred.)(4)

DIC

LMD

.58

518,824

-217,321

359.733

- 176.967

*12

I

Homogenous

467,340

- 232,415

II

Heterogeneous

433.786

-213.733

1

-

38.021

Jil

(1) Heterogeneity of parameters, "Homogeneous" indicates homogeneous across stores, '-Heterogeneous" refers to heterogeneous across stores.
(2) Deviance Information Criterium (Spiegelhalter et al. 2002).
(3) Log Marginal Density, computed using harmonic mean approach (Newton and Raftery 1994).
(4) Pearson correlation between actual and predicted sales.

Table 3.4: Summary of Descriptive and Predictive Fit for Laundry Detergent.
Out-of-sample

In-sample

Model

I

II

Storec"

Homogenous
Heterogeneous

DIC<1)

LMD(3)

1,694,494

- 841,889

1.556.988

- 771.683

P (actual, pred.) )
.52

67

DIC

LMD

1,351,201

- 670,845

1.240.979

- 612.444

LMD

p (actual, pred.)

.51

- 243.186

.58

65

- 257,359

71

p (actual,

wed.)

( 1) Heterogeneity of parameters, "Homogeneous" indicates homogeneous across stores, "Heterogeneous" refers to heterogeneous across stores.

(2) Deviance Information Criterium (Spiegelhalter et al. 2002).
(3) Log Marginal Density, computed using harmonic mean approach (Newton and Raftery 1994).
(4) Pearson correlation between actual and predicted sales.
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Table 3.5: Selection ofposterior parameter estimates - Paper Towels.
Symbol
6i
43
44

Variable
Private Label

2.5 %

50 %

97.5 %

6.90

9.18

11.56

4.70

6.52

8.49

-10.36

-9.35

-8.40

-9.82

-8.45

-7.18

-1.50

-1.15

-.83

-11.06

-9.60

-8.27

1

55
42

Private Label 3
National Brand 1
National Brand 2
Decorated

4,

2 rolls

-.34
3 rolls
4 rolls
-2.27
-1.32
265
8 rolls
-3.11
836
12 rolls
Cross brand
-.40
Ki
Cross print
-.35
/2
Cross volume
-.40
/0
Cross price
1.65
21
Cross feature only
-.27
12
Cross display only
23
-.47
Cross feature & display
-.60
24
Cross shelf space
-.06
As
Note: In bold the posterior intervals not including zero.
262
533

-.06

.24

-1.95

-1.66

-1.08

-.89

-2.55

-2.00

-13

-.25

-.28

-.21

-30

-.21

1.94

2.27

-.21

-.15

-18

-.28

-.52

-.44

-.01

.04

Table 3.6: Posterior parameter estimates for own marketing mix - Paper Towels.
Symbol

2.5%

Variable

Price of Private Label 1
Price of Private Label 2
Yl + 012
Price of Private Label 3
A + 013
Price ofNational Brand 1
Yl + 014
Price ofNational Brand 2
71 + 015
n + 41
Feature only of Private Label 1
n + 22
Feature only of Private Label 2
h+643
Feature only of Private Label 3
n+644
Feature only of National Brand 1
b+645
Feature only of National Brand 2
7,+Al
Display only of Private Label 1
2'3+ 12
Display only of Private Label 2
h+6 3
Display only of Private Label 3
Display only ofNational Brand
7'+6 4
h+635
Display only ofNational Brand 2
Feature & display of Private Label 1
24 + 841
Feature & display of Private Label 2
74 + /42
Feature & display of Private Label 3
74 /43
Feature & display ofNational Brand 1
74 +/44
Feature & display of National Brand 2
74+845
7 + 651
Shelfspace of Private Label 1
Shelf space of Private Label 2
75 + 652
Shelf space of Private Label 3
75 + 653
Shelf space of National Brand
25 + 834
Shelf space of National Brand 2
75 + 055
Note: In bold tile posterior intervals not including zero.

yi +

011

1

1
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-86.72
-28.76
-13.43

50%
-78.08
-23.78

97.5%

-70.30
-18.37

-3.78

6.44

-18.73

-14.36

-10.32

-18.10

-13.91

-10.04

2.84

3.56

4.27

1.55

4.50
2.39

0.08

2.18
2.99
1.89
0.60

9.73

11.24

12.74

1.66
1.32

2.73

1.08

8.00

9.41

10.72

10.88
3.54
3.50

12.67

14.61

4.89

6.21

4.90

6.16

12.55

14.10

15.84

14.93

16.35

17.70

17.47
7.54

20.70

23.69

10.33

0.47

8.94
5.96
0.06
0.66

-1.92

-1.50

-1.10

0.09

0.28

0.47

1.97

2.22

2A7

4.52

-0.24

7.41

0.34
0.86

3.6 Results

For laundry detergent Table 3.7 summarizes the attribute-level variables, attributelevel similarity variables, and the main effects of the cross marketing mix variables. Table B6

in Appendix B displays the interactions between the attribute-level similarity variables and
the cross marketing mix instruments.

Table 3.7: Selection of posterior parameter estimates - Laundry Detergent.
Variable
Private Label

2.5 %
9.26
9.78

50 %

97.5 %

12.24

14.93

11.54

13.04

.51

1.00

1.48

-5.61

-4.97

-4.43

-5.56
-5.12
-2.82

-4.78

-4.04

-4.46

-3.74

-2.35

-1.87

.64

136

2.19

-2.55
-1.14
-6.79

-2.07
-.37
-6.01

-1.63
-5.18

National Brand 10

-3.51

-3.05

-2.58

-6.38

-5.75

-5.18

.03

.71

1.46

-3.15

-2.72

-2.26

-2.47
-.85
-2.26

-2.08

-1.67

4,

National Brand 11
National Brand 12
National Brand 14
National Brand 15
National Brand 16
Aloe Vera

43

Blue

44

Flower

Symbol
41

42
613

614

45
46
57
48
49
410

41
5112

13
14
16
6117

( is

45

46

47
48

49
41

633

1

Private Label 2
National Brand 1
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National

Brand 2
Brand 3
Brand 4
Brand 5
Brand 6
Brand 7
Brand 8
Brand 9

Fresh

Marseille Soap
Spring
Sweet Almond
White Flower
1.5 liters
4 liters

.29

-.48

-.08

-1.82

-1.39

1.49

1.90

2.32

-1.09

-.74

-.38

-.39

-.23

-.07

-1.18
-1.33
-2.48
-.15
-18.03
-.07

-.72

-.29

-1.03

-.75

-1.91

-1.35

.19

-15.72

.63
-13.73

.85

1.62

64

5 liters

1.02

1.53

2.06

535
616
537
48

6
7
8
9

liters
liters

-1.01

-.34
-2.15

.33
-1.65

839

10 liters

6,10

KZ

liters
Cross brand
Cross fragrance

-.03

.01

.06

4

Cross volume

.03

.08
.27
.05

.13

Ki

-2.64

liters
liters

12

1.50

2.11

2.85

-2.34
-4.30

-1.48

-.59

-3.47

-2.78

.60

2.17

3.82

-.64

-.58

-.50

Cross price
.21
.01
Cross feature only
Cross display only
-.12
13
Cross feature & display
-.09
14
-.05
15
Cross shelf space
Note: In bold the posterior intervals not including zero.
Ai

22

59

.32
.09

-.08
-.04

-.00

.01

.07

-.03
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The posterior

interval of the brand-level similarity parameter (KI) only includes

negative values as expected. The posterior interval of the fragrance similarity variable (a)

includes zero. Against our expectation, the posterior interval of the volume similarity variable

(Ki) only includes positive values. Most of the main effects of the cross marketing mix
parameters are consistent with the expected signs. However, against what we expected the

main effect of the cross feature variable

is positive (,12) and excludes zero.

space (As) the posterior interval includes zero. Finally, the majority

For cross shelf

of posterior intervals of

the interactions between the attribute-level similarities and the cross marketing mix variables

include zero. The posterior intervals that do not contain zero have the expected sign. Only the

interaction between the volume similarity variable and the cross feature variable 0132) has
against the expectation a positive value.
Table 3.8 summarizes the brand-specific responsiveness to the own marketing mix.

Out of the 90 brand-specific own marketing mix parameters only nine intervals contain zero
and only one has the wrong sign (shelf space of National Brand 9). We believe the models

have sufficient face validity for both paper towels and laundry detergent.

Predictive Validity for Line Extensions

In the paper towels category no new product introductions occurred in the

holdout sample. For laundry detergent on average 6.2 line extensions per store (st. dev. = 1.6)
were introduced in the holdout sample, representing 4.7% of the observations in the holdout
sample. This gives us the chance to determine how well the model predicts the sales of new

SKUs compared to SKUs that were already present in the estimation sample. To this end we
compute the correlation between the actual and predicted sales for both the existing SKUs
and the line extensions. For the existing SKUs this resulted in a correlation of.74, for the line

extensions in a correlation of .72, compared to an overall correlation of .73. In our opinion
this shows that the model is well able to predict the sales for new SKUs. We now discuss the
results

of applying the assortment optimization methodology to the empirical application.
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Table 3.8: Posterior parameter estimates for own marketing mix - Laundry Detergent.
Variable
Variable
2.5%
50%
97.5%
2.5%
50%
97.5%
Price PL
4.79
6.22
-29.27
-2732
-25.30
7.82
Display NB 8
Price PL 2
5.25
6.43
7.60
-7.13
-6.19
-5.21
Display NB 9
Price NB 1
5.28
6.54
7.71
-9.38
-8.47
-7.49
Display NB 10
Price NB 2
-1.35
3.43
4.98
-4.54
-3.02
6.33
Display NB 11
Price NB 3
5.89
7.09
-4.55
-2.43
-OA9
8.18
Display NB 12
Price NB 4
5.61
-7.33
-3.53
6.83
7.96
-5.51
Display NB 13
Price NB 5
-7.54
-6.47
-5.44
4.89
6.06
7.24
Display NB 14
5.44
Price NB 6
-9.12
4.20
6.55
-11.26
-10.24
Display NB 15
7.00
Price NB 7
8.19
9.34
-5.42
-4.49
-3.45
Display NB 16
Price NB 8
-4.44
F&D PL 1
15.70
19.62
23.46
-5.72
-3.22
Price NB 9
F&D PL 2
22.47
26.06
29.74
-9.51
-7.37
-8.45
Price NB 10
-231
F&D NB
21.83
28.98
-3.25
-1.22
25.28
Price NB 11
-1.71
0.58
F&D NB 2
24.03
52.77
-0.62
-9.07
27.42
20.10
Price NB 12
-6.35
-3.46
F&D NB 3
23.85
-4.87
Price NB 13
-8.47
F&D NB 4
46.58
50.20
53.91
-9.37
-7.50
Price NB 14
F&D NB 5
9.55
13.26
17.10
-3.63
-2.52
-1.45
Price NB 15
F&D NB 6
6.55
13.60
-3.14
-2.24
-1.20
10.00
Price NB 16
16.44
-12.08
-10.67
F&D NB 7
19.98
23.75
-13.36
Feature PL
0.88
1.79
2.74
26.37
F&D NB 8
-6.09
56.16
1.67
Feature PL 2
0.82
16.88
24.17
F&D NB 9
20.49
-.05
Feature NB
8.65
9.72
10.65
F&D NB 10
12.72
16.09
19.76
Feature NB 2
2.28
F&D NB 11
65.24
72.89
-2.19
-0.00
69.27
19.72
Feature NB 3
5.66
6.60
7.58
F&D NB 12
16.25
23.29
Feature NB 4
8.23
12.31
F&D NB 13
18.52
22„33
26.36
10.14
431
Feature NB 5
3A5
5.16
F&D NB 14
6.68
10.20
13.56
Feature NB 6
2.37
3.72
4.98
F&D NB 15
11.05
14.77
18.53
Feature NB 7
7.25
8.16
9.14
F&D NB 16
24.57
27.91
31.44
Feature NB 8
0.45
lA4
2AO
Shelf space PL
1.91
-2.73
-1.05
1.82
Feature NB 9
5.59
7.03
8.60
Shelf space PL 2
1.44
2.20
Feature NB 10
4.77
1.76
2.51
5.68
6.53
Shelf space NB 1
2.11
Feature NB 11
18.55
19.63
20.85
Shelf space NB 2
0.43
0.95
1.52
1.99
Feature NB 12
4.83
5.74
6.63
Shelf space NB 3
0.93
3.01
Feature NB 13
7.03
8.96
Shelf space NB 4
1.02
2.55
8.00
-0.63
Feature NB 14
3.10
4.96
Shelf space NB 5
0.67
1.07
4.03
1.51
Shelf space NB 6
Feature NB 15
3.56
4.44
5.42
0.15
1.17
0.66
Feature NB 16
9.03
9.95
10.95
Shelf space NB 7
1.85
2.24
2.65
6.45
7.68
8.99
Shelf space NB 8
0.41
0.91
1.38
Display PL 1
4.83
6.11
7.31
-1.35
Shelf space NB 9
-2.29
-0.41
Display PL 2
5.68
6.86
7.99
Shelf space NB 10
-0.51
-0.04
0.39
Display NB 1
0.93
4.85
Shelf space NB 11
2.86
0.34
-1.06
-0.37
Display NB 2
9.06
10.41
11.94
Shelf space NB 12
1.41
1.86
2.32
Display NB 3
4.51
630
7.98
Shelf space NB 13
1.08
1.82
1.46
Display NB 4
4.67
5.76
6.94
Shelf space NB 14
2.33
2.70
3.09
Display NB 5
4.83
6.06
7.22
Shelf space NB 15
0.17
0.57
0.96
Display NB 6
1.92
5.30
6.42
7.66
Shelf space NB 16
1.02
1.49
Display NB 7
Notes: In bold the posterior intervals not including zero. PL stands for Private Label, NB for National Brand and
F&D for Feature & Display. Due to space limitations we have omitted the corresponding symbols in the Table
above as they were present in Table 3.6. For instance, here 71 + 013 would refer to the Price ofNational Brand 1.
1

1

1

1

1

3.6.2 Assortment Optimization

We apply our optimization method to each of the 54 stores using the currently
available SKUs in the whole chain as the set of items to choose from. Per store, we set the
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price of each SKU equal to its regular price in the most recent (i.e., most representative for

the present) week of the dataset (i.e., T - 156), as well as that week's amount of SKU- and
category shelf space. In addition, since we assume it is a regular week, there is no feature or

display activity. Finally, we assume a constant unit gross profit margin

of

250412. This

number is in line with the 25% reported by Drdze et al. (1994) in case of U.S. grocery
retailers, the 25% reported by Campo and Gijsbrechts (2004) in case of a large European

grocery retailer, and the 28.7% reported by the U.S. Census (2004) for the U.S. grocery
industry. We allow the weighted price level of the assortment to differ maximally 1 % from

that of the current assortment. That is, we set ap.01. In our opinion this value allows for

sufficient flexibility with respect to the price level without resulting in substantial deviations

from the current price level. Moreover, robustness checks revealed that our substantive
findings did not change for different values of co.
We have implemented the reformulated version of the Assortment Selection Problem

in the dedicated software package AIMMS 3.7. Specifically, we use the state-of-the-art solver
CPLEX 10.0 to solve the optimization problems. Sequentially, in an automated fashion, we

solve the optimization problem for every store. We limit the amount

store to

3

of computation time per

hours. If the optimal solution is not found within three hours the best solution

encountered so far will be taken as the optimized assortment. The CPLEX solver uses a
branch-and-bound procedure to solve the optimization problem. A benefit of this solution

method is the simultaneous computation of an upper bound to the profit of the optimal
assortment. In case the optimal solution is not found within three hours we can compare the
best solution found so far to the upper bound. The resulting relative gap13 represents an upper

bound on the relative difference in profit between the constructed assortment and that of the

optimal assortment.
For paper towels the guaranteed optimal assortment is found for every store in an
average ofO.2 seconds (maximum=0.7 seconds). The relative increase in the sum of expected

profits across all stores ofthe chain compared to the current assortment is 28.9% (see left side
of Figure 3.1).

12 Note that the absolute amount of profit difference between the optimal and current assortments is sensitive to
the chosen level of the unit profit margin, but the relative difference is not.
13
The relative gap is defined as the 100% x (upper bound on optimal profit profit o f best solution)/upper
bound on optimal profit.
-
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Figure 3.1: Optimized vs. Current Assortments.
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Laundry Detergent
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For laundry detergent the guaranteed optimal assortment is found for 46 out of the 54
stores in an average time of 18 minutes and 15 seconds (maximum of 2 hours, 58 minutes,

and 46 seconds). For the eight stores

for which the optimal solution was not found with 100%

guarantee the average relative gap is 5.5% (maximum is 11.20%) However, even for these
stores the

profit of the constructed solution exceeds that of the current assortment (on average

with 40.4%). The relative increase in the sum of expected profits across all stores in the chain
compared to the current assortment is 49.9% (see right side of Figure 3.1)
For paper towels on average 63.8% of the SKUs in the current assortment remain in
the optimized assortment (standard deviation 12.0%). For laundry detergent the average

fraction of SKUs that remain in the optimized assortment is 58.2% (standard deviation 8.2%).

3.7

Simultaneous Optimization of SKU Presence and Shelf Space
In this section we extend the optimization methodology to simultaneously consider

shelf space decisions. To this end we introduce new decision variables Xkgi that are equal to 1

if SKU k is included in the assortment of store i with shelf space level g (=1,...,G), occupying
an absolute amount

of shelf space wkW' We define bug, as

the expected profit resulting from

the baseline sales of SKU k when it is included in the assortment

level g. In addition,

Ekk.g,

of store i with shelf space

represents the additional in profit gain or loss that SKU k receives

when SKU k' is also selected in the assortment

of

store i and has shelf space level g'. The

intuition behind this definition of the cross profit term is that additional profit gain or loss of
SKU k when SKU k' is also present depends on the shelf space level ofthe latter SKU but not

of the former
function in

(see Equation (3.10)).

a linear fashion we

In order to include these profit terms in the objective

introduce auxiliary decision variables in similar vein to the

standard assortment selection problem with fixed shelf space levels, (ASP),. The auxiliary

decision variables vu·g·, are equal to 1 if SKU k is selected in the assortment of store i with
any shelf space level and if SKU k' is selected in the assortment

of store i with shelf space

level g'. Thatis Vk=l,...,K,k'=1,...,K/{k},g'=1,...,G,i=l,...,I these decision variables are
defined as:

<G
Xk'g'i
Vik'K, I Exkg,
8=1 31.

(3.24)

This leads to the extended formulation of the assortment selection problem (Extended
ASPAlt), that simultaneously considers shelf space decisions. Equation (3.25) represents the
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capacity constraint, accounting for the different shelf space levels. Equations (3.26) enforces

that every SKU can be selected with one shelf space level only. In

a

similar vein to (ASPAI,)1,

Equations (3.27) - (3.29) in combination with the objective function and Equations (3.26)

and (3.34) - (3.37) enforce that auxiliary decision variables

VU'g' are

defined according to

Equation (3.24). Finally, Equations (3.30) and (3.31) again enforce the price level constraint.

The weights kig, used in the price level equations represent the expected baseline sales level

of SKU k in store i with shelf space level g.
(Extended ASPAlt),

KKG

66.

Maximize

L Z, Pug,Xkg, +X E I Pkk'g'ivkk'g,i
k=lg=1

k-1 *'-1 g'=1
k'.k

subject to
G
Ldwpx,F

S

c

(3.25)

g=1

G

ILR,

5

g=i

1

k= 1,;K

(3.26)

G

V

5

kk'g'i

EX#

(k, k',g') 6

11-"'

(3.27)

g=1

5

Vik.g·i

x

k,g.Z

(k,ki,g') E I.' f

I,=1„1

(3.28)

G
VAk'g'i

2

X (Xkgi ) + Xk.g.,

(k, k:g')

E prExtended
1-

(3.29)

g-1

K

K G

G

/ / dk'kkpxkp

S

(1 + e)

I XES,g,xkn

*=l g-1

(3.30)

k=l g=l

IEd,Agix,gi 3

K G

(1-(u)·2,·XES,g,xkgt

k=lg=1

(3.31)

k=t g=1

(k, g) e

Xkg, E {0,1}

X,abdd

(k, k',g') E

Vkk.g, E [O,11

r_Eir=,did

(3.32)

(3.33)

with
X,amidid = {k =l,...,K,g =1,...,G}

(3.34)

={k= 1 ,...,K,K,k'=

1...., K /{k},g'=1...., G I Ak.g'i> 0}

(3.35)

K mitid = {k = li..., K,k'= 1...., K /{k},g'= 1,..., G I Ak·g·, < 0}

(3.36)

Atended
H

Extended

p·

=

,rended U F xended

(3.37)

We have solved (Extended ASPAk), while assuming three shelf space levels (G = 3)

that represent a -10%, 0%, and +10% increase in the shelf space assumed while solving the
assortment selection problem with fixed shel f space levels, (ASPAI,),·
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Figure 3.2: Optimized Assortments with Multiple Space Levels vs. Optimized - and Current Assortments.
Laundry Detergent
Paper Towels
(a) Expected Profit of Optimized Assortment with Multiple Space Levels and Optimized - and Current Assortment
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To speed up computation we started the branch-and-bound solver from the optimized

solution with existing SKUs only. The left side of Figure 3.2 compares the profit of the
optimized assortments with different shelf space levels, of the optimized assortments with

fixed shelf space levels and of the current assortments for paper towels; the right side
displays this comparison for laundry detergent. The top plots show the expected store profit

for the three assortments. The plots in the bottom of the figure represent the difference in
expected profit between the optimized assortment with different shelf space levels and the

current assortment including the 95% posterior interval of this difference.

For paper towels the guaranteed optimal assortment is found for every store in an
average of 6 minutes and 22 seconds (maximum = 50 minutes and 23 seconds). For all stores
the optimized assortment with differential shelf space levels led to an increase in expected

profit compared to the optimized assortment with fixed shelf space levels. The relative
increase in the sum

of expected profits

across all stores in the chain compared to the current

assortment is 37.1% (see left side of Figure 3.2).

For laundry detergent, for 36 of the 54 stores the best solution found after three hours

of computation led to

an improvement in expected

profit compared to the optimized

assortment with fixed shelf space levelsi: The relative increase in the sum

of expected profits

across all stores in the chain compared to the current assortment is 54.2% (see right side of

Figure 3.2), compared to a 49.9% increase when the shelf space levels were fixed.

Unfortunately, for none of the stores the optimum could be guaranteed after three hours, with
an average gap of 19.0% (maximum is 34.2%).

3.8

New Product Introduction
The second extension we propose is to consider new SKUs in the optimization. For

laundry detergent, the optimization problem would become intractable if we would consider

all possible SKUs that are a combination of existing attribute levels. In this case we would
have to consider #

of brands (=18) x # of fragrances (=9) x # of volume size (=10) = 1620

SKUs in the optimization. Therefore, we only consider brand extensions of Private Label 1,
which represents the same private label in both categories. This leads us to consider 10

additional SKUs for paper towels and 89 additional SKUs for laundry detergent. Since it

f

14

This means that for 18 stores the optimized assortment with differential shel space levels did not lead to an
increase in expected profit compared to the optimized assortment with fixed shelf space levels. These 18 stores
include seven out of the eight stores for which the best solution to the assortment selection problem with fixed
shelfspace levels was not found with 100% guarantee.
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would not be realistic for the retailer to introduce multiple new SKUs at once, we introduce
an additional constraint that at most one new SKU can be included in the store's assortment.

In order to speed up the computation we again start the branch-and-bound solver from the
optimized solution with existing SKUs only.
For paper towels the guaranteed optimal assortment is found for every store in an

average of 0.7 seconds (maximum=l.6 seconds). The relative increase in the sum of expected

profits across all stores in the chain compared to the current assortment is 46.9%. For all 54
stores the introduction of new SKUs led to an increase in expected profit. Figure 3.3 extends

Figure 3.1 with the expected profit of the optimized assortment including new SKUs and
displays the difference in expected profit between those assortments and the current
assortments. Again the 95% posterior interval is indicated.

For laundry detergent the guaranteed optimal assortment is found for 37 out of the 54

stores in an average time of 19 minutes and 23 seconds (maximum of 2 hours, 4 minutes, and
54 seconds). For the 17 stores

for which the optimal solution was not found with 100%

guarantee the average profit gap is 5.3% (maximum is 16.0%)1: For 50 out of the 54 stores

the availability of new SKUs leads to

an increase in expected

profit compared to the

optimized assortment with existing SKUs only (average = 1.2%). While for three of the
remaining four stores it was guaranteed that the optimal solution had been found, for one of
the remaining stores there could still be an assortment with a higher expected profit than that

with existing SKUs only. The relative increase in the sum of expected profits across all stores
in the chain compared to the current assortment is 51.6%, only slightly more than with
existing SKUs only. We note that product innovation

of Private

Label 1 leads to a substantial

increase in expected profit in the smaller category, paper towels, but to a marginal increase in

the larger category, laundry detergent.

It is interesting to

see

which new SKUs get included most often and which existing

SKUs are hurt most by their availability. Figure 3.4 assists us in this assessment. The top
plots show all new SKUs that get included at least once in one of the stores' assortments. For
each

of these SKUs the number of stores

is displayed in which they enter the assortment. The

bottom plots show the five existing SKUs that are hurt most by the availability of the new

SKUs. To this end we have subtracted the number of stores in which an existing SKU is
included in the assortment when new SKUs are available from the number of stores in which

5 These 17 stores include all eight stores for which the best solution to the assortment selection problem with
only existing SKUs was not found with 100% guarantee.
1
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the SKU is included in the assortment when only existing SKUs are available. The difference
is interpreted as the net loss of that SKU due to the availability of new SKUs. The five SKUs

with the highest net loss are displayed'6.
First, we note that in both categories

a

limited number of new SKUs are introduced in

the chain: 3 for paper towels, 4 for laundry detergent. Furthermore, in both categories it
seems like there is a single SKU that has most potential, [Private Label 1, Decorated, 2 rolls]

for paper towels and [Private Label 1, Blue,
remind the reader that "Blue" is

a

3

liter] for laundry detergent. For clarification we

fragrance here. In addition, in both categories all new

SKUs are relatively small volume sizes. In case of paper towels, the availability of the new
SKUs seems to primarily hurt the larger volume sizes of the national brands and an average

volume size of the other private label.
In case

of

laundry detergent the new SKUs seem to primarily cannibalise a small

volume SKU of the same private label. In fact the new SKUs that gets introduced most
frequently, [Private Label 1, Blue,

3

liter], very closely resembles the SKU that loses the

most, [Private Label 1, Basic, 3 liter]. The only difference is the fragrance.

Summary of All Optimization Results

We end the discussion of the optimization results with

a short

summary of all

optimization results. Table 3.9 summarizes the posterior intervals around the relative increase
in expected profit across all stores compared to the current assortment.

Table 3.9: Posterior Interval of the Relative Profit Increase wrt. Current Assortment (in %).
Paper Towels

Laundry Detergent

Avg.

97.5%

2.5%

Avg.

97.5%

28.9

31.0

48.3

49.9

51.8

34.5

37.1

39.6

52.4

54.2

56.3

44.2

46.9

49.8

50.0

51.6

53.4

2.5%

Existing SKUs (§3.6)

26.4

Existing SKUs + differential shelf space (§3.7)
Existing SKUs + new SKUs (§3.8)

Note: Avg. indicates the average. The entries represent the relative increase in total expected profit across all 54
Stores in the chain. The chain profit is computed across stores per draw. The resulting range in chain profit
across draws results in the reported posterior intervals. Per category, all 95% posterior intervals concerning the
difference between rows exclude zero, which justifies a focus on the average values.

We refer the interested reader to Table B7 and B8 in Appendix B for

a

store-level

overview of all previously discussed optimisations.

Suppose an SKU is included in the optimized assortments of stores 1,2, and 3 when only existing SKUs are
available and in stores 1 and 4 when new SKUs are also available, then the net loss would 3 - 2.
16
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Figure 3.3: Optimized Assortments With New SKUs vs. Optimized - and Current Assortments.
Paper Towels

Laundry Detergent

(a) Expected Profit of Optimized Assortment With New SKUs and Optimized - and Current Assortment
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Figure 3.4: Potential ofNew SKUs and the Detrimental Influence on Existing SKUs.
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3.9

Conclusions and Directions for Future Research
In this study we have constructed

a

methodology for optimizing the retailer's

assortment composition. The methodology consists of an attribute-based model o f store-level

SKU sales and utilizes a standard mixed integer programming solver to solve a reformulated

version of the assortment selection problem. The methodology extends the currently available
studies by (i) providing (near-) optimal solutions at the most disaggregate SKU/store level,

(ii) being able to handle realistic sets
consideration

of items (incl.

of items not (yet) in the

low selling items), and (iii) enabling the

assortment. In addition, we have extended the

methodology to simultaneously consider shelf space decisions.

Within

a

limited amount of time of three hours per store the methodology is shown to

lead to (near-) optimal solutions that lead to substantial improvements in expected profit
compared to the current assortments (28.9 % across all 54 stores for paper towels, 49.9% for

laundry detergent). The expected profit can be further increased for paper towels when
simultaneously considering shelf space decisions (from 28.9% to 37.1%). For laundry
detergent, the further increase in expected profit is more moderate (from 49.9% to 54.2%).

However, for none of the stores the guaranteed optimal solution was found within three
hours, so further improvements might still be possible when we would allow for

a

longer

search time. Allowing for the presence of one new private label line extension per store leads

to a substantial further increase in expected profit for paper towels (to 46.9%). For the larger
category laundry detergent the increase in expected profit is quite modest (to 51.6%), even
lower than the case

of existing products with shelf space decisions. But again, for none of the

stores the optimal solution was guaranteed within three hours, leaving room for potential

improvement.
In the absence

of margin data, this

study has assumed a constant unit profit margin of

25%. The resulting profit margins might be quite different than the true profit margins. For
instance, the unit profit margins

of private

label SKUs might be higher. Although this does

not decrease the usefulness of the methodology developed in this chapter,

it might

decrease

its potential for increasing retail profits.

Another limitation of this study is that we only assume a direct effect of shelf space
on sales. However, the amount of shelf space also influences the likelihood of the occurrence

of a stock-out. One way to deal with this problem would be to impose minimum shelf space
levels for products once included in the assortment. These minimum shelf space levels could

be chosen in such a way that the likelihood of
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complicating factor is that the demand for the product depends on the assortment
composition. This would make such a minimum shelf space level endogenous. In addition,
the amount

of assigned shelf space will

also influence the handling cost associated with the

product and therefore profitability.

In this chapter we have assumed price and shelf space to be exogenous variables.
However, it may be closer to real retail practice to make these variables endogenous. That is,
we assume that the dependent variable, sales in this case, influences the predictor variables,

price and shelf space. For instance, it is safe to assume that popular products are sold against

higher prices and receive more space. We could argue that the hedonic price regressions

partially account for price endogeneity. However, the product expensiveness variable (i.e.,
unit price - hedonic price) could still depend on the sales level of a product. That is, for

products that are more popular,

a

higher "price premium" is charged. Since we

simultaneously optimize SKU presence and shelf space we should be most worried about

shelf space endogeneity in this study. Ignoring shel f space endogeneity might inflate the shel f
space elasticities, leading to wrong assortment recommendations.

be to use

a

A practical solution would

strong theory about how shelf space levels are set and directly incorporate this

into estimation (Shugan 2004). For instance, we could assume that shelf space is determined

by the product's attributes and lagged sales. Incorporating this equation into the model would
result in a hierarchical multivariate regression model with correlated errors. This can easily

be facilitated with the Hierarchical Bayes framework. A similar approach can be used to
make SKU prices endogenous.

Future research could attempt to increase the descriptive and predictive ability of the

store-level SKU sales model by simultaneously estimating the hedonic price regressions. In

addition, the similarity variables could be treated as endogenous. We could for instance map
the attribute levels on to some underlying latent factors (see for example Sinha et al. 2005).

The latent mapping can be jointly estimated with the remaining components of the sales
model. Subsequently, the attribute-level similarity variables could be defined as functions of
the distances resulting from the underlying positioning plot. The latent positioning plot could

also allow for the consideration of other context effects besides the similarity effect such as
the attraction effect (Huber et al. 1982; Huber and Puto 1983) and the compromise effect

(Simonson 1989). The completeness of the model could also be improved by allowing the

marketing mix responsiveness to be store-SKU specific instead

of store-brand specific in an

additive restricted manner. We could for instance add another layer to the sales model in
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which the store-SKU specific parameters are related to the set of attribute-level dummies.

Finally, we could construct the full sales model to be attribute-based by also decomposing the
error variance components into attribute-level contributions.
The optimization component of the methodology can be improved by constructing

more efficient solution methods. We could for instance use a combination of branch-and-

bound techniques in the early stage

of problem solving and local

search procedures to further

improve the best solution found after a given amount of time. Another fruitful avenue would

be to construct tighter upper bounds to be used in the branch-and-bound process. Substantial
improvements in computational requirements would allow for more applications and
extensions to the optimization methodology.

Another application of the methodology would be the allocation of space to product

categories. When we are able to solve the optimization problem to optimality in a very

limited amount of time, we could solve it sequentially for several amounts of available space
for the category. Hence, for each category, we can compute the marginal increase in expected

profit for every additional meter of category space. This can be used as the input for an
optimization problem that intends to divide shelf space across the categories in

a

store-profit-

maximizing manner.
Another extension would be to also consider simultaneous pricing decisions. This
complicates the optimization in the following way. The loss in profit corresponding to SKU k

due to the presence of SKU k' will no longer only depend on the marketing mix instruments

of

the latter SKU but also on the price level of the former SKU. This

will increase the

complexity of the resulting optimization problem by increasing the dimensionality of the
auxiliary decision variables used in the optimization (i.e., the v variables).
We believe that our study fills a substantial gap in the literature on retail assortment
optimization. By constructing the sales model on store-level scanner data that are widely
available and allowing the resulting optimization problem to be solved with standard software

we believe the method is very accessible to practitioners. In contrast to existing studies our
methodology also allows the consideration of new products. Therefore, our methodology can

aid the retailer in the rationalization of product lines. The modularity of the sales model and

the formulation of the optimization problem allow several extensions to consider related
decisions. We hope that our study spurs research in the domain of operations research to
construct solution methods that solve quadratic knapsack problems with a mixture of positive
and negative cross profit terms.
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4.1 Introduction
Assortment is an important element of the retailer's marketing mix (Fox et al. 2004)
Retailers use the assortment to satisfy consumers' wants, shape their preferences (Simonson
1999), and differentiate themselves from their competitors. Retailers face the challenge of

selecting those items in the assortment that jointly maximize profits. This Retail Assortment

Optimization problem seeks for the assortment that maximizes category profit while the total
amount of shelf space used does not exceed the available amount (see e.g., Chong et al. 2001,

K6k and Fisher 2006). The Retail Assortment Optimization problem can be formulated as a
knapsack problem, a well-known yet hard to solve discrete optimization problem. Its

objective is to fill

a knapsack

with items, each having

a

certain weight and profit, in such a

way that total profit is maximized while not exceeding the capacity of the knapsack. In the
assortment optimization problem, an item's knapsack weight is its shelf space occupation,
and its profit contribution is its sales times its margin. Several studies in marketing and

operations research have dealt with optimizing retail assortments based on a knapsack

formulation of the optimization problem (Anderson and Amato 1974, Lim et al. 2004,
Mcintyre and Miller 1999, Yang 2001)17.

There is a growing recognition in the field of marketing that not only cash flows

matter but also the risk (i.e., uncertainty) associated with these cash flows (Srivastava et al.
* This chapter is based on Rooderkerk, Robert P., Harald J. van Heerde, and Dick den Hertog. 2007. "Robust
'
Optimization of Retail Assortments," under revision for 1 round review, Management Science.
17
Some studies investigate this problem jointly with the question how to price the products in the assortment
(see e.g., Dobson and Kalish 1988, Mcintyre and Miller 1999) or how much space to assign to the products (see
e.g. Bonn and Farris 1995, Borin et al. 1994, Corstjens and Doyle 1981, K6k and Fisher 2006, Lim et al. 2004,
Yang 2001).
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1998). Despite this awareness there are only few studies in the literature that account for the

uncertainty in the input used in the decision making process. Our study aims to contribute to
the literature by investigating the role of uncertainty in assortment optimization. That is, a

complicating factor in this optimization problem is that each item's profit contribution is
stochastic since its sales cannot be predicted with 100% certainty due to observed and

unobserved drivers. Even if one predicts sales using observed drivers in a regression model

for sales, there is uncertainty associated with the parameter estimates. This results in
uncertainty in the profit contributions since these are functions of the parameters in the sales
model. Consequently, a "nominally optimal assortment" maximizes expected profit yet
ignores the uncertainty in the profit realization. However, a retailer may prefer an assortment
that brings slightly less profit yet with a substantial reduction in uncertainty. In other words,

this retailer prefers

a

robust solution to the assortment optimization problem over the nominal

solution. Since the literature does not provide robust solutions to the assortment optimization
problem, this study aims to fill this gap.

We formulate

a

robust assortment optimization problem that accounts for the

uncertainty in the profit parameters. Its objective is to maximize robust profit rather than the
nominal (i.e., expected) profit. The robust profit of an assortment represents the worst
possible profit outcome among all possible realizations of the items' profit contributions in a

prespecified uncertainty set. Specifically, through the definition of ellipsoidal uncertainty sets
that contain the profit parameters (Ben-Tal and Nemirovski 1998, 1999, 2000), we formulate
a

robust counterpart of the knapsack problem in which the robust profit balances expected

profit and profit variance. The penalty factor for variance is implied by the required
confidence that the profit realization of the assortment will not be lower than the robust

profit. Using full enumeration, we test the robust approach on both synthetic and empirical
data concerning retail assortment optimization problems. We find that many (but not all) of

the robust solutions provide retailers with only a small reduction in expected profit yet a

considerable reduction in variance.

Furthermore, we propose a Grid heuristic that sequentially solves a reformulated

version of the Assortment Optimization problem in which the variance is limited from above.

By repeatedly lowering the upper bound on the variance the heuristic retrieves

a

subset of the

Pareto-optimal assortments, i.e., those assortments for which no other assortment exists with
a

higher expected profit without increasing variance, and conversely no other assortment

exists that has a reduced variance without decreasing expected profit. The set
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assortments contains a (near-) optimal solution to the Robust Retail Assortment Optimization

problem. Moreover, this set

of assortments also provides the retailer with a trade-off between

expected profit and risk. Finally, we derive an upper bound on the optimal robust profit that
can be computed after executing the Grid heuristic.

The rest of the chapter is organized

as

follows. In Section 4.2 we formally introduce

the Retail Assortment Optimization problem. To construct assortments that are more robust

to the uncertainty in the products' profit contributions we formulate the Robust Retail

Assortment Optimization problem in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 we determine the usefulness

of the robust approach by contrasting the optimal nominal

- and optimal robust assortments in

an empirical application. Section 4.5 describes a heuristic for constructing a subset of the

Pareto-optimal assortments that results in a (near-) optimal solution to the Robust Retail
Assortment Optimization problem. We assess the usefulness of this heuristic by comparing

its solutions to the optimal solutions found by full enumeration. We also derive upper bounds
on the optimal robust profit. We end with conclusions and recommendations for future
research in Section 4.6.

4.2

Optimization and Robustness of Retail Assortments

4.2.1 Retail Assortment

Optimization Problem

Suppose a retailer considers n products in a category with available shelf space equal

f

to c. Every product k (k = 1,...,n) occupies shel space wk and contributes pk to category profit

when it is included in the assortment. We define binary decision variables {Xk}k-1...."' which

are equal to 1 if product k is included in the assortment and 0 otherwise. The Retail
Assortment Optimization problem is defined as the following binary integer linear program:

(RAO)
maximize
X

subject to

Pkxk

i
k=1

Wkxk

S

C

(4.1)

k.1

k =1,...,n.

Xk E {0,1}

(4.2)

Restriction (4.1) represents the capacity constraint. Restrictions (4.2) force every
product to either be in the assortment or not. The binary integer linear program defined by

(RAO) is an example of

a knapsack

problem, as we explained in the introduction. The

knapsack problem is NP-hard, that is, it is unlikely that the problem can be solved in time that

is polynomial in the size of the input (Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 1982). Several algorithms
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and heuristics exist to provide (near-) optimal solutions to the ordinary knapsack problem; for

an overview see Kellerer et al. (2004).

At this point it is important to clari fy the scope of the optimization problem. To keep
the problem tractable, we only consider whether or not a product should be included, not how

many facings it should get or where it should be located on the shelf. Furthermore, we do not
consider product pricing decisions. We believe that the product selection decision is a

problem that would typically precede the location, space, and pricing decisions. Future
research on robust retail assortment optimization should attempt to integrate these decisions.

4.2.2 Robustness of Optimal Retail Assortments
The parameters in the assortment optimization problem may be subject to uncertainty.

Specifically, we consider the case in which the profit parameters

p=[pt··p„]T

are

uncertain. Hence we assume that the weight parameters w= [w · · ·w„ ]T (i.e., shelf space

needed per item) and knapsack capacity c (i.e., available shelf space) are known quantities,

which seems reasonable in a retail setting. A possible approach to deal with profit parameter
uncertainty is to use expected profit values in the optimization. The problem of this approach
is that the optimal assortment could already become sub-optimal under very small parameter
perturbations. We illustrate this with the simple Retail Assortment Optimization example
described in Table 4.1. All three products require the same shelf space (=1), and the available

shelf space (=2) is such that at most two items can be selected in the knapsack.
Table 4.1 Example Assortment Optimization Problem.
Profit Covariance matrix (e)
Item

Shelf space needed
(wk )

Expected profit

(k)

1

1

8

2

1

9

3

1

10

Item

1

Item 2

Item

-1.5

-1

3

(A)

Available shelf space
(C)

1

4

2

5

9

The profit contributions follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean equal to

the expected profit contributions p= [ · · · P„]T and covariance matrix equal to e. Items 2

and 3 have a large positive covariance, which may be driven by similar sensitivity to demand
shocks. For instance,

if these are clothing items, items 2 and 3

may have the same color (e.g.,

both red), which may be in fashion (positive demand shock) or out

of fashion (negative

demand shock). Item 1 has a negative covariance with items 2 and 3, which could indicate
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opposite sensitivity to demand shocks. Following the example, item 1 may have a different

color (e.g., blue) than items 2 and 3 (red), and blue and red are in fashion in turn. Table 4.2
lists all feasible solutions to the Retail Assortment Optimization problem described in Table
4.1. For each solution the corresponding nominal profit and

profit variance are given.

Table 4.2: Feasible Solutions to the Retail Assortment Optimization described by Table 4.1.
Solution

Nominal Profit

Variance (= xTe x )

{1}

9.00

1.00

{2}

10.00

4.00

{3}

11.00

9.00

{1,2}

19.00

2.00

{1,3}

20.00

8.00

{2,3}

21.00

23.00

The solution that maximizes expected profit, {2,3}, has a large variance (23) relative
to the other solutions. Hence even though the expected profit is maximal, there is a lot of

uncertainty about the profit realization. This illustrates the point that optimal nominal
assortments are not necessarily robust against perturbations in the profit contributions. The

assortments {1,2} and {1,3} result in a much lower variance while only leading to

a

small

decrease in expected profit compared to {2,3}. This raises the question how to construct

assortments that are more robust to the uncertainty in the profit estimates without decreasing
expected profit too much. To answer this question we next formulate the Robust Assortment

Optimization problem.

4.3

Robust Solutions to the Retail Assortment Optimization Problem

4.3.1 Robust

Retail Assortment Optimization Problem

Many optimization problems experience uncertainty in the parameter estimates.
Researchers have defined robust versions of such optimization problems in which the

parameters lie within an '*uncertainty set", a convex set

of possible parameter values. The

resulting optimization problems are referred to as the robust counterparts (Ben-TaI and
Nemirovski 1998, 1999, 2000). Such a robust counterpart can also be formulated for the

Retail Assortment Optimization problem. First, we introduce U c R" as the uncertainty region

in which the true profit parameters in (RAO) lie. The set U is assumed to be convex and
closed. The resulting robust counterpart of the Retail Assortment Optimization problem
(RAORobust) is defined as:
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(RAORob.)
.

minimizexpkxk

maximize
X

pEU

subject to

k=l

I w,xk

W

c

(4.3)

k=1,...,n.

Xk E {0,1}

(4.4)

The underlying goal of (RAORobust) is to maximize, using decision variables x, the
worst possible profit outcome among all parameters p in the uncertainty set U Several
uncertainty regions can be defined. We focus on a commonly applied type in the robust

optimization literature, the ellipsoidal uncertainty region': This type

of uncertainty

region is

defined as follows:

u= {pl (p _ p)Te-t Cp _ p) 6 rl},

(4.5)

where p is the vector with expected profit values. It is assumed that e c R" x R" is a
symmetric positive definite matrix. We use 4. to denote element (k, k 1 of e. Note that r
relates to the amount o f confidence we have that the true profit parameter values are included

in the uncertainty set. Increasing r enlarges the uncertainty set and increases confidence.
Based on Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (1998,1999, 2000) and El-Ghaoui et al. (1998),

we rewrite the (RAORobust) objective function with U given by (4.5) as the following Robust
Retail Assortment Optimization problem:

(RRAO)
n

In

n

I jik.rk - r.,lI -/M.Xk.r,.

maximize
.

k=l

Y k -1 k'-1

n

subject to

S

L_,wkxk

C

(4.6)

k=1

k = L..., n.

Xk e {0,1}

(4.7)

The objective function of RRAO penalizes the standard deviation of the profit (the

square-root term) i f r > 0. Parameter r is the risk penalty coefficient: if the decision maker is

more risk averse s/he penalizes variance (i.e., risk) more heavily (see Rabin and Thaler 2001).

Similarly,

a

higher r represents aversion to post decision disappointment (Bell 1982, 1983,

1985). Disappointment is defined by Bell (1985) as the psychological reaction caused by
comparing the actual outcome (i.e., the profit realization) of some lottery to one's prior
expectations (i.e., the expected profit).
18

Ben-TaI and Nemirovski (1999) provide arguments for using ellipsoidal uncertainty sets including their
to approximate various uncertainty sets and the resulting computational tractability of the robust

flexibility

optimization problems.
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We construct an ellipsoidal uncertainty set by assuming

a

(multivariate) normal

Consequently, the total profit

distribution for the profit parameters, i.e., p - N(P, 0)

associated with a given assortment x follows a normal distribution, i.e.,prx - N(Prx, xTex)

We would like to set the probability that the true total profit is lower than the robust profit
equal to a specified level a (Ofail). That is, we would like

p(pT XSliT x- r476 =a.

This implies that r = *-'(1- a), where 0(·) is the cumulative density function of the standard
normal distribution.

In the remainder of this Chapter we use the following expressions for the nominal and
robust profits of an assortment x:

Nominalprofit

=

INOM(X) =

2 kxk.

(4.8)

k=1

Robust profit

=IlROB(xi r)

= ip,X,-,11220.,.X,Xk'
k=1

V

k=l

-

(4.9)

k.=1

We use the term "optimal nominal assorttnelle (= xioM)

for the assortment that

optimizes the nominal profit function in (RAO), and "optimal robust assortment" (=x;08(r))

for the assortment that optimizes the robust profit function in (RRAO) for a given value of r.
4.3.2 Robust Retail Assortment Optimization Example

In this section we illustrate the differences between the Nominal and Robust Retail
Assortment Optimization problem with the example problem described in Section 4.2.2.
Table 4.3 extends Table 4.2 with the robust profit for each feasible solution for three

(commonly used) values of r, corresponding with an increasingly risk-averse decision maker:
r = 1.28 (a = 10%), r = 1.64 (a = 5%), and r = 2.33 (a = 1%). We find that the optimal
nominal solution,

{2,3}, is not the optimal solution to the Robust Retail Assortment

Optimization problem for any of these three values of r. This is due to the high variance
associated with this solution. The optimal solution to each of the three robust optimization
problems is the same. {1,2} Since items 1 and 2 have a strong negative covariance (see

Table 4.1), including both items in the assortment provides a hedging mechanism for the
retailer.

Comparing the optimal robust solution, {1,2}, to the optimal nominal solution, {1,3},

we see that the robust set of items provides a much lower variance (=2) about the profit
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realization than the nominal set of items does (=23). This is illustrated by Figure 4.1, which
compares the probability distribution of the total profit generated by the optimal nominal and

robust solution respectively.

Table 4.3: Feasible Solutions to the Retail Assortment Optimization Problem: Nominal vs.
Robust Profit.
Robust Profit

Solution

Nominal
Profit

Variance

(te X)

r=

r=

1.28

(a= 10%)

1.64

(a = 5%)

r = 2.33

(a-

1%)

% oftimes highest
nominal profit based
on simulation'

{1}

8.00

1.00

6.72

6.36

5.67

{2}
{3}

9.00

6.44

5.72

4.34

0.00

10.00

4.00
9.00

6.16

5.08

3.01

0.00

{1,2}

17.00

2.00

15.19

14.68

13.70

15.00

{1,33

18.00

8.00

14.38

13.36

11.41

25.05

{2,3}

19.00

23.00

12.86

11.13

7.83

59.95

0.00

' We simulated 10,000 draws from p- 3(F, e). For every draw we computed the profit p'x corresponding to
every assortment x. The last column indicates how frequently each assortment had the highest nominal profit.

Figure 4.1 shows that the amount

of uncertainty regarding the profit realization of an

assortment can be reduced substantially by choosing an assortment that is only slightly worse

in terms of expected profit. In fact, the expected profit of the optimal robust assortment (=17)
is only 10.5% less than that of the optimal nominal solution (=19), but its robust profit

(=13.70, using r = 2.33), is almost twice the robust profit of the optimal nominal solution
(=7.83).

Figure 4.1: Profit Probability Distribution of the Optimal Nominal and Robust Solution.
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4.3 Robust Solutions to the Retail Assortment Optimization Problem

This example shows the potential advantage of robust optimization to provide
solutions to the Retail Assortment Optimization problem that trade-off a relatively small loss
in expected profit against a large reduction in the uncertainty surrounding the true realization.

At this point we would like to caution against another approach to deal with the
uncertainty in profit parameters. This method is based on simulating profit parameters from
its estimated distribution, e.g., using the Gibbs draws from a Bayesian estimation scheme. A
researcher may be inclined to solve the optimization problem for multiple realizations of the

profit parameter vector, leading to a certain number of optimal assortments. Next, s/he may
compute the fraction of times each assortment outperforms the others in terms

of profit, as we

did for the example in the last column of Table 4.3. We note that solution {2,3} wins 59.95%

of the

times, which is more than any other solution, and hence {2,3} is seemingly "robust"

against profit parameter permutations. However, one has to be aware that this approach is risk

neutral in the sense it does not provide

a

probabilistically guaranteed lower bound on the

profit that will be achieved, which is something the

4.4

(RAOxobus,) approach does.

Empirical Application: Store-Level Category Sales Maximization
In this section we assess the potential of the robust approach in an empirical

application of

a

retail assortment optimization problem concerning paper towels. The

objective is to maximize category profit per store by optimizing the store-level assortment
composition. Information Resources, Inc. (France) has provided weekly store-level scanner

data for

21

Stock-Keeping Units (SKUs) from 54 stores from

a

large national French retail

chain for the period between September 2002 and September 2005. In the absence of margin
data, we assume equal unit profit margins per volume (i.e., roll paper towels) for all items.

4.4.1 SKU Sales Model
The profit parameter for an item is its predicted sales based on an SKU sales model.
We regress SKU sales on a set of SKU dummies, a relative price index variable (relative to

competition to capture own and competitive effects parsimoniously), dummies representing
feature and display activity, and a relative shelf space index variable (again relative to

competition to allow for competitive effects). The 21 SKUs sold in the chain are part of five

different brands. To allow for heterogeneity, we specify brand- and store-specific parameters.
The resulting sales model is given by the following expression:
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(Price,„
Sk = Bok, + BRA

(A

1

-

Pricek.,)

- 1 LPrice
l.»
N" Ck.-1

+ Abck, . Feature & Displayin +

.

1 ,(121,(„, . Feature onlyb + B,hck), . Display onlyk, +

.4'.
-

(Shelf spacek# - Shelf spacek.)

Psbi k ),

1 Ekn,

.i· XShelf spacek." . zi.,
n (A'=1

(4.10)

where k is an index for SKU, k G {1-...K}, K the number of SKUs; 1 is a week index, t €

{1,...,T}, and T the number of weeks, and i is

a store

index, i E { 1,...4, I the number of

stores, and
S

=

kn

volume sales of SKU k in week t at store i in number of rolls (x 100),

= intercept for SKU k in store i,

BAW

- coefficient for marketing instrument g (=1,...,5) for brand b(k) in store
i,

Price

ki i

= unit price per roll paper towels for SKU k in week t at store i,

Price k•i

= average unit price per roll paper towels for SKU k at store i (price is
mean-centered to remove between-store differences),

Z k.fi

= dummy whether SKU k' is present (=1) in week t at store i or not (=0),

N„

= the number of SKUs present in week t in store i,

Feature onlya'

=

dummy variable whether SKU k was on feature in week t at store i
while not on display (1 = yes, 0 = no),

Display onlykn

=

dummy variable whether SKU k was on display in week t at store i
while not on feature (1= yes, 0 = no),

Feature&Displayko

=

dummy variable whether SKU k was both on feature and display in
week t at store i (1 = yes, 0 = no),

Shelf space k.

= amount

Shelf space*.

= average amount of shel f space in meters for SKU k at store
i (shel f
space is mean-centered to remove between-store differences).

of shelf space in meters for SKU k in week t at store i,
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We assume the store-specific parameters to be independently, identically distributed

according to a normal population distribution:

P,=0 0:1 ''AK, 1 #111...AR, 1...

1

Bg-.Psm) - N(BYA

(4.11)

Further, we assume store-specific contemporaneous correlations between the error terms:

E„ = (Et„ · EK„ ) iid - N(O,fl,), fl, a full error variance-covariance matrix for store i.

(4.12)

We realize that this specification is one of the many possible ones. The key point is
that any model

will entail uncertainty in the sales predictions.

4.4.2 Estimation of the SKU Sales Model
We estimate the sales model with Hierarchical Bayes using the Gibbs sampler

(Boatwright et al. 1999; Rossi and Allenby 1993);

see

Appendix D for

a

description of the

Gibbs sampler. All prior distributions are chosen to be uninformative. For all model
parameters other than variances we assume independently, identically distributed normal

distributions N(0, 100). Furthermore, we model FB as a diagonal matrix with the prior of the

f

diagonal

element

{5}j, -InverseGamma(5,/2,3 /2), where -3 and:4=i ·

Finally, for every store-specific error variance-covariance matrix Q, we assume an Inverse
Wishart distribution with K+ 2 degrees

of freedom

and covariance matrix equal to 6 'IK,

where IK is the K by K identity matrix.

We ran the Gibbs sampler for 50,000 draws and retained each 50'h draw of the last
25,000 draws. Visual inspection confirmed convergence of the Gibbs chain. The procedure

resulted in 500 draws used for inference of the posterior distribution. Table 4.4 summarizes
the posterior intervals of the hyper parameters. Most posterior intervals exclude zero and
have the expected signs: negative for price, and positive for feature, display and shelf space.

The posterior interval includes zero for the price coefficient
shel f space coefficients except for the one

4.4.3

of Private Label 2 and for all

of National Brand 2.

Nominal versus Robust Assortment Optimization
We optimize the assortments for each store separately. The required input is the

expected profit parameters and the covariance of the profit parameters. Since we assume a

regular week with regular price and shelf space, and no marketing support such as feature or
display, the only relevant part of the model are the store-specific SKU intercepts and the error
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Table 4.4: Posterior Parameter Estimates ofthe Sales Model.
Variable
Private Label 1

Parameter

2.5%

50%

97.5%

41

18.88
19.72

22.13
23.04

25.17
26.08

SKU 3
SKU 4
SKU 5

1.71

A,

SKU 6

&

11.22
19.36
11.62

2.07
12.83
23.14
13.60

2.45
14.58
26.93
15.62

SKU 1
SKU 2

Private Label 2

42

SKU 8
SKU
SKU97

Private Label 3
National Brand 1

6.67

7.61

8.76

5.19
7.68

6.20
8.65

7.21
9.59

SKU 10

A)10

17.77

20.52

23.32

SKU
12
SKU 11

12
it

1.84
2.03

2.10
2.37

2.48
2.75

u

3.41
5.86

3.88
7.77

4.36
9.56

2.26

2.54

2.81

2.96

338

3.13

3.56

3.76
4.05

2.58

3.20

3.89

All

0.82
1.28
.43

1.08
1.47
.54

1.70
.66

1

-51.45

-37.65

-24.24

SKU 14
SKU
13

SKU

15

Als

SKU 16
SKU

A16

17

Al 7

National Brand 2
SKU 19

SKU
SKU 2018
SKU

t; 20

21

Price
Private Label 1

Private Label 2
Private Label 3
National Brand 1
National Brand 2

12
3
A4
5

Feature only

Private Label 1
Private Label 2

A,
012

Private Label 3

43

National Brand 1
National Brand 2
Display only

14
/25

Private Label 1
Private Label 2

11,
fin

Private Label 3

43

National Brand 1

44

National Brand 2
Feature & Display

f'35

Private Label 1

04,

Private Label 2
Private Label 3
National Brand 1

42
B
P

National Brand 2

Shelf space
Private Label j

Private Label 2

-1.47
-1.79
-4.26

-.47
-.40
-.50

2.12

2.64

3.25

4.81

6.32
4.25

7.77

1.26
2.01
.58

2.73
.78

8.04
3.59
.97

9.39

11.69

14.29

11.38

13.89

16.38

9.00
1.70
2.10

13J9

18.23

3.47
3.01

5.52
3.97

13.62
21.39

16.82
27.10

20.16
31.54

18.19

24.24
12.53

l345

10.52
5.27

#51

-2.79

-.99

.83

-,18

.03

.25

-4.71

-.44

4.34

5

In bold the parameters for which the posterior interval excludes 0
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1.27

-2.31
-3.00
-8.05

8.71

4

National Brand 2

.42

8.25
4.42

&2

Private Label 3
National Brand 1

-.45

1.34

-.09

15

.71

1.00

6.13

1.49

1.90
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covariance matrix. That is, for a given posterior draw d= 1,...,D the SKU sales vector in a

given week t in store i can be sampled from the following posterior distribution:

sta, =[S d)...slf,)]T - N(141),nid)),

(4.13)

where Bji4 denotes posterior draw d of vector /9&' = lio 0 - ··B ]T, and fl "posteriordrawd

of the error covariance matrix n,. For

every posterior draw we sample T weeks

of posterior

data, allowing us to compute the expected sales vector and corresponding covariance matrix

of the

sales vector. Next, across all posterior draws we take the average of the expected sales

vector and covariance matrix.
To assess the full potential of the robust approach we first solve the nominal and
robust store-level Retail Assortment Optimization problem using full enumeration in Matlab.

An average store has space for 15 SKUs (out of 21), in which case full enumeration entails

f 21j-1 21!
k=, C k J - k.1 (21-k)!·k!

= 2,069,255 possible assortments. We performed the robust store-

level optimizations for three different values for r: 1.28 (i.e., 90% certainty), 1.64 (i.e.,95%

certainty), and 2.33 (i.e., 99% certainty). The average computation time per store was
respectively 150.5,152.2, and 151.5 seconds on a desktop PC equipped with

a

dual-core Intel

Xeon 3.2GHz processor. Consequently, more than 135 minutes were required to solve the
robust optimizations for all 54 stores for a given value of r.

To obtain more insight into the differences between the robust and nominal optimal
assortments we compare their nominal and robust profits. Obviously, compared to

optimal assortment,

a

a

nominal

robust optimal assortment has a lower nominal profit but a higher

robust profit. Table 4.5 provides the comparison for one example (store 19) in case of 95%

certainty.

Table 4.5: Robust vs. Nominal Optimal Assortments for Store 19 (a =.05).
Profit function
Nominal: IINOM (X)

Assortment x

x'NOM

X o,(r= 1.64)

Robust: ITROB(X)

16,861 (=a)

11,927 (=c)

16,829 (=b)

12,446 (=d)

= The relative

increase in nominal

= The relative

increase in robust

profit = -.19% (= 100% x *)

profit =

87

4.35% (- 100% x *)
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Figure 4.2: Relative Profit Comparison of Robust vs. Nominal Optimal Store Assortments.
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In Table 4.5 the relative decrease in nominal profit is quite small (-.19%) when we

compare the robust and nominal optimal assortments, whereas the relative increase in robust

profit

is quite

substantial (4.35%). For this specific example the potential of the robust

method is quite clear: a small decrease in expected profit but a substantial decrease in

uncertainty.

Figure 4.2 summarizes the comparison in Table 4.5 across all stores fur different

values of r. For each store, the relative difference in robust profit between the optimal robust
and nominal assortment is contrasted with the relative difference in nominal profit. The stores

in each subplot in Figure 4.2 are sorted in ascending order of relative gain in robust profit. In

Figure 4.23 (r = 1.28), 29 out of the 54 stores have the same nominal and robust optimal
assortment, which is illustrated by the absence of bars at the left-hand side. For a

considerable number of the remaining 25 stores the optimal robust assortment results in a
large increase in robust profit (large white bar) yet

a

small decrease in nominal profit (small

black bar). This holds in particular for the stores at the right end of the plots. In these stores,
the robust assortments trade-off a small decrease in expected profit for a large reduction in

uncertainty. However, it is interesting to note that the opposite situation also occurs. For
some stores a small increase in robust profit is accompanied by a large decrease in nominal

profit. Thus, for these stores the reduction in uncertainty of the outcome comes at

a large

cost, i.e., a significant decrease in expected profit.

When we move from Figure 4.2a to Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.2 c, r increases, the
uncertainty set increases, and for an increasing number of stores (25,30, and 40) the optimal

nominal and robust assortments differ. As expected, the increases in robust profit become
larger when the value of r increases (r = 1.28, avg. change = .72%, r = 1.64, avg. change =
1.23%; r = 2.33, avg. change = 2.86%). Interestingly, the corresponding decreases in nominal

profit do not grow

as

progressively (r = 1.28, avg. change =:42%; r = 1.64, avg. change =

-.81%; r = 2.33, avg. change = -1.40%).

In the next section we describe
enumeration to construct a set

a heuristic that

could be used instead

of complete

of assortments that trade-off expected profit (i.e., gain)

profit variance (i.e., risk), and it also results in

a (near-optimal)

Assortment Optimization problem.
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Efficient Solution Method for the Robust Assortment Optimization
Problem

4.5.1 Motivation for Solution Method
The Robust Retail Assortment Optimization problem is an example of a non-linear binary

program,

a

class

of optimization problems that are hard to

solve. Fortunately, for both the

synthetic - and empirical example in the previous sections we could solve this problem
through complete enumeration. However, most realistic assortment optimization problems
are too large to solve in this way. This

calls for a more efficient solution method for the

Robust Retail Assortment Optimization problem.

The intuition for the method we propose is
value of r the robust profit function makes

a

as

follows. We observe that for

a

given

trade-off between the expected (i.e., nominal)

profit and the profit variance of an assortment. This implies that for any given value of r the
optimal robust assortment, i.e. the optimal solution of (RRAO), is located on the efficient

frontier. The efficient frontier consists of the set

of Pareto-optimal

assortments, i.e., those

assortments for which no other assortment exists with a higher expected profit without

increasing variance, and conversely no other assortment exists that has a reduced variance

without decreasing expected profit. Figure 4.3 shows the efficient frontier for the example

from Section 4.2. On the horizontal axis is each assortment's profit variance and on the
vertical axis its expected profit.

Figure 4.3: Efficient Frontier for the Example Problem in Table 4.1.
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Assortments

{2}

and

{3 }

are not part of the efficient frontier, as these two

assortments do not satisfy Pareto-optimality: they lead to less expected profit than assortment

{ 1,3 } while they have larger variances. The optimal robust assortment {1,2} is part of the

efficient frontier. Our heuristic is based on searching the efficient frontier for the assortment

with the highest robust profit. However, in Figure 4.3 the efficient frontier consists of five
assortments only. Typically, this number is much higherig and therefore, the heuristic aims to

find

a

subset of the assortments on the efficient frontier. The assortment with the highest

robust profit within this subset serves as the heuristic's best solution.

A property of the efficient frontier is that there is no Pareto-optimal assortment with a
variance that exceeds the variance of the optimal nominal assortment q w 20 This can be
seen as follows. Suppose there is an assortment

with variance exceeding qZL. In order for

the assortment to satisfy Pareto-optimality, its nominal profit should exceed the nominal

profit

of the optimal nominal assortment IlitoM, which

is not possible by definition.

Exploiting this property, the heuristic starts by solving the nominal assortment optimization
problem. After this it solves a reformulated version of the nominal assortment optimization

problem by limiting the profit variance from above. By systematically lowering this upper
bound, starting from the variance of the optimal nominal assortment, the heuristic constructs
a set

of assortments that approximates the Pareto set.
Limiting the profit variance implies the inclusion of a constraint that is non-linear in
I

n

the decision variables. However, we replace the profit variance ( Ixea·xkxr

) by

a

linear

k=l k'.1

combination of binary variables through the separation of the diagonal - and off-diagonal

elements of e. To achieve this, we define ek as the ka diagonal element of 0, and
GA.= eu· + ek·k'k= 1,.., n -1,k'= k + 1...,n. Since we assume 0 to be symmetric we can restate
this as

06 = 28*k

Furthermore, we define the following binary variables va. = xkxk•,

i.e.,va.=1 ifxk = 1 and xk.=1, 0 otherwise. This leads to the following reformulation of the

profit variance:

19 In the

empirical application the number of Pareto-optimal assortments per store ranges between 104 and 408

(median=196).

If there are multiple optimal solutions to the nominal assortment optimization problem q m, refers to the
minimum variance among these solutions. In this way we secure that the corresponding optimal nominal
assortment is also Pareto optimal.
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'"1< ip,K,}-ile..X.X.. =Iek,. +E ie:....
k-1

k=1 k'=1

k=1

(4.14)

k=t k '4+1

Next, we introduce a slack variable h, which indicates the difference between the
imposed variance upper bound, q, and the actual profit variance given by (4.14). By including
the slack variable in the objective function with a small positive profit contribution21 m, we

impose that the optimal assortment is Pareto-optimal while obeying the variance upper

bound. That is, first expected profit is maximized, and if multiple assortments maximize
expected profit, the assortment with minimal variance will be selected. Next, we specify the

reformulated version of the nominal assortment optimization problem, (RAOLimited)·
(RAOLimited)
n

r+mh
6 P,x,

Maximize
X, V,h

k=1

swxk S c

subject to

k=l

.=1

(4.15)

n

ekxk +E Xei.vik· +h

=

q

(4.16)

k,1 k'=k+1

k=l

v

S

xk

(k,k') E F

(4.17)

v

S

xi

(k,k') E F

(4.18)

VIdt'

2

xk+xk.-1

(k, k') E F,

(4.19)

kk'

Xk E <0, 1}

k=1,...,n (4.20)

vkk, E [O, 1]

(k, k') E F

heR.

(4.21)
(4.22)

, with
F -{k=l,..,n-1,k'=k+1,..,nlej.<0}

(4.23)

F, -{k=l,..,n -1,k'= k +1,..,n 1 8&. >0}

(4.24)

F=FuE

(4.25)

The objective function

of

(RAOL,mited) consists of the nominal

profit and the small

positive contribution due to the slack variable. Equation (4.15) again represents the capacity
constraint. Equations (4.16) - (4.25) restrict the profit variance to be equal or below the
21

A correct choice for m would be m = aq, with 6 = the minimum profit difference between any two feasible

assortments. In this way, O S m·h 5 (Nq)·q = b- Consequently, every possible increase in profit will always be
preferred to a decrease in variance, since the former will always contribute more to profit than the latter. Only
when no profit increase is possible, i.e., maximum profit is attained, the term m·h forces to choose the
assortment with minimum variance among them. To derive 5 we would have to solve a separate discrete
optimization problem, which resembles a multiple knapsack problem and is very hard to solve. For practical
reasons we use a value of 6= .0001 in the empirical application.
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variance upper bound. Although the vu· variables are binary by definition, we can relax them

to assume values within the [0,1] domain because of the structure of the optimization

problem. This is attractive since the use of continuous decision variables leads to a simpler

optimization procedure relative to binary decision variables.
objective

The

function

and

restrictions (4.16) -

(4.25)

enforce that

va'=xkxk· =1 if xk = 1 andxk.=1,0 otherwise. We enforce this by distinguishing the situation

in which 86 < 0 from 86 > 0 for every pair (k, k'I k > k') of SKUs. When 8&. < 0 holds, the

objective function and Equation (4.16) force the variable va. is being set to its maximum
value (=1) However, when

Xk

and/or Xk' are equal to 0, Equations (4.17) and (4.18) enforce

VU· to be equal to 0. In case 06

result in the variable
are equal to

4.5.2

1,

vkk.

>0 holds, the objective function and Equation (4.16) will

being set to its minimum value (0). However, when both xk and xk

Equation (4.19) forces vu. to be equal to 1.

Grid Heuristic
We now describe the Grid heuristic in more detail. The heuristic starts with solving

the nominal Retail Assortment Optimization problem (RAO); this provides the optimal

nominal profit Il;toM · The situation might occur that there are multiple optimal nominal
assortments. To ensure that we obtain the optimal nominal assortment with minimum

variance, i.e., to ensure Pareto-optimality of the optimal nominal assortment, we solve the
Variance Minimization Problem (VMP). The objective of (VMP) is to find the feasible
assortment that minimizes variance while being an optimal solution to (RAO), i.e., while

having a nominal profit equal to nioM· 22 The heuristic then continues with systematically

lowering the upper bound by

a

fixed percentage, step_size, of the maximum variance, and

solving (RAOLimited) for the imposed upper bound. In every step of the heuristic the upper

bound on the variance is set to the nearest point on the grid that has

a

variance below the

actual variance of the assortment found after solving (RAOLimited) in the previous step. This

ensures that we find

a

different Pareto-optimal assortment in every step of the heuristic. The

assortment with maximum robust profit among those constructed by the heuristic serves as

the heuristic's solution to the Robust Assortment Optimization problem.
22 Alternatively, we could only solve (RAOLimited) where we set q equal to a number exceeding the minimum
variance encountered across the optimal nominal assortments qi.This could for instance be established by
setting q equal to the sum of all positive elements of the covariance matrix e.
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The Grid heuristic

will continue till the end of the grid is reached, i.e. till

the variance

upper bound is equal to zero. However, i f we are only interested in finding a (near-) optimal

solution to the Robust Assortment Optimization problem, we let the heuristic terminate when
the nominal

profit of the obtained assortment is less than the robust profit of the best

assortment found so far, because by then it is certain that no better robust assortment will be

found. The Grid heuristic is also summarized below. We use xiMp to denote the optimal

solution of (VMP) and I(·) is an indicator function that is equal to 1 if its argument is true, 0
otherwise.

Grid Heuristic
/ Optimal nominal profit /

Solve (RAO) => IlitoM = rINOM(XAOM )·
t.

Solve (VMP) => qmi = varl I pk x<'Mp,k /1

1

Minimum variance among optimal nominal assortments /

(k-1

iInitialize q =q==, I-I = Il ROB (xi),

= .riMp, h' =0.

m"

Set step = step _size · q nom·

Do
/ Set upper bound on variance equal to nearest point on grid below actual variance q -h' /

Set ,-,-max([31]+IC[-fll =13111,11. st,po
l' step I

U

step 1

Lstep 15

)

Solve (RAOL,™ted)·
/Update best robust solution i f current solution

If TTROB(XLO-L#,4(q)) >

is

better /

best

Il ROB

Il B = I"IROB(xio-Limi™d( ))·
x ; = x AO.Limired·

End
While Il NOM (X AO.Limited (4 > IT B / Nominal profit of solution higher than best robust profit so far /

Figure 4.4 illustrates the heuristic for the example in §2 with r equal to 2.33, which is

consistent with a confidence level of 99%, and step_size equal to 5%. We label the best
robust profit found at any given point in the heuristic as n
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6. After three steps in which the
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upper bound on the variance, q, is systematically lowered and (RAOLimited) is solved, the Grid

heuristic terminates.

Figure 4.4: Graphical illustration of the Grid heuristic (r = 2.33, step_size = 5%).
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A benefit of the Grid heuristic is that it not only results in one solution but in fact in

an approximation of the efficient frontier, independent of the value of r. This value only
determines when the heuristic terminates and which of the assortments constructed by the
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heuristic serves as the heuristic's best solution. Based on the approximation of the efficient

frontier (top panel of Figure 4.4) the decision maker can construct

any value of r by subtracting from each point on

a

robust profit curve for

the Pareto curve r times the standard

deviation (lower panel of Figure 4.4). This allows finding a robust solution for any value of r
after the Grid heuristic is run by looking in the graph for which assortment the robust profit is

maximal. If, for example,

a

retailer dislikes the loss in profit of the optimal robust assortment

relative to the optimal nominal assortment s/he could use the efficient frontier to find an
assortment that provides a better balance between expected profit and uncertainty in her/his

opinion. Hence the decision maker implicitly adjusts the value of r, an indicator of the
amount ofuncertainty she is willing to face.

4.5.3 Application of the Grid Heuristic
We have implemented the Grid heuristic in

the dedicated optimization package

AIMMS 3.7 and applied it to the paper towels data. We have used the state-of-the-art solver
CPLEX 10.0 to solve the optimization problems. Sequentially, in an automated fashion, for

each store we ran the Grid heuristic for the different values of r (i.e., 1.28,1.64,2.33). To
investigate the role of the step size by which the variance is reduced from above, the heuristic

was run for different step size values (i.e., 1%, 2.50%, and 5%) Table 4.6 summarizes the
performance of the heuristic and contrasts it with the results obtained from full enumeration.
First, for almost all stores (between 49 and 54 out of 54) the heuristic finds the

optimal robust assortment even for the largest step size. For the smallest step size (i.e., 1%),

which corresponds to the most detailed grid, the heuristic always retrieves the optimal robust
assortment, regardless of the value of r. For larger step size values, even in the worst-case

scenario the resulting assortment is very near to optimal (maximum .52% difference for

step_size = 5% and r = 2.33). Our second observation is that the running time for the heuristic
is very short, in the worst case only 6.44 seconds. Naturally, a smaller step size results in a

more detailed heuristic in terms of the number of steps the heuristic has to go through. This is

reflected by the finding that the number of stores for which the heuristic finds the optimal
robust assortment increases when the step size is decreased. However, this also results in a

slight increase in average running time from just over a second and

a

half(step_size = 5%) to

just more than four seconds (step_size = 1%) for a r= 2.33. Hence for larger problem
instances, when solving (RAOLimit,d) becomes more complex, it might prove to be quite
beneficial to reduce the number of steps the heuristic has to go through. Finally, we note that
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the reduction in average running time compared to full enumeration is more than 94.82% for

all cases, which is very substantial. This indicates the potential of the Grid heuristic for larger
problem instances when full enumeration is not feasible.

Table 4.6: Performance of the Grid heuristic.
Step size
2.5 %

5.0 %

54

54

52

54

53

52

54

53

49

100.00 (100.00)
100.00 (100.00)

100.00 (100.00)

99.99 (99.70)
99.99 (99.53)
99.98 (99.48)

1.0 %

Number of stores with optimal assortment
r = 1.28
r = 1.64
r = 2.33
Avg. fraction of the optimal robust profit (in %)
r = 1.28

r= 1.64
r = 2.33
Avg. number of steps in the heuristic
r = 1.28
r = 1.64
r = 2.33
Avg. running time (in seconds)
r = 1.28
r = 1.64

r = 2.33

100.00 (100.00)

100.00 ( 99.95)
100.00 ( 99.98)

22.04 (41.00)
26.98 (47.00)
34.80 (59.00)

21.13 (30.00)

2.73 (4.17)
3.37 (5.15)
4.20 (6.44)

1.73 (2.81)
2.06 (3.27)
2.54 (3.69)

14.17 (24.00)
17.09 (26.00)

9.26 (15.00)
10.89 (16.00)
13.04 (18.00)
1.13 (1.99)
1.33 (2.24)
1.59 (2.20)

Avg. reduction in running time (in %)
r = 1.28

98.15 (96.38)
98.83 (97.50)
99.23 (98.23)
97.71 (95.79)
98.59 (97.24)
99.08 (98.29)
97.14 (94.82)
98.27 (96.62)
98.91 (97.74)
Notes: The reduction in running time is compared to that of complete enumeration. Between brackets the worstcase numbers, i.e., respectively the minimum fraction of optimal robust profit, the maximum number of steps,
the maximum running time, and the minimum reduction in running time.

r = 1.64
r = 2.33

Since we do not have

a

guarantee that the heuristic finds the optimal robust

assortments, we would like to have an upper bound on the actual optimal robust profit, which

we can compare with the best assortment found by the heuristic. Next, we derive such an

upper bound.

4.5.4 Upper Bound on the Optimal Robust Profit Using the Grid Heuristic

In the empirical application we could contrast the best robust assortments found with
the Grid heuristic with the optima found with complete enumeration. However, typically we

would apply the heuristic in case the optimal solution is not known or hard to find. In those
cases we

would also like to have some idea of how good the solution of the heuristic is. As

Appendix E shows, we can derive the following upper bound (UB) on the optimal robust

profit after running the Grid heuristic:
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Il OB < f=m.9-1{1-INOM(Xf

)-r },

(4.26)

UB

where xf indicates the assortment found in step f (=0,..,F) of the heuristic, and qf the next
variance upper bound used in (RAOL,mited) after

corresponds to

the

optimal

nominal

finding 9 The assortment in step 0, xo,

assortment

satisfying Pareto-optimality with

corresponding variance, qo, equal to q,=t.

Appendix E shows that, ceteris paribus, the upper bound given by (4.26) decreases
when step_size decreases, leading to a tighter upper bound. So, not only does decreasing the
step size in the heuristic lead to an assortment with a higher robust profit (see Table 4.6), it is

also expected to tighten the upper bound. Figure 4.5 summarizes the average and worst-case

relative gap between the best robust profit found by the heuristic and the upper bound. The
results are displayed for different values of r and step-size.

Figure 4.5: Relative Gap between the Heuristic and the Upper Bound across Stores.
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The upper bounds are quite tight: the average gap across different values of r and
step-size does not exceed 1.14%; the maximum (i.e., worst-case) gap is 2.97% across

different values of r and step_size. Also, for a given value of r both the average and
maximum gap increases when the step_size increases,

as expected.

In addition, the relative

gaps increase when r becomes larger. This is consistent with the upper bound in Equation
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(4.25), which shows that the robust profit of the assortment g found in step f of the heuristic

can possibly be improved by at most r · ( 37 -

4.6

VIE), which is

increasing in r.

Conclusions and Directions for Future Research
The Retail Assortment Optimization problem is defined as the question

of which

assortment to select in order to maximize category profitability while not exceeding the

available amount of shelf space. This optimization problem can be modeled as

a

knapsack

problem, a well-known discrete optimization problem. In this study we have identified the

additional problem that solutions to the Retail Assortment Optimization problem are not
necessarily robust to the uncertainty in the profit contributions. This means that possible

deviations from the expected profit contributions can render the optimal nominal assortment
sub-optimal in terms of the actual profit realization. We have shown that solutions to the
robust counterpart of the Retail Assortment Optimization problem result in assortments that
are more robust to the uncertainty in the profit contributions. In the empirical application we

find that the robust approach has enormous potential for quite some stores. In these stores, the
robust assortments trade-off a small decrease in expected profit for

a

large reduction in

uncertainty. At the same time, the robust approach also leads to large sacrifices for some of
the stores. For these stores, a marginal increase in robust profit requires a large decrease in
expected profit. This potential disadvantage

of robust optimization, i.e., being conservative at

a large cost, is not stressed in the robust optimization literature. Future research could attempt

to distinguish conditions or store characteristics that moderate the benefits of the robust
approach.

We have also suggested a Grid heuristic to construct (near-) optimal solutions to the
Robust Retail Assortment Optimization problem. The heuristic constructs a subset of the

Pareto-optimal assortments. The decision maker can decide how comprehensive the subset

needs to be by tuning the grid construction process. When the grid construction is more
detailed, more assortments that are part of the Pareto set will be constructed, increasing the
odds

of finding the

real optimal robust assortment (which is part of the Pareto set). In the

empirical application the heuristic has proved to be much faster than complete enumeration (a
94.8% or stronger reduction in running time), and it leads to solutions very close to the

optimal robust assortment (.5% difference or less). In addition, for the most detailed grid
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construction, the heuristic always found the optimal robust assortment, regardless of the

amount of risk aversion that was assumed.

A limitation of our study is that we

have considered a simplified version of the

assortment optimization problem in which product locations, price- and shelf space levels are

fixed. Future studies could address this limitation and consider

a

robust version of the

extended assortment optimization problem. Future research could also

verify how the

heuristic performs on assortment optimization problems involving more products. It would
also be interesting to apply the heuristic to the robust counterparts of other examples of
knapsack problems. For instance, a marketeer may want to allocate an advertising budget
across different media (each with a fixed cost) to maximize the expected sales response.

Since the sales response of each medium is stochastic, robust optimization is called for.

Similarly, an investment banker may choose from multiple investment options subject to a
total budget, and the yield of each option is uncertain. Our Grid heuristic could also be

applied to the robust counterparts of other discrete optimization problems with

a linear

objective function such as the shortest-path problem.
In this study, we have formulated the Retail Assortment Optimization problem as a

linear knapsack problem. This implies that while the profit contributions

of items move

stochastically in either the same or opposite directions, the structural profit contribution of a

product is independent of the presence

of other products.

structural substitution and complementarity effects out

However, this simplification leaves

of consideration. To include

these,

objective function has to be extended with profit contributions that relate to the situation in

which two products are present simultaneously. Since this is a non-linear binary optimization
problem, its robust counterpart will display in an even higher degree of nonlinearity. It would
be interesting to see if a Grid heuristic can be developed for solving this problem.

Asymmetric Loss Functions for Model Estimation

In the robust counterpart of the Retail Assortment Optimization problem the decision

maker focuses on potential profit realizations that are lower than the robust profit rather than
higher. This implies that the decision maker is more concerned about overestimation of a

product's sales potential by the sales model rather than underestimation. One way to alleviate
this concern would be to work with asymmetric loss functions (Zellner 1986) during model

estimation. In this case, the loss function would place more weight on negative errors (i.e.,
overestimation) than on positive errors (i.e., underestimation). However,
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using asymmetric loss functions is that the resulting posterior parameter distributions are
skewed. This significantly complicates the resulting robust optimization problem. It would

force the decision maker to extend his/her focus on the first (mean) and second moment

(variance) of the random assortment profitability, to also consider the third moment
(skewness). Ceteris paribus more positive skewness is preferred, since this would increase the

probability of achieving (very) high returns. Besides increasing the nonlinearity of the
objective function even further, the resulting "robust" profit would have to balance three
objectives as opposed to two. For

a

comparable problem we refer to Briec et al. (2007) who

consider a so-called mean-variance-skewness optimization problem in the domain

of

static

portfolio selection.
Uncertainty: Not Necessarily Bad

In this chapter the uncertainty surrounding an assortment's profit is regarded as
something undesirable and therefore penalized. However, uncertainty is not necessarily

always something bad. A risk seeking (rather than risk avoiding) decision maker would value

higher uncertainty since that would increase the likelihood of achieving above expected

profits. In our current research the robust counterpart of the Retail Assortment Optimization
problem is defined as a maximin optimization problem. That is, the worse case profit

realization (minimum) across the uncertainty set is maximized. A risk seeking decision maker

would rather formulate the retail assortment optimization problem as

a maximax

optimization

problem, maximizing the best possible outcome in the uncertainty set. This alternative

formulation of (RAORot™,), in combination with the ellipsoidal uncertainty set given by (4.5),

results in a Risk Seeking Retail Assortment Optimization Problem. This optimization
problem closely resembles the Robust Retail Assortment Optimization problem. However, as
opposed to penalizing the standard deviation of the profit by a factor r (with r > 0), it now

rewards it by the same factor.

To be specific, we can regard risk aversion and

-

seeking as two parts of an "implied

risk seeking tendency" continuum. Suppose we generalize the "robust" profit function to:
Generalized Robust Profit = rI GROB (x I r) = i jikxk +r, iou.xkxk.
H

,

.

(4.27)

'11 k.1 k.•1

where r can take on both positive and negative values. A risk averse decision maker would

choose

a

negative value for r, whereas a risk seeking decision maker would choose a positive
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value. The value of r can be derived from the desired probability a that the profit realization

is lower than the robust profit. That is, we define:

a.p T X S liT x + r 176;·,.

(4.28)

Consequently, r = 0-'(a). A risk neutral decision maker would be satisfied with a
symmetric, 50-50%, distribution of realizations around the robust profit. This can be achieved

by focussing on the expected profit only, or put differently, by assuming r=0 (-*-1(0.5)). A

risk averse decision maker wants a low probability of realizing less profit than the robust
profit. That is, the risk averse decision maker picks Oscr<0.5, leading to

a

negative value of r.

On the contrary, a risk seeking decision maker is interested in the possible realisations in the

right tail of the distribution. S(he) accepts

a

higher than 0.50 probability

profit than the robust profit, i.e., 0.5<661, implying a positive value for

of retrieving a lower

r.

Figure 4.6 graphically illustrates this extension of our robust approach to
accommodate both risk aversion and risk seeking tendencies. Note that the nominal case that
focuses on expected profit exclusively corresponds to the special case of r=0. The robust

approach in this study has extended this approach by considering negative values of r. Future
research could investigate the positive side of the continuum.

Figure 4.6: Value of risk parameter r vs. degree of risk seeking.
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Hitsch (2006) shows that, even under risk neutrality, a firm could value higher
uncertainty. He considers

a

dynamic product launch and exit decision process of a firm that is

uncertain about the demand, and hence profitability, of a new product. The author argues that

product profitability is more than the present discounted value of the profits generated by the

product. The firm also needs to value the additional information about the product's demand

that it can acquire by introducing the product or holding on to it. Consequently, the value

function of the firm is increasing in

a

product's demand uncertainty. The option value of

acquiring information is in line with the literature on real option analysis (Dixit and Pindyck
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1995). This theory is built around the observation that value is generated through a

firm's

flexibility to change its course of action when it learns more about the environment it is in.
We model the retail assortment optimization problem as a static optimization problem. Were
we to consider a dynamic version of this optimization problem then the option value of
uncertainty could be included as

a

benefit rather than a penalty in the objective function. In

the dynamic version assortments can be used in a sequential experimentation to learn about

the distribution

of demand.

In sum, we hope that this study stimulates additional research in the area of robust
retail optimization and other optimization problems that could benefit from accounting for
uncertainty.
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5.1 Introduction
Product line design involves the optimal selection of a firm's product offerings based
on consumer preferences. It is considered to be a necessary and critical task for firms that are

active in competitive industries (Balakrishnan and Jacob 1996). Similarly, the optimization of
the assortment composition is both a challenging and important exercise for retailers (Bucklin

and Gupta 1999). Beyond the mere presence of the available products, the composition of the

product line or assortment influences how consumers choose. This thesis focuses on
constructing methodologies to optimize the composition of a product line or assortment. The
methodologies account for the way in which consumer preferences or store-level sales are

influenced by the composition of the product line or assortment. The main findings, practical
implications and some directions for future research are discussed in this concluding chapter.

5.2

Summary and Conclusions

5.11 Product Line Optimization
Product lines are typically based on consumer preferences that

are derived from, e.g.,

choice-based conjoint data. The literature provides ample evidence that consumer preferences
are at least partly driven by the context provided by the set

of alternatives (Chakravarti and

Lynch 1983; Payne 1982; Prelec et al. 1997; Ratneshwar et al. 1987). Context effects are
defined as the finding that consumers' choices are influenced by the composition of the
choice set. The marketing and psychology literature has provided robust evidence for the
presence

of

three important context effects: the similarity effect, attraction effect, and

compromise effect. As a result, popular discrete-choice models that do not account for these
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context effects potentially lead to sub-optimal product line decisions. To accommodate
context effects, Chapter 2 proposes an extension of the multinomial probit model that
decomposes a product's

utility into

a

partworth utility and

a

context-dependent component

capturing substitution, attraction, and compromise effects. Model estimation results on
choice-based conjoint data concerning digital cameras provide convincing statistical evidence

for context effects, even after accounting for heterogeneity. Moreover, accounting for context
effects leads to better predictions in holdout choice sets, including choice Sets that are larger
than the estimation sample choice sets. Subsequently, Chapter 2 shows that accommodating

context effects leads to product lines that are systematically different from product lines that

ignore context effects. The results also suggest that context-effect based product lines
increase primary demand and profit.

5.2.2 Retail Assortment Optimization

Assortment is one of the key instruments for grocery retailers to differentiate
themselves from competitors. Although extant research has dealt with various issues

concerning assortments (e.g., item reductions), surprisingly little research has focused on the
actual assortment selection problem: what subset

of items (SKUs)

to select in the category

assortment in order to maximize retailer profits.

In Chapter 3, we have developed a normative model that provides profit-maximizing
category assortment solutions to the Assortment Selection Problem. Our swdy based on

store-level scanner data extends the few existing normative assortment studies by (i)

optimizing the set of SKUs per category (as opposed to providing solutions at the brand
level), (ii) being able to handle realistic sets

of items (incl. low selling items), (iii) being able

to predict the sales for all products, even for those that are not available, and (iv) allowing for
store-level optimization. Specifically, we have estimated a parsimonious store-level SKU
sales model that decomposes the

sales of an SKU into (1)

component, unaffected by the presence

and (3)

a

an attribute-based baseline

of other SKUs, (2) the effects of own marketing mix,

penalty due to cannibalization due to the presence

of other SKUs

and their use of

marketing instruments. Next, we have used the SKU sales model as input in the Assortment
Selection Problem. The resulting assortment optimization problem is a quadratic knapsack

problem that is very hard to solve, especially for realistic number of SKUs. To overcome this

problem we have proposed a reformulation of the optimization problem into
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programming problem that is new to the operations research and marketing literature and
solvable by standard optimization software.
We have applied the methodology to three years

of weekly store-level scanner data

provided by IRI France. The data concern two categories (paper towels and liquid laundry
French hypermarket retail chain. The optimized assortments

of existing

detergent) from

a

SKUs lead to

large increase in expected profit compared to the current assortments. The

a

expected profit can be further increased when simultaneously considering SKU shelf space

allocations. Allowing for the presence of one new private label line extension per store leads
to a substantial further increase in expected profit for the small category (paper towels), but to
a

modest increase in expected profit for the larger category (laundry detergent).

The methodology for optimizing a retail assortment is based on a model of SKU sales.

In every model there is uncertainty associated with the parameter estimates. This results in
uncertainty in the profit contributions since these are functions of the parameters in the sales
model. Chapter 4 shows the need for constructing solutions to retail assortment optimization

problems that are robust to the uncertainty in the products' profit contributions. In
comparison to Chapter 3, a simplified version of the retail assortment optimization problem
was considered where the structural profit contribution of a product is independent of the
presence

of other products. That is, we

problem from

a

have derived the Retail Assortment Optimization

store-level SKU sales model as a linear knapsack problem. To achieve

robustness of the solution to the Retail Assortment Optimization problem to the profit
uncertainty, we have formulated

a

so-called robust counterpart

of Retail Assortment

Optimization problem. Its objective is to maximize robust profit rather than the nominal (i.e.,
expected) profit. The robust profit of an assortment represents the worst possible profit
outcome among all possible realizations of the items' profit contributions in a prespecified

uncertainty set, balancing expected profit and profit variance. The penalty factor for the
variance is implied by the required confidence that the profit realization of the assortment

will not

be lower than the robust profit. In other words, the Robust Retail Assortment

Optimization can be based on the decision maker's level of risk aversion.

Using the paper towels data from Chapter 3, we have assessed the potential of the
robust approach. Through full enumeration we have found that many (but not all) of the

robust solutions provide retailers with only a small reduction in expected profit yet a
considerable reduction in uncertainty (variance). At the same time, the robust approach also
leads to large sacrifices for some of the stores. For these stores, a marginal increase in robust
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profit requires

a large decrease

in expected profit. This potential disadvantage of robust

optimization, i.e., being conservative at a large cost, has not been stressed before in the robust

optimization literature
We have also proposed a Grid heuristic that provides the retailer both a solution to the

Robust Retail Assortment Optimization problem and a set

of

assortments that trade-off

expected profit (i.e., gain) versus profit variance (i.e., risk). The set
a subset of the collection

of Pareto-optimal

of assortments constitutes

assortments. The decision maker can decide how

comprehensive the subset needs to be by tuning the grid construction process. When the grid

construction is more detailed, more assortments that are part of the Pareto set will be

of finding the

constructed, therefore increasing the odds

(which is part of this set). The heuristic proves to

real optimal robust assortment

be extremely fast

compared to full

enumeration and to lead to robust solutions that are very often optimal or near-optimal. In

fact, for the most detailed grid construction, the heuristic always retrieves the optimal robust
assortment in the empirical application, regardless of the amount of risk aversion that was
assumed. Finally, we have derived an upper bound on the optimal robust profit than can be

computed after running the heuristic. In the empirical application the upper bound on the

relative gap between the best - and optimal robust profit is less than 3% in the worst case.

5.3 Implications
5.3.1 Managerial

Implications for Manufacturers and Decision Analysts

New Product Introductions: Two Roads to Success.

The results in Chapter 2 suggest that there are two routes through which
manufacturers can successfully introduce new products. The first, direct route relates to the

introduction

of products

that stand out within a category while providing "good value for

money" (acknowledging the similarity effect). In addition, this route could involve new

products that will form

a

compromise option in an existing category of products (benefiting

from the compromise effect). This does not only hold for manufacturing firms but also for
service providers. As an example of the latter see Figure 5.1 for Broadband subscriptions

offered by America On Line (AOL). The Gold option clearly serves as the compromise
option, because it offers

a

medium level of speed at

a

medium price level.

The second, indirect route is to introduce so-called decoy products that enhance the

perceived value of the manufacturers' existing products or lower the perceived value of

products

of competing firms. New products

can enhance or lower the perceived value of
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existing products by altering the choice context. For instance, suppose AOL's broadband

product line only consisted of the Silver and Gold option. Introducing the Platinum option
could increase the perceived attractiveness of the Gold option by making it a compromise
option. Similarly, the extension of the broadband product line in Figure 5.1 with a Diamond

option with

a

higher connection speed and price than that of the Platinum option could lower

the perceived attractiveness of the Gold option by making it less of a compromise option. A

manufacturer could also introduce a product that is very similar to an existing product of a

competing firm. The existing products of the focal manufacturer could benefit from the fact
that the competing product looks more similar and consequently steal some of its sales.

Figure 5.1: Broadbrand connection with AOL.
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In sum, when companies consider extending their product line, they should not focus
on the most profitable product to add but instead take context effects into account and choose

the product that leads to the largest increase in the total profit of the product line. Even
though the new product might not be sold in large numbers it may result in
increase in the sales

of existing products due to

the influence

a

substantial

of context effects. It could also

shift the sales of the existing products in the direction of higher-margin items. Both
developments would result in an increase ofproduct line profits.

Uncertainty Counts and Should Be Accounted For
Chapter 4 stresses the importance for firms not to focus on expected profits

exclusively when deciding between different actions. Rather they should balance the
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expected profit and the uncertainty regarding the profit outcome of any action. The balancing

factor should be based on the required certainty implied by the decision maker's level of risk
aversion. Firms with a high degree of loss aversion would especially benefit from a decrease

in the uncertainty of the input to their optimization problem. This would decrease the
difference between the optimal nominal - and robust profit and create a more accurate
expectation. To achieve a decrease in input uncertainty, firms could invest in acquiring better
data and/or construct models with a higher descriptive (and predictive) validity.

Decision Analysts: Robust Solutions, the Key to Realistic Expectations

Decision analysts hired or employed by firms are advised to emphasize optimal robust

solutions over the optimal nominal solution. In fact, they could provide several optimal
robust solutions under different levels of risk aversion. Consequently, decision analysts could
compare these solutions to each other and contrast them with the optimal nominal solution. In

this way they leave it to the firm to decide about the level of risk aversion. As

a consequence

the decision analysts create more realistic expectations regarding the actual outcome of the
chosen action. This could lead to less post-decision disappointment (Bell 1985) once the

actual profit implication of the firm's choice is known and consequently to more satisfaction

with the decision analysts.
5.3.2 Managerial Implications for Retailers
Use Context to Increase Sales and Profits.

Although we have only investigated the influence of context effects in the domain of
product lines, we could speculate about their effect in

a

retail setting. Typically

a

retail

assortment contains several (subsets of) product lines. Some consumers might have a strong

preference for a specific product line. The context provided by the subset of the product line

available within the assortment might determine to a certain extent which option the
consumer chooses from that product line. In this case, the retailer could benefit from the

intentional use of context effects to increase the sales of high-margin items, thereby raising
the weighted margin per sold item or increasing overall incidence.

In addition, the positioning of brands also gives rise to context effects. Increasingly,
retailers around the world use three-tier private label portfolio strategies (low-quality tier:

economy private labels; mid-quality tier: standard private labels; top quality tier: premium

private labels) Geyskens et al. (2006) use the literature on context effects to investigate how
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the introduction

of economy and premium and private labels affects private label and national

brand choice. The authors postulate that the brand-type and quality tier dimensions

of every

brand give rise to context effects. They find that whereas the introduction of the economy and

premium private labels hurt the retailer's incumbent private label offering, they may actually

be beneficial for the premium and secondary national brands.

Improve Assortment Profitability
The methodology developed in Chapter 3 enables retailers to optimize the assortment

composition from a profit maximizing perspective. The methodology explicitly takes intraassortment substitution into account when constructing the optimal assortments. It is based on

store-level scanner data, which are widely available to retailers. Typically, those data are

collected by market research agencies such as IRI or AC Nielsen. Retailers could commission
such parties to construct assortment recommendations based on the methodology developed

here. This has two advantages over the current modus operandi in which retailers appoint a
category captain that provides recommendations on how to change the assortment. First, the

methodology used here requires sufficient knowledge about modeling. Typically, this type of

knowledge is more widely available at aforementioned research agencies than at (large)
manufacturers. Second,

if retailers would focus on profits rather than on sales and use our

methodology, they would have to share their profit margins with third parties. Probably,
retailers would feel more comfortable sharing this information with a (single) research

company than with (multiple) manufacturers. Ideally, research agencies would extend their
set

of commercial tools with one

that integrates optimization methodology such as the one

developed in this thesis. Such a tool could allow retailers to carry out the analyses themselves

at a relatively low cost.

In the empirical application in Chapter 3 significant improvements were found in the
expected category profits when optimizing the assortment composition. Furthermore, the

simultaneous optimization

of shelf

space assignments led to an even higher increase in

expected profits. This illustrates the enormous potential for retailers to simultaneously

optimize assortment composition and shelf space assignment.
Retailers could also use the methodology to assess the profit elasticity
space. Sequentially optimizing the assortment for different amounts

results in a category space

-

of total

of category

category space

profit curve. The profit curve will be increasing in the amount of

shelf space but with decreasing returns to space. Retailers could use this curve in isolation to
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determine if and how they should change the amount of shelf space allocated to the category.

For instance, they would increase the amount of category space if the resulting gain in
expected profit exceeds the opportunity cost of the amount

of

added space. But, the

opportunity cost of space depends on how this space could be exploited by other categories
that compete for the same space. Therefore, a more elaborated approach would be to combine

the curves of different, independent categories to determine the optimal space allocation

across them. The set of space-profit curves for several independent categories could be
treated as the input for an optimization problem that intends to divide shelf space across the

categories under a profit-maximizing objective.

Assess the Projit Potential of New Products Using Your Own Data

In the absence

of historical sales data it is very hard for retailers to determine the

profit potential of (possibly) new SKUs. This greatly complicates the design of new private
label extensions. In Chapter 3 we have illustrated how our methodology can help retailers
assess the

profit potential of any line extension of its private labels. The methodology takes

both the attractiveness of the new product and the cannibalization of the existing products

into account. In the empirical application in Chapter 3 we have shown that the sales model is
able to maintain its level of fit in the hold-out sample. During the 26 hold-out weeks several

new SKUs were introduced in the laundry detergent category. This supports our belief that

the methodology is well able to predict the sales of new products based on the current local
market structure. Consequently, the methodology enables the retailer to properly assess the

profit potential ofnew products based on the current market structure.
The methodology could also be used to assess the profit potential

of national brand

line extensions. Currently, manufacturers use advertising and slotting allowances, i.e. lump
sum payments from manufacturers to retailers for carrying new products (Sudhir and Rao
2006), to signal high demand

for new products

(Chu 1992; Desai 2000). Using

our

methodology to assess the profit potential of national brands' line extensions could reduce the

information asymmetry between retailer and manufacturer concerning the demand - and

profit potential of new products. Under a more symmetric information condition there is less
need for manufacturers to signal high demand (Lariviere and Padmanabhan

1997).

Consequently, using our methodology could decrease advertising and lower the slotting
allowances ofnew product introductions.
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5.3.3 Implications for Consumers
Be Aware of the Context!
Consumers should be aware of the fact that their choices are at least partially driven

by the context under consideration. Not acknowledging the influence of the context could

potentially lead to post-purchase regret. For instance, consider a consumer who chooses from

the following set of three equally priced digital cameras: camera 1 (4 Megapixel, 6x optical
zoom), camera 2 (5 Megapixel, 4x optical zoom), and camera 3 (6 Megapixel, 2x optical

zoom). Influenced by the compromise effect (s)he might choose the middle option, camera 2.
However, after purchasing the camera (s)he might discover that 2x optical zoom is sufficient

for his/her purposes but that an increase in Megapixel is desirable to increase the quality of
his/her pictures. Perhaps if this consumer had focused on his/her valuation of the attributelevels before and during the decision making stage (s)he would have chosen camera 3 that
better suits his goals.

This would be consistent with the finding that pre-exposure to a list of attribute levels
allows individuals to spontaneously establish context-free valuations

of attribute

levels,

thereby reducing the influence of the choice context on preference formation in the
subsequent choice task (Carlson and Bond 2006)23. This implies that consumers could
decrease the influence of the choice context, thereby decreasing the likelihood

of potential

post-decision regret, by acquiring knowledge on all relevant attributes and constructing
corresponding valuations prior to being exposed to a specific assortment and choosing a

product from it. In this way they increase their immunity to the influence of the choice
context. That is, they determine their preferences prior to choosing from what is available
instead of determining their preferences based on what is available (Wernerfelt 1995).

Consumer interest groups could increase the quality of consumer decision-making by

classifying available products into subgroups based on the intended purpose of the product,
see

for example Figure 5.2. This effectively reduces the context consumers have to consider.

We do not know if a smaller context will increase or decrease the use of the context during
choice making24 Moreover, the division in categories could also give rise to some form of

23

Carlson and Bond (2006) find that participants that were pre-exposed to the attribute levels did not exhibit the
asymmetric dominance (special case of attraction effect, see Section 2.3.2), whereas participants in the noexposure condition did.
24
In Chapter 2 we find that for relatively small hold out choice sets (3,4, and 5 items plus a no-choice option)
the contextual choice model maintains its level of predictive fit when increasing the size of the choice set,
whereas the standard choice model displays a decrease in predictive fit. This could indicate that the influence of
the context increases when the choice set size increases for relatively small choice sets.
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context effects, especially if terms such as light -, medium -, and heavy user are included.

However, if the subgroups are sufficiently small the consumer should end up with
that better suits his goals, thereby decreasing the likelihood

a product

of post-decision regret.

Figure 5.2: Digital Camera Types on ConsumerReports.org.
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5.3.4 Implications for Research in Marketing and Decision Making
Our results provide compelling evidence for the (simultaneous) presence

of context

effects in a repeated choices (i.e., conjoint) setting. From our contextual choice model it

follows that the compromise effect has the strongest influence on choice behavior. In
addition, we find

a

significant influence of the similarity effect. This implies that departures

from the well-known Independence

of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) assumption are not only

displayed at the aggregate but also at the individual level. Consequently, in discrete-choice

models it is not sufficient to account for non-IIA behavior by merely assuming individuallevel heterogeneity

as suggested

by Hutchinson et al. (2000). Rather, it is more adequate to

model the individual-level deviations from the IIA-assumption as we have done with context
effects in Chapter 2.

When designing conjoint experiments researchers should also take context effects into
account to increase the statistical efficiency of the experimental design. A widely used
measure to determine the statistical

efficiency of a choice design is the D-error (Huber and

Zwerina 1996). When constructing a choice design that minimizes the D-error we have to
assume a

utility structure and

choose values for the corresponding parameters. Since we find

that the utility of an item also consists of a context-dependent component, this should also be

accounted for in the utility structure that is used to optimize the choice design.
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More than a decade ago Fader and Hardie (1996) uncovered the enormous potential of

product attributes for predicting the baseline preference of an SKU in a choice model
estimated on household panel scanner data. In Chapter 3 we have extended this insight to

store-level scanner data. Our results show that product attributes also exhibit significant

explanatory power for the baseline sales level of an SKU. In addition, we have also shown

that the attributes are able to predict cannibalization effects due to the presence of other
SKUs. Moreover, they also help explain marketing mix based cannibalization effects. Finally,
the hedonic price regressions show that the attribute levels are also important explanatory

factors for SKU prices. In sum, product attributes have substantial explanatory power for
consumer preferences and SKU sales while facilitating model parsimony. An additional

benefit of an attribute-based modeling approach is the ability to forecast the sales of a new
item that is a combination of attribute levels that currently exist in the market. In Chapter 3
we have shown that the attribute-based sample maintains it level of fit in the holdout sample,

in which several new line extensions are introduced. Consequently, these results allowed us
to consider new products in the assortment optimization.

The set of attributes and corresponding levels should satisfy a set of criteria. First,

they should be meaningful to the consumer. Second, for every attribute the included levels
should be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, meaning that every SKU takes on

exactly one level of the attribute, no more, no less. Third, every SKU should be

a

unique

combination of attribute levels. In the empirical application in Chapter 3 we have chosen the
attributes and corresponding levels based on the attribute data made available to us by IRI.
Whereas criteria 2 and 3 are satisfied by means of our choice, we have no guarantee to which
degree Criterion 1 is satisfied. Future research could improve the quality

of attribute data by

administering surveys that ask consumers about the relevant attributes they consider and the
attribute levels they distinguish. In addition, consumer reports can also be used to provide us

with more information regarding this issue.
Most optimization studies in marketing only consider the uncertainty in the input of
the optimization problem a posteriori. Typically, they indicate an uncertainty bound around
the optimized solution. This might lead to a chosen solution that combines the maximum

expected profit with a disproportionally high uncertainty. Decision makers are typically

somewhat risk averse (Rabin and Thaler 2001) and would like some kind of guarantee that

the realization of the chosen solution will not disappoint them too much compared to the
expected value of the objective function. In Chapter 4 we show the potential of the robust
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optimization approach to find

a

solution that balances expected profit and uncertainty in the

context of a retail assortment optimization problem. The robust optimization approach results
in a solution with a probabilistically guaranteed lower or upper bound on the realization of
the objective function. Especially with Bayesian estimation techniques that are well able to
describe the uncertainty in predictions, it is advisable to adopt a robust approach in the

resulting optimization problem and take risk aversion into account.

5.4

Directions for Future Research

5.4.1 Future Research on Context Effects

Improving the Contextual Discrete-Choice Model
Our discrete-choice model accounting for multiple context effects described in
Chapter 2 can be improved in several ways. First, we could relax the assumption of a vector

model in the partworth component of utility. Instead, we could allow for a part-worth model
in which the partworths are not restricted to be linear but monotonic in the attribute-levels.

The structure of the partworths might be globally concave. In that case it would still be
interesting to see if this is the result of loss aversion or due to the compromise effect. Second,

we could model the influence of the choice context

on incidence more

contextual choice model only extends the utilities of the items with
component. The

utility of

a

directly. Our

context-dependent

the no-choice option is assumed to be constant and therefore

independent of the context. This is line with the standard economic reasoning that the
decision not to choose is made when none of the presented alternatives is sufficiently
attractive. However, research in psychology suggests that the decision not to choose is also
made when the choice task is considered to be too difficult (Dhar 19973). This implies a

direct effect of the context on the utility of the no-choice option. For instance, research has

shown that

a

choice task is considered to be easier in the presence of a dominating

alternative, i.e. under the influence of the attraction effect (Dhar 1997b; Tversky and Shafir
1993). In addition, by extending a forced-choice set

of alternatives with

a

no-choice option

Dhar and Simonson (2003) show that the no-choice option competes most heavily with the
compromise option. They argue that choosing the no-choice or the compromise option are

both mechanisms that help consumers resolve difficult choices. This could imply that the
presence of a compromise option would decrease the utility of the no-choice option.
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Accounting for Moderators of Context Effects
Several moderators of the influence

of

context effects have been

found in the

literature, see Table 5.1. Ratneshwar et al. (1987) hypothesize that the meaningfulness of the

stimulus materials and the degree of familiarity with the product category moderate the

strength of the attraction effect, with lower levels of both variables leading to an increase in
the attraction effect. The authors find clear statistical support for the meaningfulness

hypothesis but only directional support for the product familiarity hypothesis. Mishra et al.

(1993) only find support for the hypothesis that more product class knowledge decreases the
attraction effect for the beer category. The effect of product class knowledge is not significant
for TV sets and cars. The underlying rational for the hypothesis is that more knowledge helps
consumers make consistent decisions, leading to more immunity to the attraction effect. Sen

(1998) finds that the information mode (verbal vs. numerical) affects the direction of
moderation due to category knowledge. When the information is provided verbally, greater
knowledge decreases the attraction effect, but when information is provided numerically,
greater knowledge increases the attraction effect. Finally, Dhar et al. (2000) find that time
pressure reduces the compromise effect.

Table 5.1: Moderators on The Influence of Context Effects.
Moderator

Context effect

Relationship (Source)

Stimulus meaningfulness

Attraction

Familiarity with category

Attraction

- Negative (Ratneshwar et al. 1987)
• Negative• (Ratneshwar et al. 1987)

Product class knowledge

Attraction

• Negative' (Mishra et al. 1993)

Category knowledge

Attraction

• Negative for verbally provided information, and
•

Time pressure

Compromise

Positive for numerical information (Sen 1998)

• Negative (Dhai· et al. 2000)

Notes: * Directional support only (no sufficient statistical support).
" For beer category only, no support for TV sets and cars.
* The information mode (verbal vs. numerical) changes the direction of the moderation.

The Hierarchical Bayes (HB) framework is well suited for modeling moderating

influences on the strength of the context effects. To this end, the hyper parameters can easily

be replaced by a linear combination of the moderating variables. As Table 5.1 shows these
moderating variables can include task-dependent factors (e.g., information mode) and
respondent-specific factors (e.g., product class knowledge). The HB framework could be

used to test if the moderating influences above hold in

a

conjoint setting. In addition, we

could test if the moderators also influence the strength of the other context effects. For
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example, testing for the moderating influence of time pressure on the similarity -, attraction -,
and compromise effect. The HB framework will also allow us to investigate new moderating

factors. Possible factors could include the size of the choice set and the intended use of the

product (personal vs. shared). We would hypothesize that both an increase in the size of the
choice set or choosing a product for shared vs. personal use would increase the strength of the

compromise effect. The compromise option could be seen as a solution to an increasingly
difficult task (larger choice set) or as means to balance the different preferences of the people

that will use the product (in case of shared use).

After the Context is Gone: Investigating the Efect of "De-Contextification"
Are people whose choices are more susceptible to context effects less satisfied with

their choice after they use and evaluate the chosen product in isolation? That is an interesting
question for future research to answer. Naturally, if a product has a higher utility, than the

consumption of this product should lead to a higher level of satisfaction. But what about the
differences between the choice - and consumption context? After the consumer chooses a

product from

a

choice context (s)he starts the, typically context-free, consumption process.

The removal of the context could change the

utility of a product in case of context-dependent

utilities. If the disappearance of the context would lead to
because a

a

significant decrease in utility

previously present context-dependent utility gain is no longer present this could

significantly reduce the satisfaction that is experienced with owning/using the product. This
could for example be the case with compromise products. Experimental research could
investigate this hypothesis, which has strong implications for firms that want to engage in
sustainable relationships with their consumers. Suppose a negative post-decision influence of

the use of context effects is found on the satisfaction with the chosen product. This would

imply that firms should aid their consumers in making decisions that are immune against
context effects. Following the results from Carlson and Bond (2006) finns could for example

provide attribute descriptions on their website prior to leading consumers to their online shop.
However, it could also imply that firms should reinforce the choice context during the
consumption stage of the product. For instance, suppose a consumer has bought a printer at

Hewlett-Packard (HP) that forms a compromise option on the attributes price, speed, and
resolution. HP could maintain a relationship with the consumer by asking him/her to register
the product online and by regularly making software updates available for the printer. In

every communication with the consumer HP could stress the compromise nature of the
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product by using labels such as "the all round printer" or by depicting it in the middle of its

full product line.

5.4.2 Future Research on Choice Modeling in Conjoint Contexts

Modeling status-quo ejJects in conjoint experiments
The brand-choice literature provides ample evidence that choices are made relative to
reference points (Briesch et al. 1997; Hardie et al. 1993; Kalyanaram and Winer 1995; Winer

1986). In an extension to this literature Bell and Bucklin (1999) show that supermarket
shoppers evaluate the current attractiveness of a category relative to an internal reference

point when making the decision to buy or not to buy. In conjoint experiments respondents
could use the product they own themselves as their reference point. We refer to this product
as the status quo

product of a respondent. The first implication of having

is that the no-choice option has

a

a status quo

product

differential meaning across respondents. We could resolve

this by simply replacing the no-choice option with

a respondent's status quo option.

However, this ignores that the respondent owns the status quo product and therefore no

additional cost would be involved in choosing (i.e. retaining) it. In addition, the presence of a
status quo product might alter the relative attractiveness of the alternatives due to some kind

ofreference effectiS. We illustrate this with Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Three-item choice set {A, B, C} and status-quo option SQ of decision maker.
A

0A
N

1

•C
.B
sO o

,

Attribute 1

The choice options in Figure 5.3 are supposed to vary on two attributes, and

consumer's preferences are assumed to be monotonically increasing in both attributes. First,
25 Hardie et al. (1998) provide evidence that consumers' brand choice is influenced by the position of brands on
a price and perceived quality dimension relative to some reference brand. In their study the reference brand was
assumed to be the last brand bought by the consumer. In addition, they show that consumers exhibit loss
aversion with respect to the reference brand.
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let us suppose that the respondent does not have a status quo product. In this case under

influence of the compromise effect the consumer might perceive option C as the most
attractive one. Next, suppose the respondent owns status quo product SQ. In this case, option

C might not seem that attractive anymore since it implies a reduction in the value of attribute

1 vis-a-vis the status-quo product. The consumer could now regard option B as the most
attractive one because it would result in gains only when chosen in favour of SQ. That is,

option B might benefit from some kind of attraction effect due to the presence of the status
quo product. It is an interesting challenge for future research to extend discrete-choice models
intended for estimation on conjoint data to account for the presence of a status-quo product.

Accounting for background context effects and learning in conjoint exercises

Choice-based conjoint (CBC) experiments involve repeated choices made from

varying choice sets. The methodology in Chapter 2 accounts for the influence of local context
effects, i.e., caused by the alternatives in the offered set only. Simonson and Tversky (1992)
also distinguish background context effects due to alternatives previously considered. An

interesting avenue for future research would be to simultaneously account for both local - and
background context effects in discrete-choice models calibrated on CBC data.

Modeling the influence of the background context would capture some of the
dynamics

of

repeated choices. In addition, there are several factors leading to dynamic

cognitive processing during

a

conjoint exercise, such

as

learning, boredom, fatigue, and rule

simplification (DeSarbo et al. 2005; Liechty et al. 2005). It is an interesting challenge for
future research to model the drivers of dynamic effects during a choice-based conjoint
exercise. These drivers could among others be based on the local and background context.

For instance, we hypothesize that a product chosen from choice set t could take on the role of
status quo product in choice set t + 1, giving rise to the status-quo effects discussed in the

previous subsection. In addition, the dynamic models can also be used to assess if the

influence of local context effects changes over the course of the experiment.
5.4.3 Future Research on SKU Sales Modeling and Assortment Optimization

Accounting for the Influence of Shelf Positions on SKU Sales

Drtze et al. (1994) find that the location ofa product on the shelves has
on sales, whereas the number

of facings allocated to

a

a

large impact

product has much less impact as long

as a minimum threshold to avoid stock-outs was maintained. It would also be interesting to
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determine if the degree of substitution between any two SKUs

is moderated by the visual

proximity to each other on the shelves.26 Consumers could perceive items positioned closely
together as more similar (Morales et al. 2005), which could increase the degree of
substitution between them. In an online store experiment Breugelmans et al. (2007) find that
whereas the absolute position

of items does

not matter, their placement relative placement to

other items does. Items were found to benefit significantly from the placement adjacent to
products favored by consumers.

Unfortunately, in the empirical application in Chapter 3 only data on the amount of
shelf space was available, not on the shelf positions of the SKUs. If data on shelf space
positions are available, future research could extend the methodology in Chapter 3 to account

for such "position - and proximity effects". First, the sales model would have to be extended
to account for the influence of the (relative) shelf space positions on SKU sales. Second, in
the resulting optimization the decision variables would now represent the assignment of

facings to individual SKUs. For that we would also need to know the space requirements of a

single facing per SKU. Consequently, the resulting optimization problem would become

more complex. This could prohibit the use of exact solution methods and make local search

algorithms more suitable for solving this kind of optimization problem.

Spatial Representation of the Market Structure in SKU Sales Models

In the store-level SKU sales model in Chapter 3 we model cannibalisation effects as
being largely driven by attribute-level similarities. Prior to model estimation we construct a
set

of attribute-level similarity variables that

are based on the SKUs' observed attribute

levels. This approach is somewhat restrictive. For instance, we assume SKUs to be similar on
the brand dimension if they are part of the same brand and to be dissimilar otherwise.

However, consumers could consider certain brand pairs to be more (dis)similar than others. It

would be more flexible to consider the attribute-level variables to

be

latent and to

simultaneously estimate them with the rest of the model. A potential approach is to estimate
the scores

of every attribute's

levels on latent factors underlying the attribute (Sinha et al.

2005). Consequently the attribute-level similarity variable can be defined as

a

function of the

latent factor scores. The attribute-level similarity between two SKUs would be inversely
related to their distance in the underlying positioning plot. In fact, we could also define
26

The (relative) shelf space positions of SKUs could also affect the influence of other context effects such as the
compromise effect. For instance we would expect the compromise effect to be stronger when the compromise
option is also displayed in the middle of the other items.
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attribute-based context variables based on these latent factor scores in a similar vein as in
Chapter 2 (e.g., see Kim et al. 1999 for an example of this approach).

5.4.4 Future Research on

New Product Development

Enriching Store-Level Scanner Data with Conjoint Data to Predict the Profit Potential of
New Products
The methodology presented in Chapter 3 is able to determine the profit potential of

new SKUs based on historical store-level scanner data that do not contain these new SKUs. A

limitation of the methodology is that it is only applicable to SKUs that represent new
combinations

of attribute levels currently available in the market. New product introductions

may involve the introduction of a new attribute (level), including new brands. There is still a
need for research methodology that is able to predict the sales for these types of new product

introductions. Ideally, the methodology would combine actual market behavior with the

"what-if' scenario of a new product introduction. We believe

a

potential way to address this

challenge is data enrichment. Swait and Andrews (2003) complement scanner panel data with

data from an experimental choice task concerning the same category. Their data enrichment
exercise imposes equality of the attribute-level response coefficients, while allowing

scale/variance to differ between the data sources. New attributes and attribute levels are

introduced through the choice experiment. The authors illustrate the improved predictive

accuracy of the joint model compared to the scanner panel model. In similar vein, future
research could attempt to enrich store-level scanner data with experimental choice data in

order to predict the sales of new product introductions that introduce a new attribute (level) to

the market. To this end researchers would have to overcome the challenges posed by
combining data at different levels of aggregation (store - and individual level). Moreover, the

introduction of an innovative new attribute (level) might change the existing market structure,
which makes it hard to combine the different data sources. Van Heerde et al. (2004) find that

the introduction of an innovative new brand in

a stagnant category changed the market

structure, as measured by the own- and cross price elasticities, in a dynamic manner.

5.4.5 Future Research on Robust Optimization

Robust Knapsack Applications in Marketing Research
The heuristic developed in Chapter 4 for finding optimal robust assortments was

proven to be very fast and to lead to (near-) optimal solutions. This heuristic can be applied to
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any optimization problem that has the structure of a knapsack optimization problem. Several

optimization problems in marketing can be formulated as such. We have discussed the
example of allocating advertising budget across different media in the discussion section of
Chapter 4. Another example would be portfolio optimization in the domain

of

Customer

Relationship Management. This relates to the allocation of scarce resources such as a

marketing budget in order to optimize some business objective such

as

profit, market share,

conversion rate, or customer acquisition. The total budget can be divided across several
investment opportunities such as advertising or promotions that lead to an uncertain increase

in the objective. It would be interesting for future research to assess the potential of the robust
approach in these applications.

Robust Optimization of Linear Binary Optimization Problems

The methodology for solving the robust linear knapsack problem can directly be
translated to other problems in the class

of linear binary optimization problems. All

optimization problems in this class have both linear constraints as well as a linear objective
function. Moreover, all decision variables are binary. A well-known example in this class of

optimization problems is the assignment problem (Kuhn 1955). In the assignment problem
there are a number

of agents

and number

of tasks that need to be carried out. Any agent can

be assigned to carry out any task, in which case some cost will be incurred that depends on

the agent-task assignment. The objective is to assign all tasks to exactly one agent such that

total cost is minimized and every agent is assigned to at most one task. In marketing this
optimization problem could be used to find the optimal assignment of sales representatives to
clients or detailers to doctors. Future research could apply the methodology in Chapter 4 to
these types

of problems in interesting (marketing) applications.

Robust Counterpart of the Quadratic Knapsack Problem
In Chapter 4 we have constructed the robust counterpart of a linear knapsack problem

and applied it to the retail assortment optimization problem. The linear structure assumes the
structural profit contributions of items to be independent of the presence of other products. At
the same time the variance term in the robust profit function accounts for interaction effects

due to the simultaneous presence of SKUs. From a substantive point of view it would be
interesting to investigate the effect of simultaneously accounting for interaction effects in the
expected profit component and the variance component. That is, it would be a fruitful avenue
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for future research to construct a robust counterpart of the quadratic knapsack problem. It is
interesting to see if the nominal and robust optimal assortments differ more or less from each

other when the structural profit contributions account for the simultaneous presence of
products. Since the quadratic knapsack problem is a quadratic binary optimization problem
the robust counterpart would have an even higher degree

of non-linearity. However, using the

reformulation techniques used in Chapter 3 and 4, researchers might be able to construct a
tractable formulation of the robust quadratic knapsack problem and find (near-) optimal
solutions using similar solution techniques as described in this thesis.
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Appendix A: Gibbs Sampler for Chapter 2
In this appendix we describe the Gibbs sampler for the Multinomial Probit model that
was used to infer the posterior parameters of the Heterogeneous Contextual Multinomial

Probit model in Chapter 2. This Gibbs sampler was first proposed by Rossi and McCullough
(1994). First, we summarize the model and the notation.

Model:

(Al)

Z h·') =X h.') h+El,ti • 4. i.i.d. N(0,1),
ACh,/) _

Xk'i

[(1

ifi=1

0. . .0 0 0 0)

1

(A2)

- (0 xh,it 'I xMQ SIM,A,C.h,) A 771:(k." COMiA h,) )

if i>1

[1 if ztch.,) > zr." Vk + i
Y h,i

(A3)

-

[0 otherwise
igh = 69*0, -

n

ASIM

h\ ··•. PhQI Ph

O ATT

,Ph

nCOM jT ·
j

h

= index referring to respondents (h= 1,...,H),

t

=

index referring to the choice set (t=1....,7),

i

=

index referring to choice option

A(h,t)

= set

(A4)

*Ph

(i=l,...,M, option

1 refers to no-choice),

of choice options in choice Set t administered to subject h,

Z hn

= utility of choice option i in choice set t administered to subject h,

yhri

= 1 if item i in choice set t administered to subject h is chosen, 0 otherwise,

/4(h,f)

X *) = (1 x

m) vector containing the explanatory variables for choice option i in choice

set t administered to subject h,
Bk

=

respondent-specific coefficients, assuming A i.i.d. - N(B, FB)

Notation for Gibbs sampler.

ba

= index indicating the item chosen in choice set t administered to subject h,

zlt,)

- indicates the utilities of all items in choice set t administered to subject h besides
item i.
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Priors:

-Bh- NUI, 5) , with
B - NCE,3,5), and
FB - Inverse Wishart(vo, Fo)

Gibbs Sampler:
1.

27

Generate <Z At,4,) 1h=1 .....H:,=1....,T:i=1,....M.

We define I(·) as an indicator function, which is equal to 1 if its argument is true, 0 otherwise.
hn
Zh,(.h') 1 Z:th.·'), bh„ A - N(x"Ch")'IGh
'1) · I(bh,, {Zh, h.')}), where

I(bb„{Z:,c,h.,)})=I(b , =i)·I(: :h.') >max(z 4,<b,'vo)) + I(bk, ti)·I(zZ,;h,) <max(z:,1,''),O)).
2.

Generate {A }bi..H

We define:
-1T

A h )T . . . x,Al< ,)T 1. . . X lk·')T . . . A'Zf;;·') ' ]
As a result:

A(h.')
,z h .(z;(lk·') . . .z hl.1 · · · 2'k 31 · · · Zj ') }IT.
11

0h \ Xk,zb,B,VB- N™(bh,V;.k),where

V;,h = ix,I Xh + Vi'.)-1,
"6;, = v;*<x h Zh + Vil #.'.

3. Generate B
B 1 {Bh }, F, - N.(b,

F;), where

F; =(H· FB-' + F -')-:,

b 5(VB-1 B +5-'PB).
h=t

4. Generate 1/B

5 1 {A},B- Inverse Wishart

(v.,

F.), where

V =vo+H,

F' = F +I(Ph-#)(A -/DT.

27

We assume the X-matrix to be differenced w.r.t. the first item (= no-choice) in the choice set.
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and Output Description for
Chapter 3

In this appendix we provide an overview of all SKUs for the categories paper towels
(PT) and laundry detergent (LD) in Table Bl and 82 respectively. Moreover, we summarize
the additional estimation output concerning Chapter 3. Tables B3 and B4 summarize the

results of the store-level hedonic price regressions for paper towels and laundry detergent
respectively. Tables B5 and B6 contain the posterior parameter estimates corresponding to
the cross marketing mix

-

attribute-level similarity interactions fur paper towels and laundry

detergent respectively.

Table Bl: Attribute Descriptions of SKUs in Paper Towels Category.
Attributes

SKU
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19

20
21

Brand

Print

Private Label 1
Private Label
Private Label 2
Private Label 2
Private Label 2
Private Label 2
Private Label 2
Private Label 2
Private Label 2
Private Label 3
National Brand 1
National Brand 1
National Brand 1
National Brand 1
National Brand 1
National Brand 1
National Brand 1
National Brand 2
National Brand 2
National Brand 2
National Brand 2

Plain

4

Plain

6

Plain

2

1

Plain

4

Plain

6

Plain
Decorated
Decorated
Decorated
Plain

8
4
6
8
6

Plain

6

Plain

8

Decorated

12

Decorated
Decorated
Decorated
Decorated

3
4
6
8

Decorated

12

Decorated

8

Plain

Decorated
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Volume (in # of rolls)

2

4
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Table B2: Attribute Descriptions of SKUs in Laundry Detergent Category.
Attributes

SKU

Brand

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

PL
PL 2
PL 2
PL 2
PL 2
PL 2
PL 2
PL 2
PL 2
NB 1
NB 1

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

NB 1
NB
NB
NB
NB 1
NB 1
NB 2
NB 3
NB 4
NB 5
NB 5

23

1\TB 5

24

NB

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

NB 5
NB 5
NB 6
NB 6
NB 6
NB 6
NB 6
NB 7
NB 7
NB 7
NB 7
NB 7
NB 7
NB 7
NB 8
NB 9
NB 10
NB 10
NB 10
NB 10
NB 10
NB 10
NB 11
NB 12

1

Attributes

Fragrance

Volume"

SKU

Brand

Fragrance

Volume'

Basic

3

49

NB 12

50

NB 12

Flower
Flower
Flower

5
10
12

Fresh

3

Aloe vera

Basic

3

1.5

Basic

3

Basic

5

Basic

6

Fresh

51
52

53
54

3

Marseille Soap

3

Marseille Soap

5

55

NB

12

NB 12

NB

12
NB 12

NB 12

56

3312

57

Basic

3

58

NB 12
NB 13

Basic

5

59

NB 13

NB 13

Fresh

Sweet
Sweet
Sweet
Sweet

5

Almond
Almond
Almond

3
5
10

Almond

12

Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Aloe vera

3
5
6
9
3

Aloe vera
Aloe vera
Aloe vera

5
6
9

Basic

6

60

1

Basic

7

61

NB 13

1

Basic

9

62

NB 13

1

Fresh

3

63

NB 13

Fresh

5

64

NB 13

Fresh

9

65

NB 13

Basic

3

66

NB 13

Fresh

3

Basic

3

67

NB 13

Spring

3

3

68
69

NB 13
NB 13

Spring
Spring
Spring

5
6
9

Flower
Flower
Flower
White Flower
White Flower
White Flower
White Flower
Basic
Basic

5
6
8
3
5
6
8
6
7

5

Marseille Soap
Basic

3

Basic

5

Basic
Blue

6
3

70

71
72

Fresh

3

73

Fresh

5

74

3

75

Basic
Spring

White Flower
White Flower
White Flower

5

76

3

77

5

78

NB 13

NB
NB

14
14
NB 14
NB 14
NB 14
NB 14
NB 14
NB 15

12

79

Basic

3

80

NB 15

Basic

4

81

NB 15
NB 15

Basic

5

Basic

8

Basic

10

Flower

82

83
84

3

NB

NB

15

16

NB 16

85

NB 16

86

Fresh

3

87

NB 16
NB 16

Basic

3

88

NB 16

Flower

3

Marseille Soap

3

Flower

6

89

90

NB 16

NB

16

Fresh

3

91

Fresh

6

92

NB 16
NB 16

Spring

3

93

NB 16

Spring

6

94

NB 16
NB 16

Marseille Soap

Basic

3

95

5

Fresh

Marseille Soap
Marseille Soap
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Blue

6

Blue
Blue

9
12

Fresh

12

Marseille Soap
Marseille Soap
Marseille Soap
Marseille Soap

4
5
6
9

Marseille Soap

12

Note: PL abbreviates Private Label, NB stands for National Brand. " Volume measured in liters.
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3

3
6
3
5
6
7

Table B3: Summary of the Store-Level Hedonic Regressions for Paper Towels.
Parameter Estimates Across Stores

Variable*

Minimum

Average

Maximum

.46

.48

.49

-.30
-.26

-.29

-.27

-.24

-.21

.12

.14

.17

-.20

-.07

.04

.00

.02

.04

.02

.32

.37

.07

.08

.12

-.03
-.06

-.02

.01

-.03

-.01

-.13

-.04

.07

Intercept

Brand
Private Label 1
Private Label 3
National Brand
National Brand

1

2

Print

Decorated

Volume
2 rolls
3 rolls
4 rolls
8 rolls
12 rolls

R
.76
.88
" The levels "Private Label 2", "Plain", and "6 rolls" have been set to 0 for identification.
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Table B4: Summary of the Store-Level Hedonic Regressions for the Laundry Detergent.
Parameter Estimates Across Stores

Variable"

Minimum

Intercept

Brand
Private Labell
Private Label 2
National Brand 1
National Brand 2
National Brand 3
National Brand 4
National Brand 5
National Brand 6
National Brand 7
National Brand 8
National Brand 9
National Brand 10
National Brand 11
National Brand 12
National Brand 14
National Brand 15
National Brand 16

Average
2.46

Maximum

2.40

2.49

-1.85

-1.77

-1.72

-1.19

-1.12

-1.05

.07

.12

.17

-.33

-.26

-.19

-.64

-.54

-.38

-Al

-.19

-.07

-.22

-.15

-.11

-.67
-.02
-.19
-.17

-.57

-.48

-.06

.04

-.25

-.17

-.08

.05

.09

-.11

-.06

-.28

.08

.22

-.51

-.43

-.34

-.19

-.11

.00

-.08
-.58

-.02
-.50

.07

.01
-.07

.04

.08

Marseille Soap

-.04

.02

Fresh

-.16

-.12

-.09

.44

Fraerance

Aloe Vera

Spring

-.06

-.03

.03

Flower
White Flower
Sweet Almond

-.20

-.14

-.09

-.29

-.19

-.15

-.17

-.12

-.05

Blue

-.05

-.03

Volume
1.5 liters
4 liters
5 liters
6 liters
7 liters
8 liters
9 liters
10 liters
12 liters

R2

.80

.85

.90

-.35

-.15

-.03

-.25

-.20

-.16

-.40

-.36

-.31

-.25

-.21

-.12

-.50

-.46

-.42

-.53

-.46

-.39

-.54

-.46

-.40

-.68

-.54

-.47

.91

.94
* The levels "National Brand 13", "Basic", and "3 liters" have been set to 0 for identification.
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.01

.96

Table BS: Posterior parameter estimates for the cross mmix-similarity interactions (PT).
Variable

2.5 %

50 %

Ptl

Cross brand x Cross price

2.68

3.37

4.02

P12

Cross brand x Cross feature only

-.16

-.08

-.01

&113

Cross brand x Cross display only

-.65

-.47

-.32

kf14

Cross brand x Cross feature

-.34

-.24

-.15

&115

Cross brand x Cross shelf space

-.16

-.08

-.01

B21

Cross print x Cross price

.45

.85

1.32

Mn

Cross print x Cross feature only

-.08

-02

.05

M'13

Cross print x Cross display only

-.20

-.10

.03

P24

Cross print x Cross feature

-.13

-.05

.02

Mls

Cross print x Cross shelf space

-.07

-.00

.06

5131

Cross volume x Cross price

3.75

4.75

5.80

*32

Cross volume x Cross feature only

-.31

-.18

-.08

0133

Cross volume x Cross display only

-1.48

-1.03

-.58

5134

Cross volume x Cross feature & display

-.84

-.68

-.52

Cross volume x Cross shelf space

-.28

-.14

-.02

Symbol

135

& display

& display

97.5 %

Note: In bold the posterior intervals not including zero.

Table B6: Posterior parameter estimates for the cross mmix-similarity interactions (LD).

j6114

Variable
Cross brand x Cross price
Cross brand x Cross feature only
Cross brand x Cross display only
Cross brand x Cross feature & display

*15

Cross brand x Cross shelf space

-.25

-14

-.02

*21

Cross fragrance x Cross price

-.03

.06

.15

Pn

Cross fragrance x Cross feature only

-.05

.01

#23

-.00

p24

Cross fragrance x Cross display only
Cross fragrance x Cross feature & display

-.02

.03

.08

5115

Cross fragrance x Cross shelf space

-.13

-.07

-.01

Cross volume x Cross price
Cross volume x Cross feature only

1.09

1.39

1.69

*31

.02

.10

.19

5133

Cross volume x Cross display only

-.05

.02

.09

M'34

Cross volume x Cross feature & display

-.02

.04

.11

;135

Cross volume

-.11

.01

Symbol
pit
#12
#13

*33

x

Cross

shelf space

Note: In bold the posterior intervals not including zero.
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97.5 %

2.5 %

50 %

-.06

.12

.29

-.25

:15

-.05

-.25

-.15

-.04

-.28

-.17

-.07

-.05

.07

.11

.13
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Table B7: Store-Level Optimization Results for Paper Towels.
Expected Profit in Euro/week
Store
1

2
3

4

Current

Assortment

358.9
370.2
430.1
430.3
496.8

(I)

(II)

548.5

608.1

(III)

553.8

667.3
589.3

619.1

649.8
670.3

691.5
727.5
728.1

498.4
587.9

638A

702.1

522.1

720.7

770.2

802.0

606.1

676.9

904.8
800.2
960.2
732.5

1024.6

708.5
1004.4

872.5

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

540.3
578.5
593.3
595.9
602.7
666.9
677.2
678.8
713.8
735.2
755.7
771.8
790.2
791.3
807.3
808.5
866.5
870.4
877.4
892.7
892.9
895.7
905.0
907.9
917.3
918.6
927.7
946.6
978.7
984.2
1041.8
1087.6
1118.7

40

1224.1

41

1235.9
1321.9
1415.6
1445.6
1446.9
1504.2
1606.3
1629.1
1715.8
1716.3
1769.9
1914.8
2017.0
2642.8

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54

843.0

855.2

993.1

1050.8

767.4

948.0
976.1

788.5
1029.2

933.3
843.7

1068.1

1165.0

1074.4

1109.0

1284.6

995.6
989.0
913.6
1024.7
1173.0
973.3
1016.6
994.0
129.9

1049.1

1273.2

1081.9
1011.2
1050.2
1254.4

1135.7

1055.7

1289.3

1072.7
1093.8
1216.2
1292.1
1056.3

910.2

1081.2
1252.7

1280.1

1167.1

1169.9
1107.4
1302.7
1319.8
1155.4
1132.5

1167.4

1187.0

1308.7

1051.2
1228.0
1199.1
1135.5
1116.1

1118.6
1284.2
1256.7
1164.2
1163.5

1268.6
1362.6
1404.3
1168.4
1418.2

1304.4

1366.2

1335.0
1345.3
1240.8
1614.0
1448.5
1940.3
1536.2
1513.6
2200.0
1669.6
2052.4
1779.4
2021.6
1944.5
2064.8
2113.1
2043.9
2292.2
2328.4
3465.0

1367.6
1427.0
1265.5

1441.0
1417.7

180.5

999.4
1122.5

1585.1

1366.8

1804.7

1794.7

1488.7
2000.3

1680.1

1690.9
1614.7

2326.0
1712.5

2183.7
1942.6

2164.6
1673.8
1570.3
2801.4
1904.0
2633.5
1904.5

2220.4

2074.0

2022.3

2180.5

2195.6
2292.4

2232.5
2399.7

2218.8
2418.1

2271.2
2637.7

2413.3

2666.4

3731.9

3924.3

Notes: (I) Optimized Assortment, (II) Optimized Assortment with Differential Shelf Space Levels, (III)
Optimized Assortment with New SKUs. All relative gaps with respect to the upper bound are zero. Stores are
sorted in ascending order of the expected profit o f the current assortment.
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Table B7: Store-Level Optimization Results for Laundry Detergent.
Expected Profit in Euro/week (Relative Gap in %)
Store

Current

Assortment

(I)

(ID

(HI)

2

367.9
609.7

3

638.7

4

658.1

5

663.3

964.4 (6.0)

964.4 (26.6)

6

687.0
765.9

926.7 (34.2)

950.3 (16.0)

1544.8 (19.0)
1213.7 (30.4)

1396.6 (0.0)

1355.1 (19.3)

1302.3 (0.0)
1003.5 (2.1)
1325.1 (2.0)
1481.5 (0.0)

1

547.3 (0.0)
874.3 (10.2)
859.3
1039.8

633.2 (19.1)
874.3 (32.1)

593.6 (0.0)

(0.0)

859.2 (23.2)
1089.2 (14.5)

865.5 (6.3)
1054.3 (0.0)
973.8 (8.3)

(3.8)

874.3 (14.1)

9

768.6
775.6

926.7 (11.2)
1381.9 (0.0)
1213.7 (0.7)
1301.7 (0.0)

10

784.2

1000.2

(0.0)

11

784.4

(0.0)

1000.2 (22.2)
1313.2 (26.4)

12

824.5

1312.6
1476.0

(0.0)

1582.3 (12.1)

13

1196.7
1427.0
1450.4
1466.5
1743.4
1570.2
1397.7
2149.0
1742.7
1923.3

(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(8.7)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)

1215.2
1438.2
1450.4
1466.5
1776.8
1570.2
1397.7

22

833.3
871.5
965.3
1068.4
1076.1
1096.3
1130.7
1137.5
1162.5
1212.2

(18.1)
(24.4)
(25.1)
(25.9)
(11.5)
(22.8)
(26.8)
2250.2 (18.4)
1742.7 (23.9)
2017.8 (12.0)

1209.1 (0.6)
1449.4 (0.0)
1450.4 (0.0)
1466.8 (3.9)
1760.4 (0.0)
1572.5 (0.0)
1406.3 (9.9)
2155.0 (0.0)
1812.2 (1.4)
1939.9 (0.0)

23
24

1245.5
1252.5

1680.4
1971.7

(0.0)

1706.5 (16.0)
2019.3 (22.3)

1702.3 (0.0)

(0.0)

25
26
27

1283.2
1303.8
1359.2

1868.3 (0.0)
1905.9 (0.0)
2200.1 (0.0)

1945.6 (17.6)
1988.8 (7.3)
2306.8 (22.3)

1882.8 (0.0)
1946.4 (0.0)
2211.8 (0.0)

7
8

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

1217.1

1975.0

(4.9)

(0.0)

28

1369.2

1818.7

(0.0)

1818.7 (19.8)

1828.5 (0.0)

29
30

1399.5
1402.9

2113.9 (0.9)
1985.1 (0.0)

2113.9 (24.9)
2104.6 (14.3)

2122.9 (5.6)
2006.6 (0.0)

31

1426.6

2405.5

(0.0)

2530.1 (18.2)

2419.6 (0.0)

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

1440.3
1445.0
1445.1
1498.0
1512.6
1516.4
1540.0
1623.0
1648.0
1649.2
1905.7

2335.6 (0.0)
1961.8 (2.3)
2077.0 (0.0)

2436.6 (15.8)
1964.9 (21.4)
2163.2 (12.7)

2360.0 (0.0)
1966.1 (4.7)
2086.8 (0.0)

40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

2000.6

(0.0)

2061.2 (13.4)

2079.7 (0.0)

2033.7
2465.3
2377.1
2395.9
2628.2
2211.4
2506.9
3389.1
3049.5

(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)

2033.7
2609.0
2476.6
2462.8
2785.2
2211.4
2506.9
3501.2

2061.5 (0.9)
2484.8 (0.0)
2277.1 (0.0)
2425.0 (0.0)
2718.1 (0.0)
2245.2 (3.7)
2542.8 (2.0)
3405.1 (0.0)
2101.0 (0.0)

(17.0)
(11.5)
(18.8)
(18.9)
(11.7)
(22.7)
(20.2)
(13.2)
3201.0(14.1)

2005.6
2040.8
2206.7
4240.7 (0.0)
4260.1 (15.7)
4363.4 (0.0)
2211.4
3611.5 (0.0)
3768.1 (15.6)
3688.7 (0.0)
2222.2
2884.7 (0.0)
3030.7 (14.2)
2884.7 (0.0)
2273.7
3279.5 (0.0)
3279.5 (20.4)
3311.2 (0.0)
2328.4
3076.5 (0.0)
3079.6 (17.7)
3090.4 (0.0)
2445.6
3937.0 (0.0)
4139.2(14.3)
3963.8 (0.0)
51
2654.5
4307.8 (0.0)
4638.9 (10.7)
4407.3 (0.0)
52
2849.8
4516.6 (0.0)
4543.4 (20.5)
4575.0 (0.0)
53
3180.6
3878.3 (0.0)
3881.5 (22.9)
3883.6 (3.5)
54
4071.7
5789.7 (0.0)
6001.2(12.1)
5852.6 (0.0)
Notes: (I) Optimized Assortment, (II) Optimized Assortment with Differential Shelf Space Levels, (IH)
Optimized Assortment with New SKUs. Stores are sorted in ascending order of the expected profit of the
curTent assortment.
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Appendix C: Gibbs Sampler for Chapter 3
In this appendix we describe the Gibbs sampler for the Attribute-Based Store-Level

SKU Sales model in Chapter 3. This Gibbs sampler for this Hierarchical Bayesian model is

only

a

slight modification of the Gibbs samplers proposed by Rossi and Allenby (1993) and

Boatwright et al. (1999). First, we summarize the model and the notation.

Model:
Ski' =at + Zii # + DkneD<k) +Ek" , Ekn i.i.d. N(0, crh),

ze, = lAk Dk,i SIM h CDb.
i =t'N

y,.

K,T

2,

SCD , ,

(C2)
(C3)

3.

k

= index referring to an SKU (k= 1,...,K),

t

=

i

r,1
= index referring to a store (i=1 ;. -4 1,

Sk#

(Cl)

index referring to a week (t=1,...,7),

=sales of SKU k in week tin store i,

Zkti

= (1 x C) vector containing the explanatory variables for SKU k in week t at store i,

Dkti

= (1 x Q) vector with marketing mix instruments for SKU k in week t at store i,

Ak

= (1 x LM) vector containing the attribute level dummies for SKU k,

SIMkn

= (1 x L) vector containing the sum of the attribute-level similarities across all other

available SKUs for SKU k i n week t a t store i, SIM= = (SIM,10 · · · SIMEL,i , with
K

SIMil"= LSIM kk•t.xk.n, 1-1'...,L,
k'=i,k'*k

CDA

=(l x Q) vector containing the sum of the cross marketing mix instruments across
all other available SKUs for SKU k in week t at store i, CDa = (CD,t: ··· CD ),
K

with CD = r Dk.0 · xk.#, q=l'...,Q,
k'=i,k'*k

SCDkn = (1 x L·Q) vector containing the sum of the similarity-weighted cross marketing
mix instruments across all other available SKUs for SKU k in week t at store i,
SCD,„ =(SCD,i ,„ · · · SC,DE,Q„ |··· SCDALI„ ···SCDuen),
K

with SCAq„= ID*.0,·S/Ma.,·Xk'", 1=1,...,L; q=l,...,Q,
k'=1,k'*k
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Appendix C: Gibbs Sampler for Chapter 3

a,

=

fixed store intercept for store i, assuming a, - N(a;, aj),

of random store parameters for store i, assuming /7, - N(B, FB),

B

= (C x 1) vector

8b(k)

= (Q x 1) vector of random brand-specific marketing-mix parameters for brand b,

- N(8, Fe)

assuming Gb

Notation for Gibbs samnler:
= (<

G(m, t, i)

T)T,

= SKU index of the m* available SKU in week t in store i, m = 1,..., No

No

= the number

of available SKUs in week t in store i,

the number

of observations for store i, N, = I N#,

T

Ni

=

H(m, b, t, i)

= SKU index of the m'h available SKU of brand b in week t in store i, m =
1,...,Nbn,

Nbli

= the number of available SKUs of brand b in week t in store i,

Nbi

=

Nb

= the

T

the number

number

of observations of brand b store

i, NU = E Nbn,

of available observations for brand b, Nb = X NU'
.I

Jtn, k, i)

= week index of the nth week that SKU k is available in week t,

Nk,

= number ofweeks that SKU k is available in store i.

Priors:

a,-NCE.,al)
Bi - Ndi,VB),with
B - Nc (p),5),and
1/B = diag(al.1'.... a;.c), where a;,. - Inv Gammaqk / 2, / 2),
Ob - NQ (0, Fe), with

0-N Q (,4,5),and
Fe = diag(082.1,···,ate),

where a 4 - Inv Gamma( / 2,4/ 2),
EK")
N(0,
I, ), I, = diag(a,; v., 01 ), where Qi; - Inv Gamma (v, / 2, sj /2) .
4= CE [fi'•··'
--
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All prior distributions

are chosen to be uninformative. For all model parameters other

than variances we assume independently, identically distributed normal distributions N(0,

100). Furthermore, we model F asa diagonal matrix with the prior of the
element

{FB}ji-InverseGammat /2, /2), where 5.=1 and s =1.

model Fe as
-

{Ve}
as

matrix with

diagonal

a

-

a

with

matrix

diagonal

In addition, we

diagonal

.th

.

the

prior

of

the

ka

diagonal

{I,}U - InverseGamma(3/2,ff/2), where 5 = 1 and s 2 = 1.
Gibbs Sampler:
1. Generate {0, }i=t. . /

We define:
. , - 6(1.14)1'

X, = IzeL,t·i,li

-36(Ni,.1•')11 | - ' | G(1.T,t)T - ' ' ·SG(N„.r.,)n )T , where Se, = Se, _ Dk"81,(k, and
...

7*T

L

lT
z ·T
L G(l,T.i) Ti -,
G(N.,T,im J , where Zi = (1 Zkn ).

|,..|7*T

G(Nt'.1.,)1;

1

1

Consequently, we have S, = X iti + El . with
F

(r:

|oli|

1

0,=Ncit(/,F,),witht=(a B-T)T, F0= 0 c„ F, 'and
6,- N N. (O,fl,), where fl,= diag(GG(1.1.;,i -'aG(N„.1.,); 1 *'1 aG(I.T.,),
2

2

As a result:

[0, I s„ x„ n,, 0, v0 ] ac Nc., (f, F;, ), with

Fl, = (X, 'fl,4 X, + Fi')4, and

f, = vi.,(x,' Cl*St + vi' t).

2. Generate B

B i {#i}, 5 - Nc(b, F

element

f - 1 and sj = 1. Finally, we include every I,

/2,4/2). where

Inverse Gamma(ve

prior of the

the

fh diagonal

), where

Fi =(I.ViI + 51)-1 , and

b = F;(F;' IB, + Fit,13)
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3. Generate {az0·j &.„C
(- 2

where

a ., 1 {li·} 4 InverseGamma ·- .i i- ,
vo=vB+I ,
1

-

S;.3 =A+I(4 -*)2,
/=1

where:

Bj

= the/h element of column vectorB,.

B,

= the/h element ofcolumn vectorB .

4.

Generate <4 3H1,.8

We define S H(m,h,1,,)ti

=

Hlm.b'.1,11 - Z;i C m.b, j w.0, '

. SHIN„, .1.,11, 1 ...1 SHcl.h.T.,Ir,

3ht = 0 H (l,h,1.illi

SH<N...l .T.im )T, and A = (sj, i ... | S w )T.

lT
Furthermore, we define Xb, = H(1.8.1.,)1, · · · DTH(N.1,.8.1.1)11 | -|DT//(l,b,T.i)Ti -' DT
H t N m.b,T.i)T: 1

and X, = (Xj11··,1 ;1 , } ' .

Consequently, we have Sb = Xhg + Eb, with
06 -NO (0, Fe),

Eb-NN, (0, nb ) , where fl, = diag(diag(n,b )T 1- .1 diag(n,b )T ) , and
R,h = diag(crHIE.h.wl; ' - aH<N,..h.1.,)1, |'' I

2
a H(I.b.T.,)Ti

···C

2

//(,6r,·D.T.An )·

As a result:
-

-

[& 1 4,xb,nb,e,ve]OC NQ(tb,vi.b), witll

1'6 = (XD'ni'X + Fil)-1,and

4 = FL(Xb'fli'Sb + File).
18

Subsequently, we mean-center the theta's (for
identification):Vb= 1,..,B :Gb = eb - -;: I Ob•
15 b,=1

5. Generate e

01{4 1 ve-NQ (i, 1/i), where
Fi =(B Fe-1 + FI')-' , and
B

i = 5.(Fe-'Ieb + FL-1,13).
h=1
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6.

Generate {082.4 }4-L .Q

f

3-,1

aj, 1 {04 }, - Inverse Gamml e, -iL. . where
ve=ve +B,
-

B

44= ft+I(6*-3-)2,
h=I

where:
06,

eq

7.

qa element

of column vector 4.
= the qa element of column vectore .

= the

Generate {01 }k=i.

,K,i=1.....1

We define E W(n.k.i), = S kjt".k.i); - Cli-Z klt.,k,i), 111,- DIJ l•,k.i'ti/b<k'„and
Eki = (EUCI.k.01

Asaresult:

' ELIEN„,k.,1,)T ·

<(v.+NA') 6:2+4'El)
[414,] oc Inverse Gamma -2

9
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Appendix D: Gibbs Sampler for Chapter 4
In this appendix we describe the Gibbs sampler for the Store-Level SKU Sales model
in Chapter 4. This Gibbs sampler for this Hierarchical Bayesian model is based on the Gibbs
sampler proposed by Rossi and Allenby (1993) and Boatwright et al. (1999). First, we

summarize the model and the notation.

Model:

Sk„ = ZAB, + 6,„, Ed =(El„ ···Ex#) iid- N(O,fl.)

(Dl)

A = (#ot, · · · #0 lA t, ···As, 1···|Bst, · · · Amy-NEB, 5)

(D2)

k = index referring to an SKU (k= 1,...,K),
t

= index referring to a week (t= 1,...,D,

i

= index referring to a store (i=1,...,1).

Priors:

,-N(0,VB),with

B-N c (*3,5),and
F, = diag(a;.1'.... a;.m), whereaB,

-

Inv Gamma(v, /2,s; 12),
--

0, - Inverse Wishart(w,IF)
Gibbs Sampler:

1. Generate B,.

B,\S„Z„B,VB - N-(b„V;,),where
T

vi, =(Sz„Tn-lz., + 1/il )-1
-1

T

b, = Vi,( Zir QI' St, + Vi,B).
2. Generate B:
B I {Bi}. FB - N,„ (b, F;), where

Fi =(I.ViI + 5-1)-1,
H

b=FS(Fi'IA +5-'#B)
h=1
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3.

Generate {a i },=t..-

a'#j \\B,41'Bi

V 2-'1
-

Inverse Gammal l--2-,
2 --B:L.,
2 , where

VB=vB+I,
-

1

4.j =4+X(#u -Ff)2,
- „1

where:
6
= thejth element
/1

4.

of column vector B,

= theJa element of column vector B.

Generate {fl, },=1.,

fl, 1 Z„A,B- Inverse Wishart (w', W' ), where
w' =w+T,

W =W + (S„ - Z„p,jts„ _ z„0, T,
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Appendix

Upper Bound on the Optimal
Robust Profit

E:

In this Appendix we derive an upper bound on the optimal robust profit that can be
computed after running the Grid heuristic developed in Chapter 4.
The Pareto-optimal assortments not constructed by the heuristic could result in a

higher robust profit than that of the best assortment found with the Grid heuristic. These
overlooked Pareto-optimal assortments can only be located on the intervals between the
variance qf corresponding to any assortment xf found in step f (=0,....F) of the heuristic and
the upper bound qf constructed by the heuristic after finding
a Pareto-optimal assortment xq

» Suppose there would be such

with variance q on the interval C qf, qf ). The robust profit

associated with this assortment is bounded by the following expression, which is illustrated in
Figure E l,

ROB (x,) = Il NOM (xq) - r < rI NOM (Xf ) - r '3.1

q e (iL' qf ).

(El)

Figure El: Upper Bound Robust Profit on the Interval q E (qf, qf ).

i
@

HROB(Xf)

YL

variance (q)

qf

Figure E 1 shows that the maximum value of the upper bound is obtained at the

minimum variance on the interval (4f ' f L Consequently, the maximum value of the upper
bound is limited from above by:
max Il ROB (x,) < IINOM (·rf ) - r.,1'E.

q«qj·qi )
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(E2)

Appendix E: Upper Bound on the Optimal Robust Profit

Finally, the upper bound on the optimal robust profit is equal to the maximum of the
interval-specific bounds28:

I.1 ;OB < f 1( j=, )Il ROB (X, ))

<

,= 'In "M (X, ) -r' 'E J

(E3)

28 We do not Consider the assortment constructed in the last step since its nominal profit is below the best robust
profit found by the heuristic.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting (Dutch Summary)
Een product wordt in de regel niet afzonderlijk aangeboden maar gezamenlijk met
andere gelijksoortige producten. Zo kiezen consumenten in een

retailsetting uit een

assortiment van producten in een categorie (bijvoorbeeld een assortiment van tandpasta's).

kiezen uit

Consurnenten kunnen echter ook direct

een verzameling van producten

aangeboden door een fabrikant, een zogenaamde productlijn. Een voorbeeld hiervan is de

Windows Vista productlijn, direct aangeboden aan consumenten op de website van

Microsoft.
De samenstelling van een assortiment of productlijn beinvloedt wat consumenten
kiezen. Niet alleen de aanwezigheid van de producten zelf maar ook de structuur van de
aangeboden keuzeset als geheel bepaalt welk product consumenten kopen. Tengevolge heeft

de samenstelling van assortimenten en productlijnen een significante invloed op de winsten

van retailers en fabrikamen. Edn van de belangrijkste uitdagingen voor deze aanbieders van
consumentengoederen is daarom het bepalen van de optimale samenstelling van hun

productaanbod. Hierbij dient rekening gehouden te worden met de manier waarop

consumentenvoorkeuren en productverkopen afhangen van de samenstelling van de keuzeset.

Een factor die het optimaliseren van het productaanbod verder compliceert is dat oplossingen
op het meest gedisaggregeerde product-/winkel niveau vereist zijn.

In

deze

dissertatie

worden

drie

verschillende

onderzoeken

methodologieen ontwikkelen om de samenstelling van een productlijn

beschreven die

of retailassortiment te

optimaliseren. Daarvoor maakt dit proefschrift gebruik van technieken en inzichten uit
onderzoek naar consumentengedrag, marketing, statistiek, en operations research.

Hoofdstuk 2: De Invloed van Contexteffecten op Optimale Productlijnen
Het optimaliseren van de samenstelling van een productlijn wordt gezien als een

cruciale taak

voor

fabrikanten.

De

basis voor

de

productlijnoptimalisatie zon

consumentenvoorkeuren. Deze worden typisch gemeten met behulp van choice-based

conjuncte analyse. Meestal wordt daarbij de volgende driestaps-procedure gevolgd. Eerst
worden individuen in een experimentele setting gevraagd om herhaaldelijk keuzes te maken

uit verschillende subsets van mogelijke producten. Vervolgens wordt een discreet
keuzemodel gebruikt om de voorkeuren van individuele consumenten te bepalen voor de
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onderliggende attribuumiveaus. Deze voorkeuren kunnen dan gecombineerd worden om

voorspellingen te maken voor de voorkeuren van individuele consumenten voor elke

mogelijke combinatie van attribuumiveaus. In de laatste fase worden deze individuele
voorkeuren gebruikt om de productlijn te vinden die een gegeven doelstelling optimaliseert
zoals keuzeaandeel

of winst.

De literatuur levert overtuigend bewijs dat consumentenvoorkeuren op zijn minst

gedeeltelijk gedreven worden door de structuur van de keuzeset. Contexteffecten verwijzen
naar de bevinding dat consumentenkeuzes betnvloed worden door de samenstelling (i.e., de

context) van de keuzeset. Consumenten lijken te kiezen voor producten die er uitspringen,
een compromis vormen,

of relatief beter zijn dan

de andere opties. De marketing- en

psychologieliteratuur leveren robuust bewijs voor de aanwezigheid van drie contexteffecten:
het similarity-effect, compromise-effect en attraction-effect. Het similarity-effect verwijst

naar de bevinding dat een product meer verkopen verliest aan producten die gelijkend zijn
dan aan producten die verschillend zijn. Compromise-effecten verwijzen naar de situaties

waarin producten een buitenproportioneel groot keuzeaandeel hebben wanneer zij de
compromisoptie vormen in een keuzeset. Het attraction-effect verwijst naar de observatie dat

een product de positieve percepties versterkt van een gelijkend maar relatief superieur
product. Populaire discrete keuzemodellen houden geen rekening houden met deze

contexteffecten. Het gebruik van deze modellen kan daarom leiden tot suboptimale

productlijnen.

Om rekening te houden met contexteffecten stelt dit onderzoek een uitbreiding van
het multinominaal probit model voor. Het uitgebreide keuzemodel decomponeert het nut van

een product in

een

standaard partworth-gedeelte (som van de

deelnutten van elk

attribuutniveau) en een contextafhankelijke component die similarity-, attraction-, and
compromise-effecten modelleert.

De contextafhankelijke component is een

lineaire

combinatie van drie contextvariabelen, die elk de winst of verlies in nut weergeven als gevolg
van het betreffende contexteffect. Dit is consistent met de aanname dat producten direct in

aantrekkelijkheid toe- of afnemen door de context waarin ze zich bevinden. De
schattingsresultaten op basis van choice-based conjuncte data voor digitale camera's leveren

overtuigend statistisch bewijs voor de aanwezigheid van contexteffecten. Dit geldt zelfs voor
keuzesets die groter zijn dan de keuzesets die gebruikt werden om het model te schatten.

Vervolgens laat Hoofdstuk 2 zien dat de optimale productlijnen die rekening houden met
deze contexteffecten systematisch verschillen van
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productlijnen die dat niet doen. De

resultaten laten ook zien dat de optimale productlijnen die rekening houden met context

effecten leiden tot meer vraag naar de producten en meer winst.

Hoofdstuk 3: Optimalisatie van Retailassortimenten op Basis van Productattributen
In de laatste decennia hebben fabrikanten van consumentengoederen zowel hun
bestaande productlijnen uitgebreid als nieuwe productlijnen toegevoegd29. Het aantal

producten (Stock Keeping Units of SKUs) is daardoor explosief gegroeid. Om deze

productproliferatie het hoofd te bieden hebben retailers hun assortimenten aanzienlijk
uitgebreid. Recentelijk lopen retailers echter steeds meer aan tegen de beperkingen in de
hoeveelheid beschikbare schapruimte. Hierdoor zien ze steeds meer de noodzaak in van een

efficient assortiment.
In dit onderzoek definieren we het assortiment als de verzameling van verschillende

producten in een productcategorie (e.g., tandpasta). Retailers zien zich belast met de
complexe en terugkerende vraag hoe ze hun assortiment moeten samenstellen teneinde de

winst in

een

productcategorie te maximaliseren. Hoewel bestaand onderzoek naar

verscheidene aspecten van assortimenten heeft gekeken (e.g., assortimentreducties), is er
verrassend weinig onderzoek naar het assortimentselectieprobleem: welke subset van

producten (SKUs) opgenomen moeten worden in het assortiment om de winst van de retailer

te maximaliseren.

Door

verschillen

in

winkelkenmerken

en

socio-demografische

samenstelling van het verzorgingsgebied dienen retailers het assortimentselectieprobleem per

winkel te formuleren en op te lossen. Tevens hebben retailers behoefte aan oplossingen op
het niveau van het SKU, niet het merk.

In dit onderzoek hebben we een normatieve methodologie ontwikkeld die de retailer
voorziet van winst maximaliserende oplossingen voor het assortimentselectieprobleem. Deze
studie, gebaseerd op winkel-scannerdata, breidt het kleine aantal bestaande normatieve

assortimentstudies uit door (i) de verzameling SKUs (i.p.v. de verzameling merken) te
optimaliseren per product categorie, (ii) in staat te zijn om oplossingen te genereren voor
problemen van realistische grootte (incl. weinig verkopende SKUs), (iii) in staat te zijn om de

verkopen voor elk product te voorspellen, zelfs voor SKUs die nog niet aanwezig zijn, en (iv)

de optimalisatie per winkel toe te staan. Daartoe schatten we een efficient (gemeten naar
aantal parameters) model van SKU-verkopen op winkelniveau dat de verkopen van een SKU

29

Jaarlijks introduceren fabrikanten meer dan 16.000 nieuwe producten in de supermarktindustrie in de VS
(Food Marketing Institute 20001))
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decomponeert in (1) een baseline component gebaseerd op de attributen (i.e., eigenschappen)
van het product, onafhankelijk van de aanwezigheid van andere SKUs, (2) de effecten van de

eigen marketingmix instrumenten, en (3) een kannibalisatie-penalty door de aanwezigheid

van andere SKUs en de invulling van hun marketingmix instrumenten. Hierna wordt het
SKU-verkopen model gebruikt als input voor het assortimentselectieprobleem. Het
resulterende

kwadratisch

een

optimalisatieprobleem is

knapzakprobleem. Dit type

optimalisatieprobleem is erg moeilijk op te lossen is, vooral voor een realistisch aantal SKUs.
Om dit probleem te overkomen herformuleren we het optimaliseringsprobleem tot een
gemengd geheeltallig lineair programmeringsprobleem, welke nieuw is in de operations
research- en marketingliteratuur en oplosbaar is in standaard optimalisatiesoftware.

De methodologie is toegepast op drie jaar aan wekelijkse winkel-scannerdata
aangeleverd door IRI Frankrijk. De data hebben betrekking op twee categorieen (keukenrol
en vloeibaar wasmiddel) van 54 winkels van een nationale Franse hypermarktketen. Voor het

uitvoeren van de optimalisaties is gebruik gemaakt van de state-of-the-art solver CPLEX 10.0

in combinatie met de optimalisatiesoftware AIMMS 3.7. De geoptimaliseerde assortimenten
van bestaande SKUs resulteren in een enorme stijging van de verwachte winst ten opzichte

van de huidige assortimenten. De verwachte winst kan nog verder verhoogd worden indien

simultaan met de aanwezigheid van de SKUs ook de toebedeelde hoeveelheid schapruimte
per SKU geoptimaliseerd wordt. Het toestaan van maximaal 6dn nieuwe line extension van
een gegeven huismerk per

winkel leidt tot een aanzienlijke verdere stijging van de verwachte

winst voor de kleine categorie (keukenrol), maar tot een bescheiden stijging in verwachte
winst voor de grote categorie (wasmiddel).

Hoofdstuk 4: Robuuste Optimalisatie van Retailassortimenten
De methodologie voor het optimaliseren van het retailassortiment in de vorige studie
is gebaseerd op een model van SKU-verkopen. In elk model gaat er onzekerheid gepaard met
de parameter schattingen. Dit resulteert in onzekerheid omtrent de winstbijdrages van

producten omdat deze een functie zijn van de parameters in het model van verkopen.

Hoofdstuk 4 laat de noodzaak zien van oplossingen voor het assortimentselectieprobleem die
robuust zijn tegen de onzekerheid in de winstbijdrages van de producten. In vergelijking met
Hoofdstuk

3,

beschouwen

assortimentselectieprobleem

onafhankelijk zijn van

We

waarin
de

een

hier

de

structurele

aanwezigheid
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van

vereenvoudigde

versie van het

winstbijdrages van

een

andere

Oftewel het

producten.

product

assortimentselectieprobleem wordt hier afgeleid als een lineair knapzakprobleem. Om

robuustheid van oplossingen voor het assortimentselectieprobleem voor de winstonzekerheid
te bewerkstelligen,

wordt er

een robuuste tegenhanger van het optimalisatieprobleem

geformuleerd. De doelstelling van de robuuste variant is om de robuuste winst te

maximaliseren in plaats van de nominale (i.e., verwachte) winst. De robuuste winst van een
assortiment is gedefinieerd als de slechts mogelijke winstrealisatie van het betreffende
assortiment

wanneer

de

winstbijdrages

van

producten in

een

vooraf bepaald

onzekerheidsgebied kunnen liggen. De robuuste winst is een afweging tussen de verwachte

winst en de variantie van de winst van een assortiment. Hierbij prefereert de beslissingsnemer

(de retailer) een hogere verwachte winst en een lagere variantie (onzekerheid) van de winst.

De penalty die de variantie van de winst krijgt ten opzichte van de verwachte winst wordt
bepaald door het vereiste vertrouwen dat de winstrealisatie niet lager uitvalt dan de robuuste

winst. Oftewel, het robuuste retail assortiment optimalisatieprobleem kan gebaseerd worden
op de mate van risicoaversie van de beslissingsnemer.

Het potentieel van de robuuste aanpak wordt bepaald voor de keukenroldata uit
Hoofdstuk 3. Uit volledige enumeratie blijkt dat veel (maar niet alle) van de robuuste
oplossingen resulteren in slechts een kleine reductie van de verwachte winst maar in een

aanzienlijke reductie van de onzekerheid (variantie). Tegelijkertijd vraagt de robuuste aanpak
om aanzienlijke offers, gemeten naar de daling in verwachte winst, voor bepaalde winkels.

Voor deze winkels resulteert de marginale toename in robuuste winst in een grote afname in
de verwachte (nominale) winst. Dit potentiele nadeel van robuuste optimalisatie, i.e., de hoge

kosten (afname van verwachte winst) van risicoaversie, is nog niet eerder opgemerkt in de

literatuur.
De studie stelt ook een grid-heuristiek voor die de retailer voorziet van zowel een

oplossing voor het robuuste retail assortiment optimalisatieprobleem als een verzameling
assortimenten die een trade-off vertonen tussen verwachte winst en variantie van de winst

(i.e., risico). Deze heuristiek blijkt erg snel te zijn in vergelijking met volledige enumeratie.

Bovendien zijn de gevonden oplossingen voor het meest fijnmazige grid altijd optimaal,
ongeacht het niveau van risicoaversie van de retailer.

Implicaties
Onze bevindingen hebben implicaties voor verschillende partijen in de markt. Hier

bespreken we deze implicaties kort per marktpartij
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1.

Fabrikanten en consultants:

• Nieuwe productintroducties: Mee wegen naar succes - Nieuwe producten kunnen op
twee manieren succesvol zijn. De eerste, directe route betreft de introductie van producten

die duidelijk verschillend zijn en/of "value for money" bieden (gebruikmakend van het

similarity-effect). Deze route kan bovendien bewandeld worden door nieuwe producten
die een compromisoptie vormen in de bestaande categorie (gebruikmakend van het

compromise-effect). De tweede, indirecte route betreft het introduceren van producten die

de verkoop van bestaande producten van dezelfde fabrikant een impuls geven. Dit kan
door deze bestaande producten relatief superieur te laten

lijken of deze een

compromisoptie te laten worden.
•

Onzekerheid te/t en dient meegewogen worden - Bedrijven moeten zich niet blind staren

op de verwachte winst van een investeringsmogelijkheid (zoals een retailassortiment),

maar ook de onzekerheid in ogenschouw nemen. De mate waarin verwachte winst en
onzekerheid meegewogen worden hangt af van de mate van risicoaversie van de
beslissingsnemer. Bedrijven met een hoge mate van risicoaversie zouden vooral erg veel

profijt hebben van het reduceren van

de onzekerheid. Daartoe zouden

zij kunnen

investeren in (marketing) modellen met betere beschrijvende en voorspellende validiteit.

Consultants wordt aangeraden om richting klanten robuuste oplossingen te benadrukken.
Ze kunnen optimale robuuste oplossingen voorstellen voor verschillende niveaus van

risicoaversie. Vervolgens kan gezamenlijk met de klant, maar vooral door de klant, de
meest geschikte oplossing gekozen

worden (en dus het geimpliceerde niveau van

risicoaversie). Dit alles schept meer realistische verwachtingen over de mogelijke
gevolgen van de genomen beslissing en daarmee tot meer tevredenheid van de klant.

2.

Retailers:

•

Gebruik de context om verkopen en winst te verhogen - Het assortiment producten binnen
een categorie bevat meerdere subsets van productlijnen. De retailer kan de vraag van

consumenten voor specifieke producten binnen een productlijn sturen door het gebruik

van contexteffecten. Zo kan de gelijktijdige aanwezigheid van een 5-, 1-, en 2-liter fles
regular Coca-Cola zorgen voor een compromise-effect wat de vmag naar de 1 -liter fles
een boost geeft. Retailers kunnen zo een toename in de categorieverkopen realiseren of

door een samenspel met de winstmarges van individuele producten de categoriewinst
verhogen. Dit kunnen retailers ook bewerkstelligen door gelijktijdig meerdere huismerken
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van verschillende kwaliteitsniveaus te voeren binnen een gegeven productcategorie. De

positionering van de verschillende huismerken op prijs en gepercipieerde kwaliteit kan

namelijk ook leiden tot contexteffecten.
•

Ferhoog de winstgevendheid van het assortiment -De methodologie in hoofdstuk 3 en 4
stelt retailers in staat om het assortiment te optimaliseren op basis van winkelscannerdata. Indien deze methodologie in een commerciele tool verwerkt zou worden,
dan kunnen retailers regelmatig de samenstelling van het assortiment optimaliseren op

basis van reeds beschikbare data.

Dit verplaatst

de regie voor het samenstellen van het

assortiment van de category captains (fabrikanten) naar de retailers. Uiteindelijk heeft de

retailer hier meer baat bij.

• Bepaal het winstpotentieel van nieuwe producten op basis van eigen data - Door de
afwezigheid van historische verkoopdata is het moeilijk voor retailers om het

winstpotentieel van (potentiale) nieuwe producten te bepalen. Hierdoor zijn ze
overgeleverd aan de door fabrikanten geschetste verwachtingen. Deze zijn echter typisch
gebaseerd op globaal marktonderzoek zonder met de locale marktstructuur (in de winkel)

rekening te houden. De methodologie in hoofdstuk 3 is in staat om het locale

winstpotentieel te bepalen van nieuwe producten die combinaties zijn van reeds bestaande
attribuutniveaus. Hierdoor kunnen retailers de verwachte winstgevendheid van deze
producten bepalen op basis van hun eigen data. Wederom geeft dit de retailer meer

controle. Bovendien kan het de informatieasymmetrie verminderen tussen fabrikanten en
retailers.

Dit

vermindert

bijvoorbeeld

de

noodzaak

van

slotting

fees3o als

signaleringsmechanisme voor hoge vraag.

3.

Consumenten (belangengroepen):

•

IF'ees

bewust van de context

-

Consumenten dienen zich er bewust van te zijn dat hun

productvoorkeuren gedeeltelijk gedreven kunnen worden door de specifieke context
waaruit ze op dat moment kiezen. Na het wegvallen of veranderen van de context zou het

gepercipieerde nut van het gekozen product aanzienlijk minder kunnen worden. Dit zou
kunnen leiden tot spijt. Om dit te vermijden doen consumenten er goed aan om voor het

maken van een keuze eerst voldoende informatie in te winnen om stabiele

30

Lump sum betaling van fabrikant aan retailer om haar product op te nemen in het assortiment (Sudhir en Rao

2006).
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contextonafhankelijke voorkeuren te vormen voor producten. Dit vermindert de invloed
van de context en daarmee de kans op spijt.

Tot slot
Door de integratie van technieken en inzichten uit consumentengedrag, marketing,
statistiek en operations research behandelen de drie essays in deze dissertatie de optimalisatie

van productlijnen en retailassortimenten. Deze optimalisatieproblemen nemen een centrale
rol in binnen de marketing. Langs verschillende belangrijk dimensies verrijken we huidige
inzichten en bestaande methodologie.
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